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Screw Thread Production

to Close Limits

By HOWARD E. ADT

CHAPTER I

Evolution of the Screw Thread

Compared with other simple mechanical devices, such as the lever

and fulcrum, the gear and the wheel, which date back to unknown
times, the screw thread may be termed of almost recent origin. Its

discovery is credited to Archimedes, a native of the Greek colony of

Syracuse in Sicily (about 256 B. C.). On a visit to Egypt, he under-
took to improve upon the primitive method of dipping water out of

the stream for irrigation. For this purpose, he wrapped a plane of

sheet metal around a long rod or cylinder in a coarse spiral, pro-

ducing a thread the pitch of wrhich made it resemble the turns of a

modern twist drill. When this was inserted in a close-fitting tube

and one end of the latter placed under the surface of the river, re-

volving the spiral in the proper direction discharged a constant

stream at the upper end. The Egyptians evidently did not take

kindly to progress since the ancient method of using skin buckets
and a windlass persists to this day.

Like many other basic discoveries of mechanics, the screw thread

remained little more than a principle for centuries. Leonardo da
Vinci developed it further and from it evolved the principle of the

screw propeller, but as this did not receive any practical application
until many hundreds of years later, he was, like many other advanced

thinkers, away ahead of his time. Some of the early uses of the screw
thread were its application to the instruments of torture employed by
the Inquisition, to baling or compressing devices and to the earliest

attempts at printing. A descendant of the latter still exists in the form
of the old style letter-copying press.

So far as is known, the first method of threading a screw was
to forge a blank, upset one end to form the head and then cut the
thread by filing. Beson (France, 1569) invented a screw-cutting

gauge for the lathe which was used in practically the form it orig-
inated until 1841, when an Englishman (Hindley, of York) improved
upon it. Hindley's invention was used for many years by watch-
makers for producing small screws.
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A hand-operated machine for producing screws was invented in
1836 by an American and was superseded in 1848 by an automatic
machine, but both of these machines were designed for the produc-
tion of wood screws.

Nomenclature

A screw may be denned as a solid cylinder having a helicoidal

ridge, rib or thread,projecting from: its surface, while the technical
definition of a thread is "an inclined plane wrapped around a cylinder
in such a manner t.hat ibe 'height of the^plane is parallel to the cylin-
der." The application oi th-is . definition may be demonstrated by

cutting a right-angled triangle out of paper
and wrapping it around a rod the circum-
ference of which is equal to the base of the

triangle. The course of the thread is repre-
sented by the hypothenuse of the right-

angled triangle coiled around the cylinder,
the base of the triangle equalling the circum-
ference of the cylinder while the height of

the triangle is equivalent to the pitch of the
thread. The rake of a thread is the amount
the thread inclines from a right angle to the
axis of the cylinder. (Fig. 1).

The elements of a thread are its form,
its angle or slope, its pitch, its lead and its

depth (Fig. 2). The forms of threads in

common use are the V and its modifications
with flat or curved top and root, known as

the U. S. and the Whitworth standards

respectively : the square, in which, as the

term indicates, the thread form is a square
Fig. i Elements of Screw, the sides of which are perpendicular to the

axis of the screw: the acme thread, which
is a modification of the square, adopted for greater ease of manufac-
ture : and the buttress thread in which one side is perpendicular to the
axis of the screw while the other is given a slope. In addition to

Minimum
\~~or Root
Diameter

Crest

Root
Fig. 2 Elements of Thread.

these there are a number of other forms used for special purposes.
The V-thread and its modified forms are generally used in machinery,
for practically all small mechanical devices and for pipe connections.

Square threads are used for lifting purposes or wherever power is to
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be applied in both directions, a common application being to the lead

screw of the engine lathe. The buttress thread is employed where

power is to be applied in one direction only, while the acme thread is

generally employed on screws the threads of which must be capable
of withstanding considerable pressure as well as wear from frequent
use, as on valve stems.

The angle or slope of the thread ranges from 29 in the acme form
to 90 in the square form, the more commonly employed V-thread

having an angle of 60.

The pitch of a single-threaded screw is the distance between the

centers of two adjacent threads measured on a line parallel to the axis

of the screw, or, in any screw, whether single or multiple-threaded, it

is the distance the nut is moved by one revolution of the screw. Pitch
is more frequently used, however, to indicate the number of threads
to the inch on a screw and this is equal to the number of revolutions
the screw must make in order to advance the nut a distance of one
inch. Consequently, the pitch is always equal to 1 divided by the
number of revolutions that the screw must make in order to move the
nut one inch. More or less confusion results from the varying use of

the term pitch to define the same size thread, as for example, a four-

pitch thread and a }4-inch pitch thread are the same, or four threads
to the inch. The power of a screw to draw the parts it unites into

contact depends upon its pitch, while its ability to withstand stress

and its durability depend upon its shape and depth. The pitch diam-
eter of a screw is its outside diameter less a single depth of the
thread (Fig. 1).

Further confusion also results from the interchangeable use of the
terms "pitch" and "lead" to denote the same thing, as well as the
common though erroneous employment of the term "pitch" to in-

dicate the number of threads per inch. Screws are very generally
spoken of as being "8-pitch" or "12-pitch" when what is meant is 8
or 12 threads per inch, equivalent to 1/8" or l/12"-pitch.

The "lead" of a screw thread is the distance the nut will move
forward on the screw for each revolution of the screw. In a single-
threaded screw, the pitch and lead are always equal, because the nut
will move forward the distance from one thread to the next, or the

equivalent of the pitch, if revolved once. In a double-threaded
screw, the nut will move forward two threads for each revolution, or
twice the pitch, so that in this case the lead is double the pitch : in

a triple-threaded screw, it is three times the pitch. Multiple-threaded
screws are employed where it is necessary to increase the lead in

order to advance the nut more rapidly.

As a screw thread of any of the V-forms is essentially an equi-
lateral triangle, its depth is a function of its pitch and varies with the
latter. For example, ^"-pitch thread is only half as deep as }4"-pitch
thread. It is accordingly impossible to cut a coarse pitch thread on
a screw of sniall diameter or on a tube whose walls are thin in pro-
portion to its diameter. In order to employ a coarse pitch on threads
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of this character, its equivalent is obtained by increasing the number
of threads for the same pitch but only cutting them to one-half the
usual depth. This is known as a multiple thread and is made clear

by the illustration (Fig. 3) showing a screw the left-hand part of

which has been cut with a single *4"-pitch thread to half depth and
the right-hand end with a double thread, thus giving a ^4"-pitch
with only the depth of a ^"-pitch, the movement of the nut then

being equivalent to *4"-pitch, or four revolutions per inch though
there are eight threads per inch. This is sometimes erroneously
referred to as "four-pitch double thread" which is apt to confuse the

manufacturer of threading tools when ordering dies or taps. Con-

Fig. 3 Illustrating- Pitch of Multiple Thread.

fusion can be avoided by terming it a "}4"-inch lead, ^g"-inch pitch,
double thread." For single-threaded screws it is only necessary to

specify the number of threads per inch and the form required.
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CHAPTER II

Screw Thread Standards

To prevent the confusion arising from the use of a great variety
of threads (at one time every large manufacturer evolved his own
standards) efforts were made at standardization at an early day.
The standards now in use are the V-thread, U. S. Standard, Whit-
worth or British Standard, French and International Standard,
A. S. M. E. machine screw Standard, S. A. E. Standard (automobile
and aeroplane parts), B. S. F. or British Standard Fine screw thread,
B. A. S. or British Association Standard for very small screws,

Briggs Standard Pipe Thread, British Standard Pipe Thread, in

addition to which there are standards employed by instrument mak-
ers, with still others for hose couplings, for oil-well tubing and for

other special purposes. This multiplicity of standards has led Congress
to consider legislation with a view to simplifying matters by the adop-
tion of a few distinct standards.

V-Thread Theoretically, both the crest and root of this form
of thread are sharp, but in practice it is necessary to give both a

slight flat. No standard has been adopted for this flat but it is

usually about l/25th of the pitch. The sides of the thread form an

angle of 60 with each other (Fig. 4). The depth is .866 of the pitch.

1 1

P = Pitch = - p = Pitch =
No. of Threads per in. No. of Threads per in.

D = Depth = P x .86603 D Depth = P x .64952

F = FTat = f
Fig. 4 Elements of V-Thread. t Fig. 5 Elements of Standard U. S.

Thread.

U. S. Standard This is also referred to as the Sellers Standard
or the Franklin Institute Standard and confusion is apt to result from
this practice since they are frequently regarded as representing dif-

ferent standards. It was adopted by the Franklin Institute (Phila.)
about 1869 at the instance of William Sellers who prepared the table

of dimensions upon which its elements are based. The sides of the
thread form an angle of 60 with each other, but both the crest and
the root of the thread are flattened, the width of the flat in each case

equalling one-eighth of the pitch (Fig. 5). The depth is .6495 of the

pitch. It is the most commonly used thread in the United States.

A. L. A. M. Standard The A. L. A. M. Standard (Association
of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers) and the S. A. E. Standard
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(Society of Automotive Engineers) are identical. The formula for
these threads is the same as for the United States Standard. The
difference is in the pitch, or number of threads per inch.

The pitches for the different diameters of A. L. A. M. threads are
finer than for the same diameters of the U. S. S. The pitch of a U. S.

Standard thread on ^-inch diameter is 13, but on y2-'mch diameter
A. L. A. M. it is 20; ^-inch diameter U. S. S. takes 10 pitch, while 16
is the pitch for the A. L. A. M. thread of same diameter. One-inch
diameter, 8 pitch, U. S. S., but 1-inch diameter, 14 A. L. A. M.

This departure from the U. S. Standard was adopted because it

produces bolts and nuts better adapted to withstand the vibration of
automobile and aeroplane service, the coarser pitch of the U. S.

Standard tending to loosen up under vibration. Sketches showing
the elements of this thread are given in connection with the tables
of data following this chapter.

4

T> TV U (
P =

Y = Fitch : Formula D = Depth = P x .6
No. of Threads per in. ( R Radius 2 x p

D = Depth P x .64033

R = Radius= P x .1373 U
Fig. 6 Elements of Whitworth Fig. 7 Elements of British Standard

Thread Pipe Thread

Whitworth Standard While this is the British Standard generally
employed, it is also used to a large extent for staybolts in this

country. It differs from the U. S. Standard in having an angle of

55 between the sides of thread, while its depth is but .6403 of the

pitch. Instead of flattened surfaces, the crest and root are rounded
on an arc the radius of which is equivalent to .1373 of the pitch
(Fig. 6).

Briggs Standard Pipe Thread Originally, this thread was cut

with a slightly rounded top and bottom, similar to the Whitworth,
though the angle between the faces is the same as the U. S. Stand-

ard, i. e., 60. To overcome the difficulty of producing a good thread
of this form, it was modified to give it a sharp root while the crest

was slightly flattened, this flat being carried down to a point where
it coincides with what would be the base of the rounded form. The
depth is .833 of the pitch. The taper of the Briggs Standard Pipe
Thread is -j^-inch, per inch, or ^4-inch per foot.

British Standard Pipe Thread This has an angle of 47^4 but is

otherwise the same as the Whitworth Standard thread and is ordi-

narily used without taper (Fig. 6). When tapered, the latter is the

same as in the case of the Briggs Standard (fa-inch per foot).
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French and International Standard The form of thread em-

ployed in this system is the same as the U. S. Standard. It was
adopted by the International Congress for the Unifying of Screw
Threads, held in Zurich, Switzerland, in 1898 (Fig. 8). To provide

Formula

P = Pitch

D = Depth = P \ .64952

P
F = Flat =

8

Fig. 8 Elements of French and International Standard Thread
(Metric System)

clearance at the root, it was specified that "the clearance at the bot-

tom of the thread shall not exceed -^th of the height of the original

triangle, a rounded profile being recommended for the bottom."
With the exception of minor variations, this standard is the same as

the French Standard as may be noted by comparing the tables of

dimensions in the appendix. Complete data covering A. S. M. E., S.

A. E. and other well-known standards are also given in these tables.

Acme Standard Thread The angle between the sides of the

Acme thread is 29, the depth of the thread being one-half the pitch

plus .01-inch for clearance while the flat is .3707 of the pitch. The
screw is made of standard or nominal diameter but the thread in the
nut is cut .02-inch over size. The Acme thread is an adaptation of

the most commonly used form of worm thread and is generally em-
ployed instead of the square thread where it is desired to cut

Fig. 9 Comparison of Acme and Square Threads.

it in a screw machine, since it overcomes to a large extent the dif-

ficulties ordinarily encountered in cutting square threads with a die

and is in most cases better adapted for all purposes for which the

square thread was usually employed (Fig. 9).

The Acme Standard form of screw thread has accordingly come
into very common use in many lines of work where a square thread
was formerly used.

The Acme Standard thread is much stronger than the square
thread, and more readily cut by means of opening dies.

Unlike other screw thread standards, the Acme thread has no
standard number of threads for different diameters of stock. Acme
refers merely to the screw thread form. There is, however, a recog-
nized standard depth for an Acme thread according to the number of

threads per inch.
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To specify that a 1-inch U. S. or V Standard thread is to be cut

carries with it the understanding that 8 threads to the inch are re-

quired, but to specify simply a
"
1-inch Acme Standard thread" is not

Examples of Acme Threads Cut with Geometric Self-Opening
Die-Heads. Actual Size.

sufficient information, as there is no recognized authority by which
the pitch of the Acme Standard screw threads is governed.

Metric Standards The Metric Standard screw threads, used more
particularly in Continental Europe, have also become to some extent

recognized by manufacturers in this country ;
that is, tools are supplied

for producing the various Metric Standard screw threads.

Examples of Buttress Threads Cut with Geometric
Self-Opening Die-Heads

What Constitutes a Special Thread The foregoing covers prac-

tically all of the generally recognized Standard Threads in current
use today. With the exception of the Acme, it will be noted that in

every one of these standards the pitch is a function of the diameter.

Any variation between this established relation of pitch to diam-
eter constitutes what is termed a special thread, regardless of the fact

that it may not be a special form of thread. Where the pitch and
diameter conform to the standard, but the shape of the thread dif-

fers from that specified by the standard, this constitutes another class

of special thread. In other words, any departure from the standards
is known as a special thread and is always referred to as such in

connection with thread-cutting tools.
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CHAPTER III

What is Accuracy?

Before going into the matter of accuracy and particularly sus-

tained accuracy in quantity manufacturing for which the Geometric

Die-heads and Collapsing Taps are particularly designed, it is well

to have a clear understanding of just what is meant by the term in

this connection. It naturally depends entirely upon what the par-

ticular part is designed for. If for ammunition, for instance, where

the part functions but once, it would be out of the question to re-

quire such fine limits as are necessary on machinery subjected to

vibration and wear.

To attempt to maintain an equally fine limit of tolerance on many
lines of ordinary commercial work, such as plumbers' supplies, as are

necessary on fine machinery or precision measuring instruments,

would be absurd. The cost wrould be prohibitive and such a prac-
tice would simply limit production unnecessarily. The degree of

accuracy to be maintained in any particular class of work will ac-

cordingly depend very largely upon the use to which the parts in

question are to be put.

In adopting screw thread tolerances, consideration is naturally

given to the fact that a great deal of threading, particularly of small

tapped parts, is carried out with threading tools which are not only

non-adjustable for \vear, but in which there is bound to be more
or less variation even when new. Allowance is accordingly made
for this variation when new, as well as for the permissible amount of

wear on the cutting edges of the threading tool.

When threading with Geometric Self-opening Die-heads and

Collapsing taps, allowances of this nature are not necessary, since

the tool may be started without any provision for wear at the outset,

and, by means of the micrometer adjustment provided, the same
limit may be maintained throughout a large production.

To remedy the lack of any standard practice in this respect, a

Committee on Limits and Tolerances in Screw Thread Fits was

assigned by the Council of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers the task "to prescribe the permissible tolerances in the

commercial manufacture of taps, dies, bolts, nuts and screws, includ-

ing the method of measuring of the same." This committee made a

thorough study of every phase of the subject and the results are

given here in full.

Methods of Investigation Careful study was given to data already pub-
lished, and assistance secured from the Bureau of Standards, Franklin Insti-

tute, Navy Department and other sources.
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A request sent to many tap makers for confidential information showing
the limits allowed for their commercial work led to a response by a number
of leading manufacturers giving such information. This was tabulated and
compared. Later some of the tap makers assisted by having over 4000 taps
of commercial sizes from % inch to 2 inches, secured from a number of dif-

ferent makers, measured for errors in lead in order to obtain the average
variation of commercial taps which are in use today.

Early in the investigation a meeting of screw manufacturers and users
was called at the headquarters of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers in New York, at which about forty representatives were present,
and the matter of tolerances and limits in screws was thoroughly discussed
in the light of a tentative report which this committee had prepared. This
meeting resulted in the appointment of a subcommittee consisting of E. H.
Ehrman of the Chicago Screw Co., E. A. Darling of the Draper Co., and
C. B. Young, engineer of tests of the Pennsylvania. Railroad Co., to co-operate
with the general committee by obtaining data from the screw manufacturers.

Through this committee and the officers of the A. S. M. E. over 5,000
screws were obtained from the regular commercial stock of many different

manufacturers, these representing work of various grades and sizes and
with cut and rolled threads. These screws were measured and the results

tabulated.

Sample screws and nuts were prepared having varying degrees of error
in diameter and lead, and from these it was determined what would be the
maximum error allowable, and charts were made to show the relation of taps
and screws measured to these allowable limits.

Sample gages were also made to a closer limit than those now proposed
by the committee in order to learn how close it was practicable to make
commercial work. These gages were distributed without stating what the
allowance was in order that the users might not be prejudiced by thinking
the limits were closer than they could work to. Comparisons have also been
made with the allowances and tolerances recommended by the British

Engineering Standards Committee. The recommendations of the report are

the outcome of all this study and investigation.

While separate diagrams have not been provided for manufacturers' stand-
ards and users' or consumers' standards it is expected that manufacturers
will aim to work within the zones established by the diagrams so as to pro-
duce work that will come within these limits, and that gages will be so made
as to insure this result. Allowances to be provided for are wear of tools

and unavoidable imperfection of workmanship.

Gaging Systems The gaging tools required for the threaded hole are:

(a) Threaded go plug of a length equal to the longest engagement of work;
(b) threaded no-go plug made short and with clearance for full and root

diameters; and for bolt or screw; (a) Threaded go ring of a length equal to

the longest engagement of work; (b) threaded no-go ring made short and
with clearance for full and root diameters.

The study given to gaging systems has led to the conclusion that no
one system is best adapted to all needs, and that for a variety of work made
in moderate quantities a gage for measuring errors of diameter and lead

combined in the same instrument may give the best results, while for manu-
facturing in large quantities a fixed gage for one size only and having
separate means for measuring errors in diameter and lead may be best.

There is also the need in many cases of master gages, inspection gages
and workman's gages, each so made as to suit the particular needs.
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A number of designs of gages for these various purposes have been sub-

mitted to forty prominent manufacturers and users, and following their

recommendations selections have been made which are illustrated and de-

scribed in this report.*

The illustrations, Figs. 18 to 26, give general suggestions of what is

recommended to use, as it would require too voluminous a report to fully

cover the ground.

Tables for Limits and Tolerances

It is believed that eventually three grades should be established, to cover

not only general work, such as is here provided, but also that of more re-

stricted and more liberal tolerance. This report deals with limits and toler-

ances for general work only.

Tables covering medium-grade work for general use have been prepared
for diameters from l/4 in. to 2 in. but the formulae can be used for sizes beyond
this range. They can also be used for different numbers of threads for a

given diameter within ordinary range, provided the thread is of the U. S. S.

form.

The variations which affect the fit between screw and nut are those of

diameter, lead, including length of engaged thread, and angle of thread, be-

sides others of a minor character, such as the crookedness of tap, the condi-

tion of its cutting edge, the kind of metal being tapped, etc. The first three

of these variations have been definitely taken into consideration in the

tables included in this report, and it is believed that the allowance is sufficient

to provide also for other variations mentioned, unless they are extreme.

The effect of errors of lead on the quality of fit is proportioned to the

length of fit; but the effect of this is modified by the error in pitch diameter.

Thus, if a tap, for example, is materially oversize, it can have a greater error

of lead than would be the case if it were nearer to the standard size, and still

give satisfactory results in use, because the error in lead counteracts the

increased diameter of the tapped hole to an extent dependent on the length
of fit in the tapped hole.

The available variations, when the length of fit is not in excess of one

diameter, are shown by the triangular zones of Tables 1 to 18. They are

such that any screw having a diameter and error of lead which would come
within such zones would enter any tapped hole which would also pass like

inspection in the zone established for holes; and the extremes which would
pass inspection as to looseness would not be so loose but that they would be
considered mechanically satisfactory for general work.

The zones in Tables 1 to 18, as has been stated, are based on the en-

gagement between screw and tapped hole with a length of fit equal to one
diameter. If the length of fit is greater than one diameter there is a pos-
sibility of interference in extreme cases such as where a screw having the

longest allowable lead is screwed into a hole of a depth greater than one
diameter of screw, which has been tapped with a tap having the shortest
allowable lead.

Under these conditions, however, unless the length considerably exceeds

V/2 diameters of the screw, the flow or distortion of metal when forced by the
wrench will allow the parts to be screwed together. Actual tests made under
the direction of the committee show this to be so. After the first engage-
ment, where the fit might seem unduly tight it would be materially easier

*Reference can also be made to "Report No. 38 on British Standards for Limit Gages for

Screw Threads."
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in fact, for many uses it would be better than a shaky fit even if within the
prescribed limits.

For this reason it is believed that taps, nuts and screws passing inspec-
tion within these limits, even where it is not known what length of thread
may be required in actual use, can -be used with the expectation that the work
will be interchangeable even when the length of engagement is greater than
one diameter, although theoretically there might be the interference in lead
above pointed out. The keeping within the prescribed limits would be a
radical improvement over the variations of taps and screws in general use
today, because of a common standard serving as a "bull's-eye" at which all

would aim.

If in any case it should be important to entirely avoid interference in

lead, the narrower zones shown by the triangles for the larger-sized screws
having a length equal to the length of fit between screw and nut to be used,
will show the limiting zone. This method can be used in any case where
greater accuracy is desired, and is further explained on pages 17 and 18. The
plan here submitted is based on having the maximum screws basic in pitch,
outside and root diameters.

Generally stated, all tapped holes should be above basic standard and
all screws, below; the more above or below in pitch diameter the greater
the allowance in error of lead, while still maintaining a satisfactory fit.

In Tables 1 to 18 the figures for taps are held to a limit slightly above
the largest allowable screws to provide for wear of the tap, the greatest
allowance being made at perfect lead where a reduction in diameter due to
wear would be most objectionable. In applying the tables and diagrams to
the use of fixed gages, a rectangle representing a given maximum and mini-
mum in pitch diameter and a given error in lead within the triangular zone can
be established. Work failing to pass inspection with such gages can be then
measured for diameter and lead, and if coming within the triangular zone even
though inside the limits of the gages, need not be thrown out but can be
accepted for use.

12 71w
r

^r.p zt

Fig. 10 Relation of Error in Pitch Diameter to Error in Lead.

Charts and Tables for Limits and Tolerances

(Shown in Tables 1 to 18, Inclusive)

When a screw or nut has an error in lead, the amount of that error
varies directly as the length of thread on screw or depth of threaded hole,
i. e., the longer the screw or the deeper the hole, the greater the total error in

lead; and where a definite quality of fit between a screw and nut is desired,
less error in lead per inch can be allowed for a long thread than for a
short one.
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In these tables and charts, therefore, the length of thread is made the

governing feature and any chart applies equally well to a screw or nut of

any diameter or pitch, for the length of thread specified.

The limits for the lengths of threads as adopted and shown by the charts

are for the minimum limit and once the nominal diameter of U. S. S.

thread for the maximum limit. In this way each chart is especially ap-

plicable to a definite size and becomes a standard for that size between
the lengths of thread specified.

prf
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Another tap having an error in lead of 0.0010 inch per inch but having
an increased pitch diameter of 0.00173 inch would fall at B' and for a hole 1

inch deep would be the equivalent of the first tap. If two nuts 1 inch thick

were tapped with each of these taps, a standard threaded plug gage when
clear through the nut would fit with equal shake in both nuts.

The line AB' passing through zero represents all oversize threads 1 inch

long with a long or plus lead that are equivalent to a standard or perfect
thread. The line AB similarly represents all oversize threads 1 inch long
with a short or minus lead.

The lines AC and AC' represent taps equivalent to standard for threads

^-inch long and AD and AD' for threads 1.25 inch long, the amounts over
standard for CC' and DD' being respectively 3/ and 1J4 times B (17.3) for a

lead error of 0.001 inch.

The oblique lines on the charts, Tables 1 to 18, are similar lines for the

maximum length of thread specified in the table alongside of each chart.

For screws these lines pass through zero and represent equivalents of

perfect screws. For taps and nuts these lines pass through a point slightly
above the zero point in order to keep all taps and nuts slightly over standard.

0.2200

0.0020 0.0010 0.0010

- ERROR IN LEAD +

0.0020

Fig. 12 Diagram Illustrating- Method of Using- Charts
Shown in Tables 1 to 18

In Fig. 12, the points HJ, where the upper and lower lines intersect the

perfect lead line, represent the extreme limits for the pitch diameters of a

nut and screw with perfect lead, and the distance between these two points

represents the maximum diametrical shake between any nut and screw

falling within the shaded areas or zones of the chart, while the average shake
would be about one-half of this maximum shake.

It is assumed that a tap makes a hole the exact counterpart of itself,

therefore taps and nuts are referred to as having identically the same pitch
diameter and lead.
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How to Use the Tables
For a Tap:

a Find the actual pitch diameter of the tap with a V-thread micrometer.
Look in left-hand column at the bottom of the table for taps for the required
size (Tables 1 to 18) for this diameter. If the diameter is less than the first

figure or greater than the last figure of the column, the tap is not within the
limits required.

b When the diameter is found in the table, read to the right in the
next column the amount it is over basic pitch diameter. Read again to the

right in the third column the allowable "errors in lead" for this pitch diameter.

c Next find the actual error in lead per inch with some lead measuring
instrument. If the actual error is within the limits given in the third column,
then the tap is correct for both pitch diameter and lead.

Example: For 54 inch, 20 thread tap, for threads from to 54 inch

long, refer to Table 1 and under "For a Tap or Nut." Suppose the pitch
diameter of a tap is 0.2185 inch. Find this figure in the first column; to the

right the next shows the tap as 0.0010 inch over basic pitch diameter, and the
third column shows that its lead must be between 0.0018 inch fine (minus) to

0.0018 inch coarse (plus) per inch to be within the limits of this table.

For a Screw:

d Find the actual pitch diameter of the screw with a V-thread microm-
eter. Look in the last column at the bottom of the tables for screws for the

required size (Tables 1 to 18), for this diameter. If the diameter is less than
the first figure or greater than the last figure in the column, the screw
is not within the limits required.

e When the diameter is found, read in the next column to the left

the amount that it is under basic pitch diameter. Read again in the third

column to the left the allowable error in lead for this pitch diameter.

f Next find the actual error in lead per inc-h with some lead measuring
instrument. If the actual error is within the limits given in the third column
to the left, then the screw is correct for both pitch diameter and lead.

Example: For y$ inch, 20 thread screw, for threads from to % inch

long refer to Table 1, and under "For a Screw or Bolt." Suppose the pitch
diameter of a screw is 0.2160 inch. Find this figure in the last column; the
next column to the left shows the screw as 0.0015 inch under basic pitch
diameter, and the third column to the left shows that its lead must be
between 0.0034 inch fine (minus) and 0.0034 inch coarse (plus) to be within
the limits of the table.

For Screws and Taps:

g If the actual pitch diameter for either tap or screw is within the

range of the tables but the exact diameter is not given in the proper column,
it can be interpolated, or reckoned as between the two nearest values given,
and a proportionate and corresponding limit can be likewise interpolated in

order to find the error in lead allowable for the actual pitch diameter in hand.

Example: Same table. Suppose the pitch diameter of a tap is 0.2188

inch. In the first column for taps it would come between 0.2185 inch and
0.2190 inch and the value for the next column would be 3/5 of the way between
0.0010 inch and 0.0015 inch or 0.0013 inch, and the value for the third column
would be 3/5 of the way between 0.0018 inch and 0.0029 inch, or 0.0025 inch.

If the length of engagement is greater than that provided for in the

tables, reference can be made to the table for a larger size having the

required length, and the allowable variations in lead thus found.

Example: Suppose a 54~mch 20 screw is to extend into a tapped hole
to a depth of l

/2 inch, or two diameters. Refer to the diagram Table 5 for

a hole l/2 inch deep, this being for l/2 inch 13, which allows for a fit l/2 inch
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long. This will show by the angular lines what variations in lead are allow-

able, bearing in mind that the variations in pitch diameter must still be

kept within the limits given in Table 1 for J4 inch.

Example: Suppose a 1-inch 8 bolt is to be used with a nut 24 inch thick.

Refer to the diagram Table 8 which allows for a fit ^ inch long. This allows
for a greater variation in lead than the diagram for 1 inch, Table 10. The
greater limits in pitch diameter allowed for 1 inch can also be used, however.

Applying Formulae and Tables for Pitches

other than U. S. S.

The diagram, Fig. 13, illustrates the relation of the screw to the tapped
hole, showing maximum and minimum allowances.

I IN. 20 THREADS U.S.S.

NUT
Minimum Root Diameter of

0.1792-^ |j*

Maximum RootDiameter of Screw, \\
\

O.I9SO~>\. |

Minimum Root Diameter of
Tap,0.ld60^ j

Maximum Root Diameter of Tap,QI908-A t

.

Maximum Pitch Diameter of Sere *30.2I57 -->('

Maximum Pitch Dfame+er of Screrr,
\\ \
5CREW

Same as Basic Pi+ch Diameter of Thread,0.217S->\\
I

Minimum Pitch Diameter of Tap,Q.2ll9 Ml

Maximum Pitch Diameter of Tap,0.?l93

Minimum

Maximum

Tolerance of Angle of Thread,* 30 Minufes

Fig. 13 Relation of Screw to Tapped Hole.

Minimum Ou^ideDiam^er of
Tap,0.?519

-

Maximum Oufside

As the formulae, page 39, for external and root diameters are based on
the number of threads per inch, the maximum and minimum limits are not
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changed by a change in diameter and the allowances given in the formulae
for the U. S. Standard diameter and pitch can be used.

Example: I inch diameter, 20 threads to the inch. For external diameter
for ^-inch 20 it will be found from the formula (or by reference to Fig. 16)
that the maximum for screws is basic while the minumum is 0.0060 under.
The maximum for tap is +0.0057 inch, while the minimum is+0.0019 inch,
these allowances being always the same for 20 threads to the inch for any
diameter. The allowances for pitch diameter and lead, however, are based
on formulae having the diameter as a factor.

0.010

Maximum Tap

or Hole.

~Tlinimum
Tap.

Minimum Hole.

MaximumScrerr.

Minimum Screw

0.010

Fig". 14
Maximum and Minimum Clearance, Pitch Diameter

Example: I inch diameter, 20 threads to the inch. It will be found by the
formula (or by reference to Figs. 14 and 15) that the maximum pitch diameter
of screw is basic. Minimum pitch diameter =1 (0.0045 X VI 0.005)
= 1 0.004 = 0.996 minimum pitch diameter of screw.

Maximum pitch diameter of tap = 1 -f 0.004 = 1.004 inch.
Minimum pitch diameter of tap 1 + 0.004 = 1.001 inch.

~T
Maximum error ( normal) allowable in lead of screws if the length of

engagement = 1 diameter (in this example 1 inch) =
0.57735 (0.0045 X VI 0.005) = 0.0023 max. error m lead.

If, however, the length of engagement is only % in. instead of 1 in., a pro-

portionately greater error in lead can be allowed.

0.0023 -*- */2 0.0046 in. maximum error in lead for 1 in. 20 threads with

^2 in. length of engagement.

Maximum error in lead for tap for 1 in. length of engagement :

0.0023
2

0.0023 - = 0.0017 max. error in lead.

0.03

For Y2 length of engagement, 0.0017 -*- y* 0.0034.

To Find Position of a Tap or Screw in the Chart, Fig. 12

First, find its actual pitch or angular diameter as measured with a "V"-thread
micrometer. Subtract from this diameter the basic pitch diameter as given in

the table. The difference will be its deviation from basic pitch diameter. If plus,

lay off its value to scale above the horizontal co-ordinate line; and if minus,
below the horizontal line.
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TABLE 1

(ttZBO) INCH 20THREADS U.S.S.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 0.2175
Out&ide and Root Measurements
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TABLE 2

| (0.3125) INCH 18 THREADS U.S.S.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 0.2764
Outside and Root Measurements
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TABLE 3

f(0.375) INCH 16 THREADS U.S.5.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 0.3344
Outside and Root Measurements.
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TABLE 4

T| (0.4375) INCH 14THREADS U.S.S.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 0.3911
Outside and Root Measurements.
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TABLE 5

1(0.500) INCH 13THREADS U.5,5.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 0.4501
Outside and Root Measurements-
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TABLE 6

|(0.56Z5)1NCH 12THREADS U.S.S.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 0.5064
Outside and Root Measurements.
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TABLE 7

I (0.625) INCH 1 1 THREADS U.S.S.
b BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 0.5660

Outside and Root Measurements.
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TABLE S

(0.750) INCH 10 THREADS U.S. 5.
'

BASIC PITCH D!AnETEPx0.6e>5l
Outside and ROQ-T Measurements.
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TABLE 9

T (0.875) INCH 9 THREADS U.S. 5.
BASIC P.1TCH DIAMETER 0.30Z9
Outside and Root Measurements
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TABLE 10

1 INCH & THREADS U.5.S.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 0.9166
Outside and Root Measurements-
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TABLE 11

g (1.125) INCH 7 THREADS U.S.S.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 1.0322
Outside and Root Measurements
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TABLE 12

li (1.250)
BASI
. INCH 7 THREADS U.S.S.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 1.1572
Outside and Root Measurements
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TABLE 13

if (1.375) INCH 6 THREADS U.S.S.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 1.2668
Outside and Root Measurements
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TABLE 14

T (1.500) INCH 6 THREADS U.S.S.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 1.3916
Outside and Root Measurements.
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TABLE 15

i (1-625) INCH S PITCH U.S.S.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 1.5069
Outside and Root Measurements
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TABLE 16

\\ 0-750) INCH 5 THREADS U.S.S.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER I.GZOl
Outside and Root Measurements.
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TABLE 17

1^(1.675) INCH 5 PITCH U.S.5.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 1.7451
Outside and Root Measurements
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TABLE 18

2 INCH4^THREADSU.5.5.
BASIC PITCH DIAMETER 1.8557
Outside and Root" Measurements
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Second, find the "error in lead per inch" with a lead measuring instrument.
If the lead is coarse, equal plus, lay off its value to scale to the right of the vertical

co-ordinate line, or if fine, equal minus, lay it off to the left of the vertical line.

The point where these first and second values intersect is the position of the

tap or screw on the chart. If it is within the shaded area, the tap or screw is

within the prescribed limits, and if outside of the shaded area it is not up to

0.005

Normal
Lead

0.005

0.010

Fig. 15 Allowable Variations in Lead Over or Under Normal for Maximum
Error in Diameter

the standard represented by the chart and table. Taps and nuts must fall within
the shaded area above the horizontal line

;
while screws and bolts must fall within

the shaded area below the horizontal line.

0010

0.005

Basic Full

Diameter?

0.005

0010

0.015

0020

--.SCREW.

Minimum Tap
or Hots

'^Maximum
2 Screw

Maximum Tap
or Hole.

Minimum
5crew

Pig. 16 Maximum and Minimum Clearance, Full or External Diameter

Example for a Tap: Suppose a tap measured 0.001 in. over basic pitch

diameter; this value would fall on the horizontal line CK (Fig. 3), and if its

lead should be 0.0005 in. fine or minus in 1 in., this value would fall on the

vertical dotted line passing through K, and the tap falls within the area of
the chart.

Example for a Screw: Suppose a screw measured 0.0010 in. under basic pitch
diameter, it would then fall on the horizontal line AL (Fig. 12), and if its lead

were 0.0020 in. coarse or plus it would fall on the vertical dotted line passing

through L, and the screw falls outside the area of the chart.
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Formulae for Medium-fit Screws, Nuts, Taps, etc.,

Suited for General Use

SYMBOLS USED IN FORMULAE

Basic full or external diameter = D
Basic pitch diameter = E
Basic root diameter = K
Number of threads per inch = n

Normal lead = L

SCREWS

Max. external diam. = D
Max. pitch diam. = E
Max. root diam. = K

/0.102 0.054
'

Min. external diam. =
(0.102

0.054\
+ I

n n+40/
Min. pitch diam. = E (0.0045 X V D 0.0005)

(0.033

25 \

+ I

n n+40/

Max. error ( normal)
allowable in lead per 0.57735 (0.0045 X V D 0.0005)
inch. Length of en- =:

gagement up to one D
diam.

(This formula also applies to tapped holes.)

TAPS AND TAPPED HOLES

0.04 0.224

Max. external diam. = D + - --
(-

n w+40
Max. pitch diam. = E + 0.0045 X V D 0.0005

0.033 0.25

Max. root diam. = K ~\
---

1

--
n n+40

0.112

Min. external diam. = D -\
--
n+40
0.0045 X V D 0.0005

Min. pitch diam. = E -\
--

0.02

Min. root diam. = K -\
--
TAPS ONLY

Max. error ( normal) allowable in lead = in lead of screw

Max. error ( normal)
Max. error ( normal) allowable allowable in lead of screw

in lead of screw --
0.03
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Gaging Devices

In order to ascertain whether the work comes within the required limits as

represented by the triangular zones of the tables, it is desirable to measure simul-

taneously both the pitch diameter and the lead.

Among the tools suggested for accomplishing this purpose are the follow-

ing: In Fig. 18 is shown a gage which is adjustable for a range of diameters,
the micrometer thimble being used to obtain the readings for the diameter. An
adjustable block supports the work so that it will be held parallel to the center
line and can be set to be measured on the center line. The grooved roll fits over
the thread and is free sideways to allow for variations in lead. This roll is set

to the standard pitch diameter of the work and is adjusted by the micrometer
thimble. The floating point is so connected that the longer lever shows the varia-
tion in lead and the shorter lever variations in pitch diameter, each pivoting
about its own center. The work is placed between the points as shown by the

SECTION A a SECTION C-D

Fig. 18 Combined Head and Diameter Measuring Gage with Compound Levers

dotted section, and the variations from standard or pitch diameter and lead are

read directly in thousands of an inch.

In Fig. 19 is a combination gage for diameter and lead. Point A is adjust-
able longitudinally by means of a micrometer screw so that it can be placed in

proper relation to B, which is adjustable for different diameters, the pitch diame-
ter of work being read directly by means of its micrometer. The point C is con-

nected to the indicator, variations being read directly on the scale in thousandths
of an inch. A block supports the work in proper relation to the gage points,
and is set by means of the micrometer D.

A combination gage for pitch diameter and lead, having a fixed point and
two adjustable points, is shown in Fig. 20. The variations in both cases are read

on the dial indicators in thousandths of an inch. Indicators must be set to a

standard before testing the work. An adjustable block may be set by a vernier
or micrometer so that work resting on it will have its center line in line with
the gage points.
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Fig. 19 Combined Lead and Diameter Measuring Gage, with Micrometer
and Lever Indicator Readings

In Figs. 21 and 22 are shown the type of gages generally in use for measuring
screw threads. Gages of this type do not determine the combined error of lead

and diameter, but are satisfactory for many classes of work. If the thickness

or length of gage is made to correspond with the length of fit between the

screw and nut or tapped hole, work which will pass inspection by the gages will

interchange in use, and thus the desired result will be attained.

Fig. 20 Combination Gage with Dial Indicator Readings.

Where expensive special tools are not available good results can be obtained

by measuring the diameter with an ordinary screw-thread micrometer shown in

Fig. 23, and the lead, with the lead-measuring indicator shown in Fig. 24. By the

combined use of gages shown in Figs. 23 and 24, it can readily be determined
whether the work will come within the triangular zones on the tables, and thus

pass inspection.

Fig. 21 Plug Gage

Another lead-measuring instrument is shown in Fig. 25. This uses a com-
mercial test indicator for noting the variations from correct lead.

Fig. 26 shows a simple gage which might be provided at small expense where
a block of a thickness of about one or one and one-half diameters is tapped at
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Fig. 22 Ring C4age

Fig. 23 Screw Thread Micrometer

Fig. 24 Lead Measuring Indicator
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one end for approximately standard pitch diameter and correct lead, while the

other end is made thin and tapped under standard pitch diameter so as to be used

as a minimum-diameter gage. A screw which will pass through the standard or

thicker gage but will not pass through the thin gage may be presumed to be

within the required limits of tolerances for variation in both lead and pitch

diameter.

^- \
..Use this as Stop on/ij

"
when Pitch of Screw'is
less than Range of
v
Indicator

" ^m

N
B. Be. 5. Indicator

o
^

TEST PLU6

Fig. 25 Lead Measuring Gage with Indicator Reading

Many other designs of measuring instruments have been submitted to the

committee, having points of excellence, but it has been thought best here to show

simply typical and suggestive designs which can be developed in detail to suit

particular needs.

Fig. 26 Cheap Gage for Temporary Use

Tables 19 and 20 give minimum and maximum diameters for U. S. S. taps,

nuts and screws; while Tables 21 and 22 give inspection limits for taps and

screws, with the varying allowance in lead for different diameters within the

limits specified.
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TABLE 19 OUTSIDE AND ROOT DIAMETERS FOR TAPS AND
SCREWS U. S. S. T. D.

Medium Grade for General "Work. All Dimensions in Inches
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TABLE 20 MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM PITCH DIAMETERS OF TAPS
AND SCREWS AT PERFECT LEAD FOR U. S. STD.

Medium Grade for General Work. All Dimensions in Inches

TAP
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TABLE 21 INSPECTION LIMITS FOR U. S. S. TAPS

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

J-IN. 20 U. S. S.
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TABLE 22 INSPECTION LIMITS FOR U. S. S. SCREWS

ALL DIMENSIONS EN INCHES

HN. 20 U. S. S.
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Definitions and Symbols:

The letter symbols given below are those recommended by the U. S. Bureau
of Standards:

Allowance Variation in dimensions to allow for different qualities of fit.

Angle Diameter Same as pitch or effective diameter.

Angle of Thread, "A" The total or included angle between the side or slopes
of a thread, in a plane passing through the axis of the screw or nut.

Clearance The space between a screw and a threaded hole.

Clearance Angle Allowance on the angles or slopes of the thread for screw
threads to fit together.

Clearance, Bottom Allowance or space at bottom of a thread to prevent a bear-

ing at this point and to provide space for dirt.

Clearance, Outside Allowance between outside diameter of screw and bottom
of tapped hole.

Core Diameter, "K" English term for the root or bottom diameter of a screw

and the small diameter of a nut. In the case of the nut it is measured
between the crests of the thread. See Root Diameter.

Crest English term for the top or most prominent part of a thread, whether on
the screw or in the nut.

Effective Diameter, "E" English term for pitch diameter and defined as the

length of a line drawn through the axis and at right angles to it, measured
between the points where the line cuts the slopes of the thread.

External Diameter, "D" Same as full diameter or outside diameter.

Finger Fit Where the screw fits the tapped hole so as to just be screwed in with
the fingers.

Flow of Thread The movement of metal in a screw or nut, or both, when
screwed together by force, to fit in spite of an error in lead.

Flute The groove cut in taps and reamers to form cutting edges and to allow

room for chips.

Franklin Institute Thread The form of thread adopted by The Franklin Institute

in 1864. It is a 60-deg. angle thread with ^ of the height cut from the

top and filled in at the bottom. It is not confined to any special series

of pitches.

Full Diameter, "D" English term for outside diameter.

Gage, Check or Checking Gage for checking or testing other gages.

Gage, Limit A gage for insuring that any given dimension is within the toler-

ance laid down for the class of work to be produced.

Gage, Master A gage which is kept as a standard, solely for comparing refer-

ence gages.

Gage, Reference A gage used by the manufacturer and by which the workman's

gage is tested. A copy of the Master Gage.

Gage, Shop or Workman's A gage used by the workman in everyday practice.

It is tested by or with the Reference Gage.

Gage, Standard English term for Master Gage.

Land The space between flutes on a tap or reamer. It includes the cutting edge
and the supporting metal behind it.

Lead, "L" The distance a screw advances in one turn. In a single-thread screw

this is the same as pitch.
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Lead, Normal, "L" Correct lead.

Lead per Inch The lead multiplied by its reciprocal. For a perfect thread this

equals one inch.

Limits Two sizes expressed by positive dimensions, the larger being termed the

maximum, and the smaller the minimum, limit.

Limit Gage See Gage, Limit.

Outside Diameter, "D" Diameter at the outside of the thread. External or full

diameter.

Pitch The distance from a given point on one thread to a similar point on the

next thread, along the axis of the screw. The same as lead for a single
thread. The reciprocal of threads per inch.

Pitch Diameter, "E" Same as effective diameter. Also defined as the diameter
of a screw at a point midway of the depth of the thread. Equal to the

outside diameter less the depth of one thread. This depth equals :

0.866 0.6495

For "V"-threads = . For U. S. S. = .

Thds. per inch Thds. per inch

Relief The reduced diameter behind the cutting edge of a tap.

Root Bottom or smallest diameter of thread, whether in screw or nut.

Root Diameter, "K" The smallest diameter, whether for a screw or in a unt.

Slope of Thread The angular part which connects the large and small diameters
of a thread.

Standard Gage English term for Master Gage. (See Gage, Master.)

Thread, Modified "V" A form of thread having a 60-deg. angle and such that if

carried to a sharp point it would measure to the nominal size, but with the

top or bottom, or both, modified usually by being flattened according to

conditions or individual ideas.

Thread, U. S. S. The standard adopted by the United States Government, which
uses the Franklin Institute form of thread with a definite pitch for each
diameter. (See Franklin Institute Thread.)

Thread, "V" A form of thread having a 60-degree angle and sharp at top and
bottom. Impossible in practice and always more or less modified, whether

intentionally or not.

Thread, IVhitu'orth A thread having a 55-deg. angle and a rounded top and
bottom. The proportions are :

0.640327 0.37329

Depth = -. Radius of top and bottom = .

Thds. per inch Thds. per inch

Thread Micrometer A micrometer caliper with special points for measuring the

pitch or angle diameter of the screw.

Threads per Inch, "n" Number of threads in one inch of length.

Tolerance The allowable variation in size, equal to the difference between the

minimum and maximum limits.

Turns per Inch, "N" The number of turns required to advance one inch. Equal
to the threads per inch of a single-threaded screw.

Wrench Fit Where the screw fits the tapped hole so tightly as to require a wrench
to screw into place. Used for cylinder studs in steam engines and for

similar work.
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CHAPTER IV

Testing Threads for Accuracy

It is a strange anomaly that while methods of measuring other
surfaces or parts have been developed to a scientific degree of pre-
cision within recent years, those for checking the accuracy of screw
thread dimensions and form have really only come into actual use,
due to the intensified production brought about by war-time con-
ditions. A good thread gage is a very difficult thing to make, so that
but few manufacturers have marketed them. Such a gage is beyond
the capacity of the average machine shop, either to make or to test

for accuracy. Consequently, the few gages that were on the market
were accepted without question. The methods of employing such

gages were also crude and faulty, as for example, in testing the lead
of a 12-inch thread with a one-inch thread gage.

The experience of the last three years, however, brought out

very clearly that some of the most difficult problems in manufacturing
on a large scale are connected with the production of screws, taps and
tapped holes that are up to the required standard of accuracy. In
the manufacture of taps, hobs for hobbing dies, male thread gages,
and hobs for female thread gages, the question of correct lead and
correct angle of the thread has been found to be more important even
than the correct diameter measurement. This has led to the de-

velopment of a number of precision instruments for the accurate testing
of the angle and lead of the thread.

Fig. 27 shows the Harris lead and angle testing device for such

gages. Its operation is based on the principle that where surfaces
do not coincide, light will be visible between them. It is plain that

Fig. 27 Harris Lead and Angle Testing Machine.
Courtesy H. E. Harris Eng, Co,, Bridgeport, Conn.,
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by this principle a variation of 0.0001 inch can be detected with the

unaided eye, and with the aid of a magnifying glass a difference of

0.00005 can easily be seen.

Arrangement of Harris Lead and Angle Testing Machine* Fig. 27
is a general view of the lead and angle measuring machine. It has a

cast bed A and a stationary head B, which carries a fixed center O and
is permanently fixed to the casting A. The sliding tailstock C can be

clamped positively to the bed A, by means of the two clamping screws

Q, and carries a spring center P, which can be withdrawn by the knob
E or clamped in position by the screw F. The gage H to be tested is

put between centers by placing one center upon center 0, bringing up
the tailstock C, clamping it by screws Q, and allowing the center P to

enter the opposite center of the gage, as it is forced outward by a spring
inside of C. Center P is clamped in position by handle F. So far

the means described are simply to hold the gage true between the centers

and in correct alignment with the measuring devices, which are carried

on the slide D. This slide is carefully fitted to the bed A and is clamped
into the position required by the thumb-screw G. It consists primarily
of a compound slide which is carefully and accurately made, so as to be

in correct alignment with the axial line through the centers O and P of

the measuring machine, all planes and surfaces being either accurately

perpendicular or accurately parallel to this axis.

The lower member of the compound slide K is adjustable in toward
and out from the line of centers through O and P, and may be clamped
by screws L in whatever position is suitable for the diameter of the

thread gage to be measured. This slide carries a micrometer head /,

which operates against a hardened stud R in the upper member N of

the compound slide. The upper part TV is free to move laterally parallel
with the axial line through the centers O and P. This movement can
be measured by the micrometer head / or by the use of distance blocks

or Swedish gages placed between the point of the micrometer (which is

clamped in position) and the point R on the upper member N. The
latter carries two angle test-pieces, which are held by the spring clip M.
This spring clip permits adjustment by finger pressure toward or away
from the gage or thread to be tested. The center-to-center distance

between the angle test-pieces / is just one inch, which is a basis for check-

ing error of lead in gages that are to English measurement and are over

one inch long. For metric screw threads or threads less than one inch

long, either the micrometer or proper distance gages, such as Swedish

gage blocks, are used between the point of the micrometer and the stud

R on the slide. Fig. 28, which represents a view through a magnifying
glass, shows the points of these angle test-pieces on an enlarged scale,

and it can be seen how they fit the angle of the threads on the gage,
which is shown in position.

Testing Lead of Screw Thread In testing the lead, the first opera-
tion is to turn the thread gage on the centers of the machine until the

thread will allow testing point a (see diagram A. Fig. 29) to engage it

as shown at B, thus shutting out light on both sides of the conical point.

*Machinery.
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M K

Fig. 28 Method of Using Glass to Check Threads.

This is done merely by rotating the gage by hand in between the centers

of the machine, and gives it a very fine adjustment. After point a has

been pressed down lightly in the direction of the arrow, point b is

brought down in the same direction until it touches the thread. If the

lead on the thread gage is short, the effect will be as shown at C, which

has been exaggerated to illustrate the point clearly. If the lead on the

thread gage is long, the effect will be as shown at D.

The problem now is to determine the amount that the lead on the

thread gage is long or short. With the micrometer adjusted against

point R (see Figs. 27 and 28) and set at zero, point a is drawn back

from the threads as shown at E, Fig. 29, which permits moving point b

in either direction. If the lead on the gage is long, as at D, point b is

moved in the direction of the arrow as at E, by means of the microm-
eter screw, and when it is opposite the thread it is moved down in the

direction of the arrow as at F. The amount that it has moved over

(as indicated by x) is the extent that the lead of the gage is long in

one inch.

If the lead is found to be short, the order of operations is reversed.

The amount x could be measured either by the micrometer direct or

with a Swedish block placed between the micrometer point and the point
R. If the thread on the thread gage is not over one inch long, only one

of the measuring points is used, and in this case either point a or & is

engaged with the screw thread wherever the lead is to be checked. The
distance x as measured either by the micrometer or Swedish block is

compared with the nominal or correct distance, and the difference is

the error in lead for that number of threads.
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Testing Angle of Thread The methods of testing the angle of the

thread with the angle test gages are indicated by Fig. 30. These views

simply show the ends of the angle test gages and the contour of the

thread in the gage where it is being tested. Sketch A shows a standard

test angle gage fitted into a thread that has too large an angle. After

testing it with the standard plug, a plug with a greater angle is tried, as

shown by the dotted line, and in this way the amount of angular error

can be ascertained. Sketch B shows a gage having a thread angle that

is too small. A thread with unequal angles is shown at C, and one hav-

ing concave sides at D. These errors show up prominently by the

amount of light that passes between the angle test and the thread.

Threads are often rounded over near the top, as at E, as the result of

excessive lapping with an old-style lead lap.

Sketch F shows how a thread having unequal angles as at C can be

tested to ascertain the amount of angular error, by placing different

angle test-pieces against each side of the thread walls. The angle test

gage shown by the full line serves to test one side of the thread wall,

while the angle test gage shown by the dotted line tests the angle on the

other side. If the standard angle were 60 degrees and the test-bar

shown in full lines were 5Sy2 degrees, whereas the test gage as shown
in dotted lines were 6\V2 degrees, this would show that the. thread was

"tipped" or leaned over 4 degree, while the included angle of the thread

might be or might not be standard. Diagram G shows how the angle
test gage discloses that the bottom of the thread groove is too wide, the

root diameter being too large.

Fig. 29 Testing Lead of Thread with Harris Lead and Angle
Testing Machine, Showing Method of Detecting and

Measuring Lead Errors.

Courtesy Machinery.
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A Whitworth form of thread is illustrated at H, which is correct

on the angle and at the bottom. Sketch / shows a Whitworth thread
that has too large a radius at the bottom of the thread, and / shows a
Whitworth thread that is correct as to angle, but is cut too deep and has
too small a radius at the bottom of the thread groove. Fig. 30 is merely
intended to show, in a somewhat exaggerated degree, a few of the diver-

sified defects that this angle and lead-testing machine will detect. This

apparatus was developed by the H. E. Harris Engineering Co., Bridge-
port, Conn. It is used by this company and by the Bureau of Standards.

Fig-. 30 Various Forms of Defects in Threads as Revealed
by the Harris Machine.

Courtesy Machinery.

There are a number of other devices for thread-testing, some of

them involving different principles of measurement, such as those em-

ploying wires, described in the following chapter on "Checking Thread

Gages," but in a work of this character it is naturally out of the

question to attempt to do more than touch on the practical side of

this phase of the work. Many of the devices now being developed
are designed more particularly for laboratory methods of testing in

which tolerances are reduced to limits far below those generally em-

ployed even on precision work. But the number of devices, both of

this character and those designed for shop testing, afford ample evi-

dence of the widespread interest that has been aroused in the neces-

sity for accuracy as well as quantity in screw thread production.
After having been neglected during all the centuries that have

elapsed since the screw thread has been known, the question of ac-

curate quantity production has been the subject of so much atten-

tion during the past few years that as much has been accomplished
in that time as was done in other fields of machine tool design in a
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quarter of a century. This rapid development was due in large
measure to the demands of war-time production that frequently
called for the manufacture of different parts of the same machines in

plants located in sections distant from one another. But, having ac-

complished so much in a few
years,

it will not be dropped now, so

further advances in keeping with the high standards maintained in

other machining operations will be developed.
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CHAPTER V

Checking Thread Gages

In order that threads may be gaged accurately, it is, of course, neces-

sary that the accuracy of the gages themselves be closely checked. One
of the most practical ways of doing this is by what is known as the three-

wire method.

Measurement of Effective Diameter* Of the various methods which
have been proposed for measuring effective diameters of male thread

gages, the three-wire method is believed to be the most accurate and sat-

isfactory. This method has been in common use for about fifteen years.
In measuring screws by the three-wire method, cylinders accurately
ground and lapped to size and diameter are used. These wires or cylin-
ders are inserted in the thread two on one side and one on the other. A
measurement is then made directly over the tops of the wires by means
of an outside micrometer or other suitable measuring device. From this

measurement and from the size of the wire the effective diameter of the
screw can be computed.

Choice of Wires In the choice of wires any size may be selected

which will permit the wires to rest on the flanks of the thread and still

project aboA^e the top of the thread. It is best, however, to choose wires
of such a size that they touch the sides of the thread half-way down, or,
in other words, at the mid-slope. In this case errors in the included angle
of the thread have no effect on the measurement of an effective diameter.

Moreover, the time spent in computations is greatly reduced. The best
sizes of wire for various threads may be computed from the following
approximate formula:

P
G = sec a

2
where G = diameter of wire, in.

P = pitch in in.

a = y2 included thread angle, deg.
For 60-deg. threads this formula reduces to

G = 0.5774 X P

Specification of Wires The following extracts are taken from
specifications recently written by the Bureau of Standards for purchas-
ing wires for measuring thread gages: "The wires used are to be of
steel. The working surfaces are to be glass-hard and lapped to a high
polish. The working surface should be about one inch in length and
the wire should be provided with a suitable handle. The handle should

*Excerpts from paper by H. L. Van Keuren, Associate Member A. S.

M. E. on "The Measurement of Thread Gages."
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be provided at one end with an eye or hole for the purpose of suspending
the wire when measurements are taken. On one side of the handle,
which is flattened, there should be marked the pitch for which the wire

is to be used as the best size wire and the diameter of the working end
of the wire. The working ends of the wires should be round to within

0.00002 in. and they should be straight to 0.00002 in. over any ^-in.
interval. One set of wires should consist of three wires, which should

be of the same diameter to within 0.00005 in. This common diameter

should be within 0.00001 in. of the size corresponding to the best-size

wire for the pitch with which the wire is to be used."

Standardization of Wires Before the wires can be used to measure
effective diameters of threads it is necessary to know accurately their

diameters. The wires should be standardized in a way which approxi-
mates, as nearly as possible, the conditions under which they are used.

In order to accomplish this purpose the wires are standardized with a
micrometer caliper by measuring the wire when placed over a standard

reference disk, the diameter of which is accurately known. The object
of measuring the wire over a cylinder is to approximate the condition of

pressure which is exerted upon the wire when it is placed in the screw
thread. The micrometer to be used for this purpose should be one
which has graduations to ten-thousandths of an inch and upon which
hundred-thousandths of an inch can be estimated. This can be secured
in one of the familiar forms of small precision bench micrometers. Care
should be taken to make sure that the micrometer measuring faces are

sufficiently parallel. If the wires differ appreciably in diameter, the

two having diameters most nearly equal should be used on one side of

the thread and the other wire should be used on the opposite side. In
the computations the mean diameters of the three wires may then be

safely used.

Computation of Effective Diameter In the computation of the effec-

tive diameters of thread gages, if the exact conditions are recognized
the formula is quite complicated and the resulting computations are

very laborious. The formulae for computing effective diameters as

given in most engineering handbooks involve the use of best-size wire
and do not take into account the complications introduced when consid-

ering the effects of the helix angle of the thread. These formulae, as

generally given, result in securing an answer which should check with
the outside or full diameter of the screw being measured. The effective

diameter is not mentioned in these formulae and this often leads to con-
fusion. Reference will therefore be made here to a simplified formula
for 60-deg. threads which results in the direct computation of the effec-

tive diameter. This formula is as follows :

0.8660

E = M-\ 3 G
N

where E = effective diameter
M = measurement over the wires
N = number of threads per inch

G = diameter of wires.
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In the use of this formula the term 0.8660/7V may be computed for

various pitches and the computations simplified.

The general formula which may be used for any size of wire which
will fit the thread and which takes into account the helix angle of the

thread for precision measurements, is as follows :

cot a

E = M -j G (1 + V cosec
2

a + / cot a)
2N

where a = l
/o the included angle of thread

G = diameter of the wires

s = tangent of the helix angle.

The above formula involves squares and square root of functions

and therefore is awkward for making computations, and the following

formula, which is an expanded approximation but which is accurate to

better than one hundred-thousandth of an inch, is more convenient:

cot a s
2

E = M -\ G (1 + cosec a -\
cos a cot a)

2N 2

This formula is a general approximation which may be used for

U. S. form 60-deg. threads, Whitworth 55-deg. threads, Lowenherz

53-deg. 8-min. threads, and for other threads of a similar nature. It

should be noted that the error due to the first or simple formula for

60-deg. threads given above rarely equals 0.0001 in., and then only when
the helix angle is large.

Precautions in Making Three-Wire Measurements It has been
claimed that measurements of effective diameter made by the three-wire

method result in values which are smaller than those secured by other

means, such as by thread micrometers. This contention is probably

justified in some cases and may be due to insufficient care in making
measurements. It is important in making measurements that as little

pressure as possible be applied on the wires with the measuring microme-
ters. Since the wires rest in a V-thread, a given pressure exerted on
the top of the wire will have a magnified effect of distorting the wire

where the contact is made on the sides of the thread. This will result

in the measurement over the wires being less than it should be. Further-

more, if the wire is standardized under a light pressure and then used
with a large pressure, the diameter of the wire which is substituted in

the formula for computing the effective diameter will be larger than it

should be. This difference is multipled by the factor 3 in the formula
and the tendency is to make the result small. Excess pressure is often

placed upon the wires during the measurement by use of ratchet or

friction stops on micrometers; or by an unskilled operator, and some-
times on account of the arrangement of the wires and the screw thread

when the measurements are taken. It is poor practice to support the

screw being measured on two wires which are in turn supported on a

horizontal surface, for if the screw is of large diameter the weight of

the screw causes a distortion of the wires and interferes with the

measurement.
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Fig. 32 Balanced Micrometer Used in Measuring Gages by
the Three-Wire Method.

One of the pieces of apparatus used in measuring gages by the three-

wire method is shown in Fig. 32. This apparatus is known as a balanced

micrometer. In operation the screw is supported between centers as

shown, and the micrometer is supported on a counterbalanced arm which
is in turn carried on a cylinder resting in a V-groove parallel to the

centers. As originally designed, as shown in Fig. 33, the micrometer

was constrained perpendicular to the axis of the thread being tested and

Fig. 33 Apparatus for Making Wire Measurements
Using Two Wires.
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two wires were used. The arm supporting the micrometer was overbal-

anced so that a slight upward pressure was given to the micrometer in

order to hold a wire at the bottom of the thread and allow the operator
to insert the top wire and make a reading with ease and rapidity. After

using this constrained micrometer for some time, it was found prefera-
ble to pivot the micrometer clamp on its supporting arm so as to allow a

slight movement in a vertical plane passed through the axis of the screw
thread and then use three wires instead of two. For this arrangement
two wires are carried at the bottom and one wire inserted at the top of

the thread as before. This apparatus is very simple in construction and
is recommended as being very convenient where a large number of gages
are to be tested.

Another form of apparatus for making wire measurements using two
wires is shown in Fig. 33. This instrument was specially designed and
constructed for the Bureau of Standards. It embodies a precision bench
micrometer accurate to within about two one-hundred thousandths of an
inch, supported on a heavy base and carried by steel balls. This sup-
port permits the micrometer uniform contact on the wires at either side

of the thread. This machine has been found useful for threads of

relatively large diameter. The instrument is of massive construction,
and its rigidity, which is not common to ordinary measuring instruments,

permits, when precautions are taken to avoid temperature changes,
measurements which are accurate to within two or three one-hundred
thousandths of an inch.

Test of Ring Thread Gages The measurement of ring thread gages
presents many problems owing to the difficulties with which observa-
tions may be made on the various elements. While there are various

ways and means of obtaining the measurements required, it is not possi-
ble in most cases to work to the degree of accuracy that is obtainable in

measuring plug thread gages. Very often the special apparatus required
for such measurements is not available in commercial shops and it then

Fig. 34 Apparatus for Measuring the Pitch or Lead of a Ring
Thread Gage.
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Fig. 35 Three-Ball Method of Measuring the Effective Diameter
of a Ring Thread Gage.

becomes necessary to judge the perfection of the ring thread by the way
which it fits on a male check or checks. The various operations required
for measurement are quite similar to those given for plug gages. The

procedure generally embodies the following operations :

a Measurement of pitch or lead

b Measurement of angle and form of thread

c Measurement of full diameter

d Measurement of core diameter

e Measurement of effective diameter.

Measurement of Pitch or Lead The measurement of pitch or lead

of a ring thread gage is accomplished as shown in Fig. 34. The same

apparatus is employed for measuring ring threads as for measuring

plug threads, with the exception that an extension stylus or attachment

is provided to project into the ring and transfer the motion of the

auxiliary stylus to the ball stylus used on the plug thread. This auxiliary
device is shown at T, Fig. 34. Instead of being supported on centers as

is the case when a plug is tested, the ring is clamped on a faceplate and
the operation then is exactly the same as previously explained for meas-

uring the lead of the plug thread.

Measurement of Angle and Thread Form The measurement of

angle and thread form of ring threads is accomplished with the projec-
tion lantern in a similar manner to that employed in measuring angle
and thread form of plug threads.*

*This is a laboratory method to a description of which a large part of
Mr. Van Keuren's paper is devoted. It is not reproduced here since it is not

applicable to shop conditions.
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Measurement of Core Diameter The measurement of core diameter

is usually made with an inside micrometer, Johansson inside set-up, or

by the use of go and not-go plain check plugs for this diameter. This

measurement of a plain inside diameter requires no further explanation.

Measurement of Effective Diameter The method which is usually

employed for measuring the effective diameter of a ring gage is by

judging the fit of the gage on a plug thread check. This plug check is

ordinarily ground off at the crest of the thread in order to make sure

that the plug touches on the sides of the thread instead of at the crest.

It is usually considered that when the ring fits snugly on the plug that

the effective diameter of the ring is the same as the plug. This assump-
tion, however, is not strictly true, inasmuch as there always is certain

variation between the lead or pitch of the plug and the lead or pitch
of the ring, and furthermore, variations of angle between the plug and
the ring are always present. Both of these variations necessitate the

ring having an effective diameter larger than the plug upon which it

fits snugly. In most cases the amount actually required for fit, due to

differences in pitch and angle, is appreciable, sometimes as much as

several thousandths of an inch.

In order to ascertain the effective diameter where check thread plugs
are not available, the three-ball method of measurement has been

adopted. In making these measurements the ring is laid on a flat sur-

face with the axis of the thread perpendicular. Two balls are then

placed in adjacent threads and a third ball is placed diametrically oppo-
site. The distance between these balls is then taken by inserting size

blocks together with a taper parallel, as shown in Fig. 35. The effective

diameter can then be computed in a manner similar to that explained for

male screw threads, as it is necessary to change only the signs of the

different quantities of the formula as previously given for wire measure-
ments. The formula as corrected by the change of signs is then as fol-

lows : E = M 0.8660 X p + 3G
where E = effective diameter

M = measurement between balls

p = pitch in inches

G =. diameter of balls.

This formula applies in cases where the balls used touch nearly at the

mid-slope of the thread.
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CHAPTER VI

Methods of Threading
There are almost as many methods of cutting threads as there are

different purposes for which screws are used. They range from the

crude practice of the cross-roads blacksmith with his worn dies and

taps, which serve as long as they produce a fit "without a shake," to the

microscopic accuracy of the precision instrument maker. In the pres-
ent work, however, interest is centered on screw thread production,
rather than on methods of cutting single screws for special purposes or

for repair work, so that only sufficient mention is accorded them to

make clear the bearing of the principles involved on quantity production
where a high degree of accuracy must be maintained.

In screw-cutting on the simple geared lathe, the pitch of the thread

is determined by that of the lead screw of the lathe itself which traverses

the cutting tool across the work. A single point tool is used and several

cuts are made to finish the thread. To cut screws of different pitches,
the speed at which the lead screw is driven with relation to the spindle
is varied by inserting change gears of different diameters in the driv-

ing train. The process is a slow one and slight inaccuracies in the lathe

itself often make it difficult to make each succeeding cut coincide exactly
with its predecessor. It is naturally only adapted to the cutting of

special screws and is chiefly employed where the diameter or length of

the screw makes it difficult to cut by other methods.

A variation of the method just described involves the use of a

multiple-point tool, or chaser, instead of the single-pointed tool. It is

used in practically the same manner by taking successive cuts on an

engine lathe and also on some special types of lathe.

Single and multiple rotating milling-cutters constitute another method

by means of which the thread is formed by traversing either the work
or the cutter axially at a rate designed to give the thread the proper lead.

The use of the multiple milling-cutter has the advantage of completing
a thread in approximately one revolution of the work, but can only be

employed economically on comparatively large screws, where a con-

siderable amount of metal must be removed.

For the cutting of all small- and medium-size screws of moderate

pitch, particularly on parts that involve other cutting operations, thread-

ing may be done most economically by means of dies or die-heads. These
are fitted with four or more multiple-point cutting edges, or chasers,

and for ordinary limits of accuracy are capable of finishing the threads

in one cut, or passage of the tool.

In addition to the foregoing method, threading is also done by what
is termed the rolling or impression method, which is not a cutting pro-
cess. In this the blank is rolled in contact under pressure with a revolv-
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able disk on the surface of which either a single or multiple thread cor-

responding in pitch to the pitch required has been cut. Flat sections

having parallel ridges cut in accordance with the required pitch and form
of the screw thread desired are sometimes used instead of the disk.

These all apply to the formation of external threads, though with
the exception of the rolling method they are also all applicable to the

cutting of internal threads, a tap replacing the die in the most commonly
employed operations. The rolling or impression method is not ordi-

narily employed on work of a class calling for anything above the aver-

age standard of accuracy for common bolts and nuts.

Apart from the methods involving the use of dies or taps, the pitch
of the thread is determined by either a gear or direct-driven lead screw

having a lead equal to that required on the part to be threaded. When
a die or tap is employed, the tool is usually self-leading, its numerous

cutting points causing the tool to move each revolution a distance equal
to the thread lead, as the result of its screwing action caused by the

location of the cutting teeth along a helical path.

On the score of both rapid production and maintained accuracy, all

of the above methods suffer from disadvantages that prevent their

being applied to quantity production on a large scale. The chief of

these disadvantages is that after the threading tool has completed a cut,

it is necessary to return it to the starting point, either for the purpose
of taking another cut as when using a single point tool, or for removing
the tool from the work as when withdrawing a tap or die from the

threaded part.

Although it can be accomplished at a much faster rate than the

actual cutting, this return movement is a disadvantage not alone on the

score of time wasting, but it not infrequently strips the thread. This

is particularly the case with a solid die or tap in the use of which it is

necessary to reverse the rotation of the work or tool spindle in order

to back the tool off the threaded part.

Just which method of threading is the most suitable for any particu-
lar class of work will naturally depend :UidSCJ UJL WU11V Will llCtLUiail^ UCJJCliU. .

First, upon the number of parts to be threaded.

Second, the degree of accuracy necessary.

Third, the diameter of the screw, pitch of the thread and the mate-

rial of which the parts are to be made.

Fourth, the relation of the threading operation to other work which

may precede or follow it.

This matter of selecting equipment for the production of screw
threads involves not only a study of the different classes of work for

which various types of tools are adapted, but likewise a careful investi-

gation into the performance of different makes of tools of the same

class or type. This is more particularly the case where self-opening
dies and collapsing taps are concerned since the lack of education or
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experience in the handling of specialized tools such as these often lead

the uninformed user to form an adverse opinion. Either he may have
selected equipment not properly designed for the work in hand or he

may have chosen a make of tool which did not measure up to the high
standard of accuracy or performance which he required. As a result,

his adverse opinion includes self-opening dies and collapsing taps of all

makes regardless of their differing degrees of merit.

Consequently, when about to select the equipment for threading a

large number of parts, it is well to learn what has been done by others

in manufacturing similar parts in quantities. Likewise, it is well to

consult the manufacturers of thread-cutting tools designed for rapid

production to close limits of accuracy. Their education and experience
date back many years and during that time they have assisted in solving

many difficult problems showing how their particular tools could be used
to the best advantage.

It is not good practice or good business judgment to condemn all

patented thread-cutting tools as a class simply on the basis of a few
adverse opinions. As in every other field of endeavor, there are self-

opening die-heads and collapsing taps on the market of varying degrees
of merit. Some of them are not capable of either maintained accuracy
or maintained rapid production, though claims are put forward for

them on both scores, but there are also other makes of these tools on

the market which by reason of the foresight of their makers in bringing
them out at a very early day and in taking advantage of the experience
since accumulated in their use, have come to be recognized as leaders

in this field. No large body of men could ever be found to agree unan-

imously on any given subject, but in this particular instance the fact

that the merit of these tools is very generally acknowledged speaks for

itself. The experience of manufacturers in such a position as this will

usually be found most valuable in determining upon the equipment to

be selected for threading parts in large quantities most economically and
most accurately. .

Threading'with Dies

External threading has been carried on by means of dies for a great

many years, but up to within comparatively recent times, dies were only
considered available for cutting threads on small screws, bolts and
studs and as a general rule for the rougher grades of work on which

accuracy was not particularly important. By dies in this connection

are intended the solid type, made of one piece, with or without a spring

opening for adjustment, and the ordinary two-part die designed to be

clamped in a holder. For smaller work, particularly on soft metal,

these solid dies produce good threads for a time without their accuracy

being seriously affected by wrear. They can also be replaced cheaply.
But where it is a question of a large quantity of parts or of cutting steel

or other tough metal, and where the size exceeds one inch in diameter,
the first cost of the dies is high and the necessity for replacement fre-

quent, which makes them expensive.
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The solid types of dies and taps do not lend themselves to rapid

production nor to maintained accuracy, since it takes almost as long to

back the tool off the work as it does to cut the thread. The wear is con-

stant so that the diameter is gradually increasing or decreasing with use,

while the necessity for backing the tool off the work not only cuts down
production but also serves to spoil a certain percentage of threads. This
is particularly the case where an attempt is made to speed up with solid

dies or taps.

Why Solid Dies Strip Threads H. E. Warren, general manager
of the Mac-It-Parts Co., Lancaster, Pa., shows why this occurs and gives
beside a brief resume which outlines the status of the different methods
of threading as viewed by an experienced manufacturer.*

"Another difficulty with using round dies, or with using any solid die, espe-
cially on material of a tough nature, is that there are as many threads spoiled
while the die is coming off as while it is going on. This is due to the fact that,
when the die stops cutting and reverses, there is a chip left sticking out in front
of each cutting edge. As the die runs off, this chip must be broken off by the

cutting teeth that come next in front. If, as often happens, the chip does not

break, the cutting tooth snaps instead.

"The concern with which I am connected has decided, after using all kinds
and nearly all makes of dies, to use opening dies wherever it is possible to do so.

We are now using them on Gridley four-spindle and Brown & Sharpe automatics,
doing work as small as %-in. screws. While it is of course true that some self-

opening die heads are not accurate, this is certainly not true of all of them.

"It is my opinion that most people do not realize how much depends on
getting correct lead. A variation of 0.002 in. per inch of lead is a good
deal more serious defect in making a screw than twice that amount in diameter.
If the screw is off in lead, it may appear to fit fairly well when it is new, but
it will soon wear loose.

"We do not consider a saw-tooth lead gage 1 in. long a proper tool for meas-

uring a screw 4 in. long. We use lead gages 4 in. long on 4-in. screws. The
screw must fit without any shake whatever in order to pass inspection.

"The lead of the screw is affected not only by the kind of material being cut,
but by whether the die is sharp or dull, whether it is properly ground, and also

by the kind of cutting lubricant used. It is my experience that, if you want
to get good threads you must use good oil.

"Every tap and die manufacturer, as well as every screw manufacturer, is

thoroughly aware that the V thread is something that we have had 'wished' on
us. It has no excuse for existing. It not only costs more to make taps and dies

and screws with this form of thread, but the taps and dies are not nearly as

efficient after they are made.

"It is our experience that if taps are made at least 0.002 in. oversize on the
outside diameter and the screws are made at least 0.002 in. undersize on the
outside diameter, there will be no binding on top of the thread.

"If I was called upon to name the different styles of dies in the order of
their efficiency for screw machine work, I would name, first, the self-opening die;

second, the solid adjustable die; third, the spring, or prong, die; and, fourth, as
least desirable of all, the round, or button, die. By the solid adjustable die I

mean a die on which all the chasers are adjusted radially." (See page 82.)

Solid Dies on Automatics The use of a solid or split die on an auto-

matic screw machine is apt to make the threading operation the longest
one performed by the machine and accordingly slow down its produc-

*American Machinist.
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tion correspondingly. The necessity for reducing the time of the

threading operation on an automatic, as well as of producing uniformly
accurate threads at this increased speed, was one of the chief reasons

that led to the invention of the Geometric Self-Opening Die-Heads
almost twenty-five years ago. It is a difficult matter to make
a one-piece die or a tap accurate in the first place, since it must
be hardened after cutting and distortion cannot be avoided. Where
close limits of tolerance must be maintained such dies cannot be used,

particularly if only a plus tolerance is permissible, since after wear to

the extent of only a few thousandths of an inch they would have to be

discarded. While originally applied to the threading of small and
medium size screws, bolts and studs, they have since been developed to

the point where they give increased production on heavy screws up to

four or five inches diameter or over, even in cutting the acme thread.

Self-Opening Die-Heads Like many important inventions which

appear in advance of their time, the Geometric Self-Opening Die-Heads
and Collapsing Taps had to overcome considerable inertia on the part
of the prospective user. The old way was still good enough for many
manufacturers and neither the increased production nor the greater

degree of accuracy possible made a very strong appeal at the outset.

Fortunately, however, there is always a certain percentage of progres-
sive individuals who are willing to be shown. With the support of this

minority as a working basis the merit of the tools themselves gradually

compelled more and more widespread recognition until they came to be

regarded as an indispensable part of the equipment of the automatic
screw machine and turret lathe. How strongly they have become in-

trenched is quite evident from the number of followers who have come
into this field after all the pioneering work had been done.

No matter how great the value or merit of an invention, it is only

appreciated at the outset by a comparatively few. They recognize its

merits and likewise realize that the full benefits can be obtained from
it only by experience in its use. In order that manufacturers in general
who should be its users may derive the same benefits, it is essential that

their shop superintendents and machine operators should be educated

in the proper handling of the tools. The purpose of the present volume
is to embody in brief form the accumulated experience of almost a

quarter of a century in the manufacture and use of the Geometric Self-

Opening Die-Heads and Collapsing Taps and to give the user in general
the benefit of this information which has only been gained at con-

siderable expense and time in study. Before taking up the subject of

threading with self-opening dies, a short description of the different

types of tools themselves is given in order that their use may be

made clear.
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CHAPTER VII

Types of Die-Heads

The term die-head is used in this connection to distinguish the auto-

matic self-opening die from the ordinary solid, flexible or sectional

forms, which are either not adjustable at all or only slightly. By a die-

head is understood a special threading tool, having four or more inserted

chasers, all of which are adjustable radially and which open auto-

matically when the end of the travel is reached. Such a die-head is

termed a self-leading threading tool in that its movement is not governed
by a lead screw or other external mechanism. The die-head feeds itself

on to the work, the proper lead being accurately maintained by reason

of the numerous bearing surfaces of the cutting teeth of the chaser.

Not alone the accuracy of the thread, but its smoothness and the satis-

factory operation of the die-head are accordingly dependent to a large
extent upon the care with which the chasers are ground and maintained.

This is explained at greater length in a succeeding chapter.

Fig. 36 Geometric Die-Heads for Standard Threading
Operations (AVith and Without Face Plate)
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Fig. 37 Mechanism of the Geometric Style "D" Self-Opening
and Adjustable Die-Head.

To produce work most efficiently on the wide variety of pieces on
which threading is carried out, a number of types of self-opening die-

heads are employed in order that the tripping and closing mechanism

may be adapted to the nature of the work itself. For the majority of

classes of what may be regarded as standard threading operations, the

style D die-head shown in Fig. 36 is generally employed. This illus-

trates its external appearance. Some idea of the relation of its parts

may be obtained from the phantom view, Fig. 37. It will be noted from
the latter that the die-head consists of two main sections, one of which
includes the shank and inner part of die body designed to be attached

to the turret or spindle of the machine, \vhile the other has cut on its

face the cam-shaped splines which govern the opening and closing of the

threading chasers, there being a certain amount of relative motion be-

tween the two main sections of the die-head. The chief difference

between the die-head illustrated and those which follow lies in the de-

sign of the mechanism for opening the chasers at the completion of the

cut, and of reclosing them to the cutting position for the following

piece of work.

The standard design or style D Geometric Self-Opening Die-Head
will thread work from 3/32-inch to 4^ inches in diameter and is intended

to be used on the turret of hand-operated lathes or automatic screw
machine . This model is made in two types, one of which is designed
to finish the thread at one pass, Fig. 38, or to take a roughing and a

finishing cut, for which purpose it is provided with a roughing attach-

ment as shown in the illustration, Fig. 39. This roughing attachment

is only supplied on die-heads of ^-inch size or over. It is operated by
the small handle shown at the face of the head, just below the two
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micrometer screws. When this roughing attachment is moved forward,
the dies are extended to cut .01-inch over size, as shown by the microm-
eter scale engraved on the tool. Returning the handle to the backward

position closes it and locks the dies at a predetermined point for the

finishing cut. Both the roughing and finishing cut can be taken in less

time than is required for one passage over and back of a solid die.

In this type, the dies are opened automatically by retarding the
travel of the head. The usual machine shop practice is to set the turret

stop screw to govern the travel of the turret and at the same time the

length of the thread to be cut. The dies, however, may be opened at

any point on the cut by simply holding back on the lever by which turret

slide is moved. The dies are closed again to the cutting position by giv-

ing the projecting handle part of a revolution. This handle is attached
to the section of the die-head which carries the cams, and thus directly
controls the position of the chasers. It may be effected by hand, but it

Fig. 38 Geometric Style "D" Die-Head without Rough-
ing Attachment. Made in this form to %-inch.

is usually carried out by placing a pin in the threaded hole opposite the

handle and attaching a small piece of flat steel to the back edge of the

turret slide. The latter will then engage the pin as the turret revolves

and bring the die-head around into position with the dies closed, ready
for the next operation. Thus the length of the thread may be accurately

governed, being carried only a short distance, right up to the shoulder,
or as long as the travel of the turret slide will permit. In every case

the die-head must be held and the work revolved. The fact that

when the die-head opens, the chasers entirely clear the work eliminates

all danger of marring or stripping the thread so frequently experienced
by the backward movement of the solid die. This roughing or tearing
of the thread is usually due to the fact that when either the die or the

work reverses, there are chips left in front of the cutting edges, especially
at the throat of the die. It is impossible to prevent these chips or others
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accumulated from previous threading operations from becoming wedged
between the lands of the die and screw and roughening the thread or

stripping it as the die is moved back upon the work.

Trouble of a similar nature is sometimes experienced with the self-

opening die-head, but it is then due to the use of improperly adjusted or

poorly ground chasers or to failure to keep the die-head clean. The
causes of trouble of this kind are given in detail together with their

remedies in a later chapter. Compared on an equal basis, however, the

self-opening die-head will produce 30 to 40 per cent, more work by
reason of the rapid removal of the head after the thread is completed as

well as by the greatly increased percentage of perfect threads due to the

fact that the self-opening die-head will always cut a good thread, if

properly operated. Unless cleaned out at intervals, chips will ac-

cumulate in any threading operation, so that the production of uniformly

good threads depends on the operator to the extent of keeping the tool

clean and in good order.

Operating Speed The only general rule that can be given on this

point is that the cutting speed should never exceed a rate at which the

chasers will give extended and satisfactory service. Whenever the

chasers begin to show excessive wear after only a few hours' use, it is

a certain indication that they are being operated at too great a speed.
As a basis upon which the proper operating speed, or similar thread-

cutting may be judged, a number of examples are illustrated further

along, giving the material, maximum threading speed, machine on which
the head is used, the class of lubricant employed and the average
time of threading per piece. See "Speed of Production."

Fig. 39 Geometric Style "D" Die-Head Ready to Work
with Roughing Attachment. Note Micrometer Scale.
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Cleanliness In order to be able to produce accurate work, it is

necessary that the tool be kept constantly in good condition. This means
cleanliness first of all. Remove all chips, dirt and gummed lubricant

at short intervals. See that no parts of the tool are becoming clogged
with chips or heavy oil and that nothing is preventing the satisfactory

operation of the tool.

Lubrication In every threading operation, an ample stream of lu-

bricant should constantly pour over the work and the die-head. A few

drops of oil from a squirt can or a dab of heavy grease on the work with

a brush or stick is not lubrication in any sense of the word. Just what
is a suitable lubricant for every style of work will naturally depend
entirely upon the material being cut and the coarseness of thread. The
subject of lubrication is one of considerable importance so that a chapter
is devoted to it later on.

Grinding It will be apparent that a thread can be no better than the

chasers that produce it. Accuracy and good work can only be produced
by keeping the chasers in the same condition as when received from the

manufacturer of the die-head. The subject of grinding, however, is

such a large and important one that extended instructions are given
under this head, further along.

To Remove Dies from Style D Die-Head When the die-head is held

on a turret, simply pulling forward on the head will cause it to open.
The dies may then be readily taken out by lifting up on the small knurled

nut on the projecting stud, as shown in Fig. 40. When the head is not

on a machine, place the shank in a vise and pull forward to open it as

already described. In replacing the chasers, care must be taken to see

that the numbers at the tops of the dies correspond with the numbers
on housings of the head, otherwise, the chasers will not track properly
and the thread will be stripped. That is, the chasers should be put in

rotation as numbered 1 -2-3-4-. Slip the chasers in slot until the push
button in bottom of slot locates in the M slot in the bottom of the

chaser. Then push handle back into position. The head is then ready
to adjust for threading the diameter desired.

Failures Due to Abuse There are thousands of Geometric die-

heads in use in every part of the country, giving satisfactory service

from one year's end to the other
;
some of them having been in service

seventeen to twenty years or more. They run satisfactorily and cut

good threads because they are accorded the consideration due to a good
tool. Every year, however, we receive back a certain number of die-

heads with the complaint that they will not work satisfactorily. In nine

cases out of ten, the appearance of the die-head itself shows why this

is so. In the remaining one per cent of cases investigation brings out

the fact that the dissatisfied user has not been using it according to the

instructions. Many machine operators regard a Geometric self-opening

die-head as a solid forged piece of metal on which a hammer may be

used indiscriminately. Look at the phantom view of the die-head, Fig.

37, and you will realize at once what the use of a heavy machinist's

hammer to get the die-head out or into the turret hole will accomplish.
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Instances of this class are not common by any means. They prob-

ably do not amount to one per cent of the total number of Geometric die-

heads sent out. But they show such entire disregard of the considera-

tion due to a precision tool that no set of instructions would be com-

plete without a mention of them.

Taking good care of a tool means looking after it properly when it

is stored in the stock-room quite as much as when it is working on the

machine. Some of the Geometric die-heads returned for repairs look

as if the die-head itself might have been used as a mallet. Others indi-

cate very plainly by their condition that when not in use, the die-heads

were thrown into tool racks like so many wasters or raw stock. The
usual result is to spring the head and to batter the shank so that it will

not go into the hole of the turret. Sometimes the binder screw of the

turret is allowed to come down solid against the shank of the die-head.

Of course, this mars the shank and in some cases it is almost impossible

Fig. 40 Method of Removing Geometric Dies or Chasers.
Style "D" Self-Opening Die-Head

to remove the die-head from the turret. Heads that bind in this way
should have the shanks flatted and a brass shoe inserted between the

screw and the shank. It is quite essential that the shanks of all tools

be kept so as to fit the turret easily in order that no pounding should
be necessary to put them on or take them off the machine.

Neglect of Repairs It is human nature to drive a willing horse to

death. Consequently many Geometric Die-heads are kept in service
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until they will no longer work satisfactorily. Better service and better

threads will be produced if the die-head is sent in to us for overhauling

every few years. Repair parts are furnished practically at cost and
with a standard head these parts can readily be replaced by the cus-

tomer, but in the majority of cases we recommend that the die-head be

returned to us, as we can effect repairs more satisfactorily and at the

same time more economically. This is particularly true where an at-

tempt at repairing the die-head is made and some parts are improperly
fitted. Then, of course, there is the more or less common result of in-

ability to disassemble the die-head when repairs are needed. Failing to

respond to persuasion by refusing to come apart in the way that it ap-

parently should, the "expert" uses a hammer with sad results. If you
insist on taking the die-head apart, be sure to investigate it carefully
first and avoid the use of a hammer or other violent means.

Keeping Die-Heads Clean Unless you know how to open the die-

head, it is well to have someone show you the operation for the first

time at least, because it is necessary to open it at regular intervals in

order to keep it clean. Chips, dirt and heavy oil are apt to accumulate
in it and clog the mechanism. It cannot cut satisfactory threads under
such conditions. Regular inspection will avoid this. The die-head

should be opened and its mechanism thoroughly washed with gasoline
or kerosene. All parts should be well dried after this and plentifully

oiled before reassembling.

Keep Machine in Alignment While the Geometric Self-Opening
Die-Heads are self-contained units in themselves they are dependent
to a certain extent for their satisfactory working and accuracy upon their

mounting. If the turret of the lathe is out of alignment, it will not be

possible to cut true threads on it. When a die-head will not cut satis-

factory threads, although its chasers have been properly ground, are

inserted in proper rotation and the tool is not clogged with chips, it is

well to test the alignment of the machine before suspecting the die-

head. Just how this test should be carried out will naturally depend

upon the type of machine itself and the facilities at hand for doing it.

Testing Turret Lathes A simple method of testing the accuracy of

alignment of a hand-operated turret lathe, or of an automatic, is to

place a piece of rod stock in the chuck and turn it down absolutely true

to the size of the turret hole. If the machine is in good alignment, this

piece would then enter the turret hole exactly when the turret was
moved up against the rod. If it does not enter smoothly and without

resistance, it will be apparent in which direction the two are out of line.

Improper Stock Attempting to cut stock that is too hard for the

chasers to thread will result in poor product. This is particularly the

case where a set of carbon steel chasers is used on hard steel. A set of

high-speed chasers should be employed instead, otherwise the cutting

points of the chasers are dulled and turned over, so that they have to be

ground at very short intervals and will only produce a limited number
of good threads.
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Fig. 41 Geometric Style "DD" Die-Head. Illustrating the
Micrometer Adjustment for Size of Thread; Also the

Lock Nut Adjustment for Limiting Travel
of Die-Head for Length of Thread.

When Die-Heads Fail to Open In cutting threads up to a shoulder,
the chasers will sometimes strike the shoulder and prevent the die-head

from opening. The trip should be set so as to open the dies just a frac-

tion of an inch before striking the shoulder.

The use of a heavy-bodied oil that gums the chasers together would

prevent the die-head from opening readily at the end of the cut, or the

cam spring may have weakened from long use and need replacing. Be-
fore deciding that it is the spring be sure that the tool is thoroughly
cleaned. The spring itself may have broken.

In one instance a broken stop plunger was the reason for the die-

head not opening. This, however, is the only case of the kind that has
been brought to our attention.

Lack of alignment in the machine will sometimes cause the die-head

to fail to open at the end of the cut.

Special Die-Heads for Automatics As the construction of the vari-

ous automatic screw machines differs more or less, it is necessary to

vary the design of the die-head in accordance. The Style DD Geo-
metric Die-Head was designed especially for use on the Cleveland Auto-
matic Machine originally, though it has since been used in large numbers
on other automatic or semi-automatic machines in which the require-
ments of operation are substantially similar. It is made in sizes from

fy to 3 l
/2 inches thread diameter. In this die-head the chasers are

solidly supported radially and as close as possible to the cutting edges.
All four dies are adjusted at once. Figs. 41 and 42.

Fig. 42 Geometric Style "DD" Die-Head. Shows Closing Pin
Below Knurled Nut at Bottom. Regularly Made in

Sizes to Thread from &-inch to 3% Inches
Diameter, Inclusive, for Cleveland and

Similar Automatic Machines.
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Floating Shank Accuracy is insured by overcoming any variation

in the relative alignment of the die-head and the work by making the

die-head proper a floating fit upon its shank, instead of solid, as in the

case of the Style D head. In other words, the die-head is practically
carried on a universal joint with a limited range of movement. The
head yields as it comes into contact with the work, allowing the chasers

to adjust themselves to the piece, so that they automatically compensate
for any inaccuracy of adjustment of the turret. At the same time,

this provides a certain amount of longitudinal movement, independent
of the turret, which permits the chasers to compensate automatically
for any slight irregularities in the work, thus insuring a uniformly
accurate product.

Details of Mounting The Style DD Die-Head is not mounted

directly on the solid shank, but is carried on heavy driving pins set into

a substantial flange, integral with the shank itself. A central extension

of the shank on which the head is free to move provides the required
additional support necessary to enable it to bear the strain.

Length of Cut The travel of the turret is the same as the length
of thread to be cut. but this may also be set to closer limits by means of

the lock nut adjustment at the side of the die-head as shown in the il-

lustration, Fig. 41. When the turret reaches the limit of its travel, the

die-head has a slight independent forward movement, which causes the

lock nut to contact with the inner plate, releasing the locking bolt and

opening the chasers. These lock nuts may be adjusted to allow more
or less longitudinal movement, as required by the work, without oper-

ating the tripping mechanism.

Fig. 43 Geometric Style "DD" Die-Head on Turret. Thread
Has Just Been Completed and Tripping Mechanism

Is About to Open Chasers, Preparatory to
Moving Back Off the Work.
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Micrometer Adjustment This is similar to that fitted on the Style
D Die-Head and is controlled by two accurately fitted screws protruding
at one side of the head. With the aid of these screws, quick and ac-

curate variations may be made in the diameter of the thread for a

tight or loose fitting screw, as desired. The micrometer adjustment is

also valuable for compensating for the effects of wear or stock that is

slightly under normal diameter.

Removing Style DD Chasers To remove the chasers from Style
DD Die-Head when the die-head is held on the turret, first see that the

chasers are in the open position. Then pull up on the knurled nut on
the projecting stud. This nut lifts a spring plunger allowing the cam to

rotate sufficiently to release the chasers. They may then be lifted out

readily. After they have been removed, the cam should be rotated back

to its original position to allow the plunger to drop back into place.

To remove the chasers when the die-head is not on the machine, the

instructions are the same as for the Style D Die-Head, that is, place
the shank in a vise, pull forward on the head to open the chasers.

The illustrations, Figs. 43-46, show the Geometric Style DD Die-

Head mounted on the turret of the Cleveland Automatic Machine as well

as the closing pin on the die-head and the stop bar fastened to the

turret housing.

Fig-. 44 Tripping Mechanism Has Been Operated, the Chasers
Opened and the Die-Head Moved Back from the Work.

This Shows the Die-Head in the Open Position.

This is but one instance of a number in which the Style DD Geo-

metric Die-Head is used on the turret of an automatic. As these

machines differ so much, however, the purchaser makes the closing part
to suit his own requirements. Its proportions as well as those of other

details will be clear from the illustration. Where unusual conditions

require a special form of closing bar the makers will be glad to co-

operate with the purchaser in designing this to the best advantage.
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Pig. 45 Geometric Style "DD" Die-Head on Turret. Closing
Bar on Turret Housing Making Contact with Closing

Attachment of Die-Head and About to
Close Chasers.

Fig. 46 Geometric Style "DD" Die-Head on Turret. Just
After Contacting with Closing Bar. Chasers Have Been
Closed and Die-Head Is Ready to Thread Next Piece.
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CHAPTER VIII

Screw Cutting on Automatics

Many automatic screw machines designed to use opening dies or

collapsing taps are operating Geometric screw-cutting tools to good
advantage.

Conditions governing the use of self-opening dies and collapsing

taps on automatics differ somewhat from ordinary hand machines.
On special machinery it is necessary to make special threading tools

to meet the requirements.

A few years ago, Machinery in its British edition printed a column
of "Don'ts for Chucking Automatic Tool Designers." Among them ap-

peared this one:

"Don't attempt to do screw-cutting: leave this to be done on the

thread miller."

This was promptly protested by a mechanic, who declared that he

had obtained the best results by screw-cutting on chucking automatics.

He gave the experience of his shop as proof. There they were tapping
malleable iron motor chassis hubs for grease cups, 3-inch diameter, 16

threads per inch, on a 6-A Potter & Johnston, using a Geometric Class

NL Collapsing Tap. The average time for this tapping operation was
two minutes.

Over 3,000 of the hubs had been tapped with the original set of

chasers, which were still in use.

With a Geometric Style C Die-Head on a similar machine, they were

handling a job of external threading, 4-inch diameter, 4 inches long, 11

threads per inch.

On brass work, using a 5-A Potter & Johnston automatic fitted with

a Geometric die-head, 2-inch diameter compression plugs were threaded

in less than one minute each.

Potter & Johnston Automatics The Geometric die-head shown in

Fig. 47 is designed to meet the special requirements of the Potter &
Johnston machine. It is a die-head of the floating type, which prevents
inaccuracies caused by forcing or holding back the turret, and also makes
close camming unnecessary.

The proper starting of the dies is controlled by means of buffer

springs, which are slightly compressed when the die-head is forced

against the work. This feature insures good, clean threads at the start.

The die-head is tripped by stopping the turret feed and allowing the

head to run on until the trip lever strikes the two trip-adjusting nuts.

The closing of the head is a hand operation.
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Fig. 47 Geometric Style "C" Die-Head as
Regularly Furnished for the Potter &

Johnston Automatics.

Cleveland Automatics A Geometric die-head known as the Style
DD Type is operated on the Cleveland and similar automatic screw

machines, as already described. The operation of this die-head on the

Cleveland machines is the same as on the Potter & Johnston automatics,
with the exception of closing the head, which in this instance is an
automatic operation.

Brozvn & Sharpe Automatics For the Brown & Sharpe automatics

the Geometric Style D Die-Head, arranged with an adjustable locking

bolt, provides a ready means of governing the point of tripping of the

die-head. The closing handle is located in a convenient position to

strike a stop on the machine, which automatically closes the head when
the turret revolves.

The diagram, Fig. 48, illustrates a Geometric Die-Head as specially

arranged for use on the Brown & Sharpe automatics. The die-head is

provided with shank to fit the particular size machine on which it is to

be used.
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Gridley and National Acme Automatics Instead of an opening die

for multiple spindle machines, such as the Gridley and National Acme
automatics, most users of that type of machine prefer the solid adjust-
able die-head, shown in Fig. 49.

The Geometric Solid Adjustable Die-Head, with floating shank,

Fig. 49, is particularly recommended for Gridley and National Acme
automatics. The floating feature makes close camming unnecessary and
overcomes the troubles which might arise from misalignment of the

oO

/Si

I

I

J-

Fig 48 Diagrams of Special Geometric Die-Head for Brown
& Sharpe Automatic Machines.
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threading spindle. The solid adjustable type of die-head is also free

from the troubles which are common to button or spring screw dies.

On a multiple spindle machine other work is being done as well as

the threading operation. The opening feature is not, therefore, so

essential on a multiple spindle as on a single spindle, for the operation
is different. The threading is done independently.

On a machine of the multiple spindle type it has been found that a

greater production can be had on the machines when used continuously
at the turning speed, by blanking out the work and transferring the

threading operation to the Geometric Threading Machine which is

described in another chapter.

Fig. 49 Geometric Solid Adjustable Die-Head with Shank for
Gridley Automatic.
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CHAPTER IX

Special Threading Requirements

There are few threading operations on small parts in manufacturing
in quantities that cannot be met efficiently by the Geometric Self-Opening
Die-Head, regardless of the nature of the conditions. Where such parts
cannot be efficiently threaded by the Style D Die-Head, the conditions
are special and a die-head is designed to meet them. This is known as

the Geometric Style C Die-Head, and, as in every case it is made to

meet special conditions of threading, these die-heads are made only
to order.

Style C Die-Head Depending upon the diameter of the work the

head is to cut, the die-heads of this style are made with four, six, eight or
more chasers or dies. So far as their internal construction is con-

cerned, this is practically the same throughout, as that of the standard

Style D Die-Head, except that the method of tripping the chasers

open is modified according to the requirements of the work. The
illustration, Fig. 50 (upper figure), shows a Style C Die-Head

designed for cutting short threads on light work of comparatively large
diameter and operated with a pull-off trip type in exactly the manner
as the standard Style D Die-Head. That is, the chasers are tripped

automatically either by retarding the travel of the turret when the

desired length of thread has been cut, or by means of the turret stop
screw. This particular head is designed to cut from 2^ to 3*/2 inches

inclusive, actual diameter, the length of thread permissible being 1^4
inches or shorter, when the pitch of the thread is not coarser than ten

per inch. Style C Geometric Die-Heads of this particular construction

can be furnished to meet a very wide range of requirements.

Inside Trip Type Where turret stop screws are not provided for

every hole in the turret of a machine, or the latter has some features to

which the pull-off type of die-head is not particularly well adapted, the

Style C Die-Head may be fitted with an inside trip mechanism as shown
in Fig. 50 (lower figure). The length of the thread is then controlled

by the work itself coming against an adjustable internal gauge, or stop.
In this particular type of die-head the chasers are carried in movable
slides and are held by screws.

It will cut standard taper or straight pipe threads from 1 inch to

inches inclusive, or straight threads from 1^4 to 2^J inches actual diame-

ter, to a length of 1^ inches or shorter, where the pitch does not exceed

eight threads per inch. The maximum threading range for this par-
ticular type of Style C Die-Head is from ^J inch to 4% inches actual

diameter, or standard taper pipe thread from l/2 inch up to 4^ inches.

The length of straight thread may vary up to a maximum of 5 inches.

Fig. 51 shows a pull-off type of the Style C Die-Head the same as

that first illustrated, except that it is designed for very much heavier
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work and is accordingly fitted with only four chasers. It also carries
the roughing and finishing attachment, and is designed to cut standard

pipe threads from \y\ to 2^ inches, and straight thread from 1^ to

3 inches, actual diameter, inclusive. It will cut threads up to a length
of

3^4
inches or shorter, where the pitch does not exceed seven threads

per inch.

Fig. 50 Geometric Style "C" Die-Heads. This Style
Is Furnished Where Specifications Cover Special Threads
never for Standard Sizes. (Cons. Nos. 18729 and 3931).

UPPER FIGURE. "Pull Off" Trip Type for Short
Threads, Large Diameter.

LOWER FIGURE]. "Inside Trip" Type Standard Ta-
per or Straight Pipe Threads, Also Straight Threads

Large Range of Work.

Style C, Geometric Self-Opening Die-Heads of this class can be
fitted for cutting from y% inch up to 6 inches and up to 5 inches in

length. This covers pipe threads ranging from
J/ to 5 l/2 inches, of

standard length. The die-head illustrated of the Style C class is con-
struction number 14,919.
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Fig. 51 Geometric Style "C" Screw-Cutting Die-
Head "Pull-Off" Trip Type. (Construction

No. 14,919.)

It will be evident from the reference to special construction numbers
in the case of the two Style C Die-Heads already illustrated, that each
die-head of this class is made only to meet special requirements, al-

though as noted, the latter may cover quite a broad range for each head.

In other words, it is not necessary to have a Style C Die-Head simply
for the purpose of cutting one size of thread alone. In this connection,

moreover, it should be borne in mind that the Style C Die-Heads illus-

trated here are only a fraction of those which have been supplied to meet

special requirements, so that they represent but a small part of what can
be done in furnishing Geometric Die-Heads to meet a broad range of

special threading conditions.

Some further examples of the Style C Die-Head are shown in Figs.
52 and 53. Both of these are of the inside trip ty'pe, and are designed
to cut threads of fine pitch, which accounts for their much lighter con-

struction. The larger head Fig. 52 (Construction No. 13,805B) will

cut straight threads from 2% to 3 inches actual diameter inclusive, up to

a length of ^ inch, or shorter, where the pitch of the thread is not

coarser than ten per inch.

The smaller die-head, Fig. 53 (Construction No. 13,234), is also

a light Style C Die-Head designed for cutting from y2 inch to 1^ inches

actual diameter inclusive on very short length, i. e., it will only cut to

3/6 inch, or shorter, where the pitch is not coarser than 12 threads per
inch. Style C Die-Heads of this class may be furnished to cut from

34 inch up to 53/6 inches, actual diameter inclusive and with a length
of thread not exceeding two inches, where the thread is not coarser than

10 per inch.

Fig. 54 illustrates the Style C Die-Head of the outside lever trip type
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designed for cutting either standard or special threads in long and
short lengths and of any diameter up to 4 inches, or larger, under special

working conditions. The sketch, Fig. 55, illustrates the method of

employing this Style C Die-Head in the turret lathe. A stop having
an adjustable check screw at its upper end is attached to the cross slide

of the lathe, so that the end of the trip lever will contact with it at the end
of the travel of the turret. The adjusting screw may be set to permit
the die-head to cut different lengths of threads.

- Any of the Style C Die-Heads illustrated with an inside trip plate

may be equipped with an outside lever trip instead where the working
conditions are such as to make this preferable. For cutting threads

of fine pitch, the outside lever trip type is recommended since the

chasers are relieved of all the strain in tripping.

With the aid of the Style C Geometric Self-Opening Die-Heads we
have succeeded in solving many threading problems. The experience
that made this possible can undoubtedly do as much for you.

Figs. 52 and 53 Geometric Style "C" Screw-Cutting Die-Heads Generally Used
for Fine Pitch, Large Diameter Work Such as Cameras, Etc.

(Construction Nos. 13,234 and 13,305B.)
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Fig. 54 Geometric Style "C" Screw-Cutting Die-Head
Outside L.ever Trip Type.

O

Fig, 55 Adjustable Stop for Style "C" Outside Lever
Trip Type Pie-Head.
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CHAPTER X

Taper Threading Die-Heads

All taper threading naturally comes under the head of special

threading requirements. Even though it is standardized to a certain

extent in such forms as washout or mud plugs for locomotive boilers,

faucets, corporation cocks, buffing' lathe spindles, and similar parts.
the requirements are special in every case. This is true, not merely
of the work itself, but also refers to the screw machine or turret lathe

on which the taper threading is to be carried out since the method of

keeping the die-head open must be arranged to conform to the latter.

Three methods of cutting taper threads are employed in usual

practice. The first of these is to use a solid or non-opening die which

simply tapers to correspond to the taper screw thread to be cut. Second,

by using dies intended for parallel threads and arranged to open radially

for producing a taper thread. Third, by using a die-head with chasers

which taper to correspond to the taper on the work and are arranged
to move outward radially as the die traverses toward the large end

of the taper in cutting the thread.

The last named is the method employed when using the Geometric

Taper Threading Die-Head, and it has a number of advantages over

the others mentioned. The solid or non-opening die, which simply

tapers to correspond to the taper thread to be cut, is not only limited to

comparatively short threads, but does not produce a very satisfactory

Fig.

Courtesy Machinery.

B
56 Views illustrating How Longitudinal Move-
ment of Solid Die for Taper Threading Is

Reduced as Taper Increases.
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thread because ridges are left wherever the cutting edges stop. Such a

die also subjects the work to considerable torsional strain because

the number of cutting edges ^at work at the same time and the power
required to turn the die increase as the length and the taper of the

thread increase. This is particularly objectionable on fine tubular work,
as it tends to distort the part. The greater the length of the thread

the more cutting edges will be at work simultaneously and the more

abrupt the taper the less the number of revolutions of the die-head

necessary to complete the thread.

The effect of the taper on the number of revolutions for completing
the thread is illustrated at A and B, Fig. 56 (Machinery). In one case

the die moved inward a distance x before the teeth cut to full depth, but

when the taper is more abrupt the die only needs to move longitudinally
a distance y, in order to cut the full depth of thread.

In addition to the advantages of superior production and ease of

working, to the other methods of taper threading, the Geometric Taper
Threading Die-Head has some special advantages of its own over the

method just mentioned. It not only cuts a clean and accurate thread,
but does not subject the work itself to excessive torsional strain.

Fig. 57 Geometric Taper-Threading- Die-Head, Outside
Trip Type.
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Fig-. 58 Geometric Taper-Threading Die-Head Inside Trip Type.

The Geometric Taper Threading Die-Heads differ from those al-

ready described for parallel or straight threading, in that the chasers
are designed to move outward at a rate depending upon the angle of the

taper until the thread is cut, then moving outward suddenly to clear

the work, instead of remaining in one position until the completion of

the thread-cutting operation. The taper of the thread is always uni-

form and accurate since the radial movement of the taper threading
chasers is controlled by a master plate or gauge having the same taper
as the thread being cut. This will be noted at one side of the head,

Fig. 58; it will also be apparent that master-forming plates of varying
tapers may be substituted on the same die-head. This plate serves the

same purpose as the adjustable slide or bar of the taper threading
attachment of the engine lathe. It causes the screw ring of the die-head
to turn slowly as the die advances, the rate of this turning movement de-

pending upon the angle of the former plate relative to the action of the

die, in other words, the sharpness of the taper.

In order to meet varying conditions of operation, Geometric Taper
Threading Die-Heads are made either with inside or outside tripping
mechanism. Fig. 58 (Construction No. 20,505) shows a head of the

inside trip type. It is designed for cutting taper threads from 1 to 2
.inches in diameter inclusive, measured at the large end of the taper.

Threads may be cut to a length of 2 inches or shorter. This par-
ticular die-head is designed to cut a taper of \y2 inches to the foot, but
it can be furnished for cutting up to a maximum diameter of 3 inches

and to a length of 5 inches when the pitch of the thread is not coarser
than 10 per inch.

In the outside trip type, an example of which (Construction No.

27,305) is illustrated in Fig. 57, the taper-forming plate is mounted
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directly on the tripping mechanism. This die-head is designed for

threading brass cocks and similar work, measuring 1 inch in diameter at

the base of thread, the taper having an angle of 1^ inches per foot.

The method of arranging the stop on a turret lathe for operating the

outside trip type of taper threading die-head is shown in Fig. 59.

The die-heads shown are illustrated more by way of suggestion as

to what can be done by Geometric Taper Threading Die-Heads than

Fig. 59 Arrangement of Stop for Operating Outside
Trip Type Taper-Threading Head.

to attempt to illustrate the complete range. Where the part is to be

manufactured in large quantities and there are no insurmountable
difficulties in the way of handling the part on either a turret lathe or an

automatic, there are practically no limits to the taper threading which
the Geometric Die-Heads can handle successfully.
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CHAPTER XI

Non-Opening Adjustable Die-Heads

Some makes of automatic screw machines such as the Gridley reverse

the direction of rotation of the work on completion of the thread. For
machines of this type we have designed a special Geometric Die-Head as

shown by the illustration, Fig. 60. With the exception of the self-open-

ing feature, the Geometric Solid Adjustable Die-Head has all the ad-

vantages of the other Geometric Die-Heads over an ordinary solid die,

where accuracy and rapid production are concerned. A micrometer

scale is provided for the adjustment of the chasers, so that wear is

readily compensated for while the length of time the chasers will operate

satisfactorily with proper grinding and the economy with which they

may be replaced soon absorbs the added initial cost of this type of die-

head as compared -with replacing ordinary solid dies at short intervals.

The Geometric Die-Head illustrated in Fig. 61 is designed par-

ticularly for use on the Gridley multiple-spindle automatic, but it is

also made for all classes of similar machines. As made for use on the

Gridley it is fitted with a floating shank which allows the die-head a

limited universal movement in order that the chasers may automatically

adjust themselves to the work as it enters the die-head. At its inner

end the shank is pivoted on a spring-controlled ball allowing the die-

head to move a short distance out of the horizontal to any angle, while

the shank itself consists of a short, solid bar recessed in the tube, this

bar also being controlled by a spring permitting the die-head a slight

longitudinal movement as well. This assures uniformly accurate thread-

ing regardless of variations in the rod stock.

Fig. 60 Geometric Solid Adjustable Die-Head with Plain
Shank. Used on Acme, Gridley and All Multiple

Spindle Screw Machines, Special Shanks
Being Furnished to Suitt
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Releasing Shanks The die-head just described is fitted with a Grid-

ley or universal shank. When desired it may be provided with a releas-

ing type of shank as shown in the illustration, Fig. 62. This permits
the die-head to disengage from the shank upon the completion of the

thread. The drive is through a pin doweled into the solid part of

the shank and engaging a notch on the tube, somewhat similar to a

bayonet lock. \Yhen the die-head reaches the end of its travel, deter-

mined by the length of the thread, the pin is automatically disengaged,

releasing the die-head from its drive.

Fig. 61 Geometric Solid Adjustable Die-Head with Shank
for Gridley Automatic.

Fig. 62 Geometric Solid Adjustable Die-Head with Releas-
ing Shank. Used Chiefly on Hand Turret Machines.

Plain Shank Type Fig. 60 illustrates the Geometric Solid Adjust-
able Die-head with plain shank designed for use on the turret of a lathe

or on a live spindle, such as a drill-press, for which service this die-head

is particularly well adapted.
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Micrometer Adjustment This is provided on all of the solid ad-

justable die-heads of this type regardless of the form of shank employed.

Sizes The Geometric Solid Adjustable Die-Head is made in four

sizes ranging from 3/32-inch to 1 inch in diameter. While the three

illustrations show the types of shanks in general use, it will be apparent
that as the shank does not affect the operation of the tool in any way,
this style of die-head may be made with a special shank designed to

meet almost any requirements.

Chasers Interchangeable The standard Geometric Chasers are used

in these die-heads and are interchangeable with those employed in the

Styles D and DD Die-Heads. All four chasers are held by a cam and

they may be removed for grinding or replacement by turning out the

locking screw shown on the side of the die-head, Fig. 61. Turning this

about half way out brings the point of the screw in a slot which permits

revolving the cam about one-sixth of a turn, by holding the shank
and turning the face plate. This releases the chasers so that they may
be lifted out.
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CHAPTER XII

Geometric Adjustable Collapsing Taps

Since cutting internal threads is simply a counterpart of the same

operation as applied to the external surface of a part, the relation be-

tween the various methods employed is practically the same as in the

case of dies. On work below a certain size, however, the diameter of

the opening naturally limits the type of tool that can be employed. For

very small holes, the solid, non-adjustable tap is the only tool avail-

able. But where work of one inch or greater diameter is to be tapped,
either in straight or standard pipe thread sizes, the same principles that

have been embodied so successfully in the Geometric Self-Opening Die-

Heads are employed with equal advantage in the Geometric Adjustable

Collapsing Taps.

In sizes above one inch, the solid tap has numerous disadvantages.
It is difficult to maintain accuracy with it, owing to wear, even though
the tap be approximately accurate when new, which is not always the

case by any means. This is due to slight changes in diameter and dis-

tortion due to the final hardening. The only method of maintaining

accuracy to close limits is to employ an adjustable tap in which the

chasers may be moved to turn out the standard size constantly.

But little advantage results, however, from simply making the tap

adjustable, if it must be backed out of the work by reversing the direc-

tion of rotation. The same principle as is used in the Geometric Self-

Opening Die-Heads is accordingly applied to the collapsing taps by
giving the chasers a reverse movement when the thread is completed.
Instead of expanding to clear the work, the chasers collapse into the

tap body itself to free themselves from the thread. This cuts down the

time otherwise wasted in backing the solid tap out of the hole as well

a? avoids injuring the thread and the cutting edges of the tap.

The Geometric Collapsing Taps work on the same principle as

the Geometric Adjustable and Self-Opening Die-Heads, except that the

action of the mechanism is reversed. As in the case of the die-heads,

moreover, a variation in operating conditions calls for various classes

of special taps, some of which are illustrated here. As in the case of

solid taps, the Geometric Collapsing Taps may be used with chasers for

bottoming or plug tapping.

Accuracy of Work Geometric Collapsing Taps are fitted with the

same micrometer adjustment as the die-heads, so that the chasers may be

advanced to compensate for the wear of use and grinding. Uniform

accuracy of threading may thus be maintained throughout the effective

life of the chasers, and the latter may be reground so frequently that

they will far outlast any tap of the same size.

Roughing and Finishing Attachment This is also fitted to the col-

lapsing tap when desired, thus permitting a second or finishing cut to be
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Fig1

. 63 Class "NL,," Geometric Collapsing Tap, Equipped
With Chasers for Plug Tapping.

taken in less time than would be necessary to withdraw a solid tap. The
construction and operation are the same as in the case of the die-heads

as will be noted from the illustrations.

Range of Diameters In addition to being adjustable for wear, a

Geometric Collapsing Tap can be fitted to cover a range of diameters,
both above and below that specified. For example, a 3-inch standard

pipe thread tap can be used for tapping straight threads of actual diam-

eter varying from 3y2 to 4^4 inches. The larger the tap, the greater the

range it will cover. Fine pitch, large diameter threads can always be

Fig. 63a Class NL Geometric Collapsing Tap with Cap Removed
for Insertion or Removal of Chasers.
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cut up to the extreme range of the tap, particularly in material that

does not impose too heavy a strain on the tap.

Classes of Collapsing Taps This class of work almost invariably
comes under the head of what we have previously termed "Special

Threading Requirements." In other words, the pitch of the thread

bears little or no relation to the diameter of the part, Collapsing Ad-

justable Taps usually being designed to cut fine pitch threads in light

tubing, deck plates, flanges, cameras, optical instrument parts and the

like. Consequently, there are no standards, each Geometric Collapsing

Tap being designed especially for a certain class of work. For that

reason, only a few types of the Geometric Collapsing Taps are illus-

trated and described here, as it will be understood that a tap may be

built to thread work within the range of diameters already given and to

accommodate itself to any special operating conditions.

Class NL Taps The Geometric Class NL Tap, as illustrated in

Fig. 63, may be used on a live spindle such as a drill press, as well as on

a screw machine or a turret lathe. This tap is equipped with the

micrometer adjustment, and may be fitted with the roughing and fin-

ishing attachment as well. Fig. 63a shows it with the cap removed
for the insertion or removal of the chasers. The relation of the parts
of its mechanism are made clear in the phantom view. Fig. 64. It

will be noted that the method of tripping the chasers is similar to

that of the inside trip type die-head in that contact with the work
itself is relied upon to collapse the chasers when the end of the travel

is reached.

Fig. 64 Construction of Geometric Collapsing Taps, Class "NL."

The Class NL Tap illustrated by Fig. 63 is designed to cut 1^-inch
standard pipe threads, but it may be furnished for practically any diam-

eter from 1 to 12 inches and for actual diameters of proportionate sizes

in this range. As shown by the different illustrations it may be used

either with chasers intended for plug tapping or for bottoming.

Class P Collapsing Taps This is a special construction designed

solely for cutting fine pitch threads of short depth, the chasers being

designed so that it can be employed for tapping flush to the bottom of

the hole when desired. The range of diameters for this class of taps
is from ^4-inch up to 10 inches inclusive, but in every case the tap must
be designed to meet the requirements.

Two of the special taps of this class are illustrated by Figs. 65 and

66. The former is designed to cut from ^ to 3 inches inclusive, not
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exceeding a depth of 1/4-inch,

the pitch of the thread varying
from 24 to 12 per inch according
to the diameter and the working
conditions.

The second Class P Tap il-

lustrated is designed for cutting
standard pipe threads from 4 to

10 inches inclusive and for tap-

ping actual diameters from 4^2
to 11 inches where the threads

are of 8 pitch or finer and the

depth of the hole does not exceed

\y2 inches. In one case the

chasers are collapsed by an outside lever trip mechanism while in the

other the trip is of the gauge or end-plate type. The method of fitting
a stop-bar on the turret lathe for the outside lever trip type of tap is

shown in Fig. 67 and will be recognized as being the same as for the

die-head of this type.

Figs. 65 (Lower) and (Upper).

O

Fig. 67 Method of Operating Geometric Collapsible
Taps with Trip Lever.
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CHAPTER XIII

Combination Collapsing Pipe Taps and Reamers

In the tapping of cored holes in castings it is usually desirable to

ream the hole before the operation of tapping. For this purpose,
Geometric Collapsing Taps are fitted for a combination of reaming and

tapping. Two types of reamers are employed, Figs. 67a, 67b and 67c.

Rose Reamer (either solid or of inserted blade type) Where the

hole runs through the piece or is deep enough to accommodate the length
of the reamer in addition to the depth of the tapping, the reamer is

placed on the end of the tap ahead of the chasers. This is the rose

reamer type and is generally used for straight reaming only. However,

many taper threading jobs are of such a nature that straight reaming
previous to tapping the thread will remove superfluous stock and suffic-

iently true the hole, although this does not permit of a full depth of

thread for the entire length of tapping if the hole is of any considerable

length. Reamers of this kind are made solid up to 3-inch diameter,
and above this size they are of the inserted blade type. Threading and

reaming can be accomplished in one operation with this style of reamer.

Fig. 67a Geometric Collapsing Tap -with Rose Reamer.

Inserted Reamer Blades When it is impossible to use the above

described type of reamer, the blades are placed between the chasers.

With this arrangement it is possible to do either straight or taper

reaming. However, the threading and reaming must be handled as

separate operations when using this type of tool. The inserted reamer

blades are usually furnished for cast iron pipe flanges or work of a

similar nature, for we would not recommend the use of a plain collaps-
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Fig. 67b Geometric Collapsing Tap with Inserted Blade Rose Reamer.

ing tap to be run into a rough casting without first removing the scale

and superfluous metal, and by use of the combination collapsing tap

and reamer the hole is reamed out and prepared for the thread chasers,

and permits of handling the work very rapidly.

In many cases it is possible to arrange these cutters for facing in

addition to the operation of reaming.

Fig. 67c Geometric Collapsing Tap with Reamer Blades

Inserted Between the Chasers.
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CHAPTER XIV

Accurate Production of Brass Parts

Where large numbers of small brass parts must be produced to a

close limit of accuracy, this may be done most economically by reducing
them to an exact diameter prior to threading. For this purpose the

Geometric Adjustable Hollow Milling Tool illustrated in Fig. 68 has been

developed. It will be noted that this is designed along practically the

same lines as the Geometric Die-Head in that the body of the tool is

carried on a hollow shank and it is provided with a micrometer adjust-
ment for the cutters. With the exception of the cutters and the screws,

the complete tool consists of three parts, the holder, cam and ring. The
holder also forms the shank and is slotted at its face end to take the

cutters, the cam recessed on the inner side of the face-plate receives

the lugs on the cutters by which adjustments are made for cutting larger
or smaller diameters. The parts are held together securely by the cam

face-plate and its screws. The cutters are made from solid bar steel

and are adjusted by means of two screws in connection with the

micrometer scale. These screws also lock the cutters in position against
the cutting strain.

The shape and general proportions of the tool are shown in the il-

lustration in which it will be noted that the cutters project as far from
the face of the cam as practicable, to permit of milling right up to a

shoulder where necessary. As these cutters are only ground at the

outer end and are extended to compensate for wear, they are very

long-lived.

Fig. 68 Geometric Adjustable Hollow Milling Tool.
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Adjustments The most convenient method of adjusting for milling

duplicate parts is to insert a hardened steel sizing plug. It is then only

necessary to loosen the face-plate screws
sufficiently

to allow the cam
to be turned. This brings the cutters down on the sizing plug and they

may then be locked in place accurately with the aid of the micrometer
screws. After this they are again tightened up with the aid of the cam-

plate screws on the end of the tool.

In addition to being very useful on brass or other soft metal work,
the Geometric Adjustable Hollow Milling Tool is also adapted for light

cutting on cast iron, steel or similar material, but it is not designed to

take the place of the usual roughing or finishing box tool for general
screw machine work. A large number of the tools of the type illus-

trated by Fig. 68 have been in use for some years, and we can always
furnish special tools of this class to specification.
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CHAPTER XV

Geometric Threading Machine

Where a greater degree of accuracy is required than can be procured
on the ordinary bolt-threading machine or where the parts to be threaded
are of such size or shape that they cannot be conveniently handled by any
other means, the Geometric Threading Machine shown in Fig. 69 is

recommended. This machine has been on the market a number of

years and was produced to meet the demand for a machine capable of

turning out work in quantity and with a higher degree of accuracy
than is ordinarily obtainable with threading machines. The basis of

this machine is the Geometric Self-Opening Die-Head which works
under the most favorable conditions, since the machine is especially de-

signed for its operation.
The illustration shows the general design of the machine as well as

the mounting of the die-head so 'clearly that a detailed description is

hardly necessary. The pivoted yoke lever shown is employed to open
and close the die-head. It is connected with a trip-rod provided with

two adjustable stops, the forward stop being set to keep the die-head

open upon the completion of the thread, thus allowing the quick with-

drawal of the work without reversing the machine, while the backward
movement of the carriage causes the rear stop to replace the die-head.

While intended particularly for rod threading, it can be adapted to

thread pieces of special form simply by fitting it with a chuck or special
holder designed to suit the work.

Pig 69 Geometric Threading Machine IjX-Inch Size.
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It is equipped with a quick change-speed gear for adapting the

speed of the spindle to the diameter of the work to be threaded. This

gear is operated by a short lever dropping into notches corresponding
to the various speeds, as shown in the illustration.

Threading Range of Machine The ^-inch machine is designed to

thread diameters of y%, %, ^ and 5^-inch, this range being obtained by
the use of extra dies or chasers in the die-head as explained previously
in connection with the description of the Geometric Die-Heads. The

spindle speeds range from 115 to 450 r. p. m. The ^4-inch machine will

thread J4 %> %, fy and ^-inch diameter in the U. S. or similar stand-

ard thread. By fitting it with a 1-inch die-head, it may be used for cut-

ting ^2-inch standard pipe threads or %-inch S. A. E. standard spark-

plug thread, but it is not recommended that 1-inch standard bolt threads

be cut with it. Its range of threading may also be greatly increased

on soft metal, such as brass tubing and the like, on which only fine pitch
threads are to be cut. For work of this nature a Geometric Self-

Opening and Adjustable Die-Head up to 2^4-inch diameter may be

employed. The operating speed ranges from 75 to 225 r. p. m.

The 1^-inch size machine will cut 3/s , %, 1, 1^, 1^, 1^ and \ l/2 -

inch diameters. The speed range of this machine is from 38 to 74 r. p. m.
The carriage is operated by means of a rack and pinion, and the ma-
chine is fitted with a chuck, operated by a hand wheel, for holding the

work. Adjustable stops are provided, one at the trip-rod ahead of the

carriage to govern the length and thread to be cut so that all pieces will

be uniform, and another, consisting of gauge-rod and spindle at the

right of the carriage, for gauging the length in threading the work in

the chuck.

The Geometric Threading Machine may also be specially equipped
for general threading and tapping purposes. It is then fitted with a

self-opening die-head, a collapsing tap and a reversing tap holder.

Further specifications covering these machines are given in the appendix.
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CHAPTER XVI

Cutting Speeds

Just how fast certain metals can be cut under given conditions is a

matter of experiment rather than of theory. Cutting speeds cannot be

figured out on paper ; they must be learned by experience and the data

obtained in each particular instance forms a starting point for beginning

experiments on any new material or under new conditions. While each

threading operation is accordingly a law unto itself to a very large ex-

tent, there are certain general rules that should always be observed

closely in order to obtain satisfactory results.

The chief limitation to the cutting speed in any material is that of the

chasers themselves. The question is, How fast can the chasers be made
to cut and still remain in good condition for a sufficiently long period?
It is false economy

1

to speed up to the point where the chasers need

frequent grinding, due to the fact that a dull die is not as easily re-

ground as other metal-cutting tools and its life is limited by the number
of grindings it will stand. Consequently, it is good practice to sacrifice

the cutting speed somewhat in order to keep the die in good cutting con-

dition. Another limitation is the maximum speed at which smooth
and accurately finished threads may be cut in the material under con-

sideration. The cutting speed used may not be high enough to dull the

chasers very quickly, but still too high to produce good threads in a given
material under certain conditions of operation. It may be taken as a

general recommendation that it is always better to run the dies a little

slower than even the slightest degree faster than the maximum per-
missible cutting speed.

The problem is one that is naturally dependent for its solution upon
a number of factors, such as the kind of material being cut, the pitch
of the thread and the nature of the cooling lubricant used in the opera-
tion. In general, however, it has been well established by experience
that carbon steel chasers may be operated at a surface speed at the pitch

diameter, up to 30 feet per minute when cutting threads in Bessemer,
cold-rolled stock, open-hearth stock, malleable iron, brass, bronze and
similar alloys, as well as three to five per cent nickel-steel. For cutting

alloy steels, drop forgings and all heat-treated steels as well as cast iron,

high-speed steel chasers should .be used and a cutting speed of 23 feet

per minute is recommended for screws of medium to fairly coarse pitch.

When cutting fine pitch threads with either carbon or high-speed steel

chasers, these cutting speeds may be increased about 20 per cent.

The reason for this variation in the cutting speed with the pitch of

the thread is based on the theory that the amount of metal removed

by the chasers per minute should be approximately the same, regardless
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TABLE 1 SURFACE SPEEDS FOR CUTTING SCREW THREADS IN STEEL,
WITH DIES
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TABLE 2 REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE FOR GIVEN SURFACE SPEED AND
DIAMETER
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CHAPTER XVII

Cooling Lubricants

Next to the number of inquiries received on the proper methods
of grinding the chasers, those on the methods of lubrication are the most

frequent. Strange as it may seem, there are still some people who think

that threading can be done in almost any material either without lubri-

cation or by using anything that happens to be handy, applied in the

most convenient way that suggests itself. Rapidity of production, a

smooth finish to the thread and accuracy of dimensions are all dependent

upon the use of proper lubricant in the right way in the majority of

threading operations. Poor results are only too often blamed on the

die-head itself when the cutting lubricant is the only thing at fault.

Without sufficient lubrication with the proper oil or compound, the

teeth of the chasers become heated and the temperature is often raised

to a point where it draws the temper from the steel so that the dies are

then quickly worn down. This heat will also often cause the metal to

adhere to the teeth of the chasers, producing rough or torn threads.

Not only -the proper lubricant or cooling compound must be employed,
but a sufficient flow of it must constantly flood the work and the dies.

With the exception of hard rubber, fibre and cast iron, good screw

threads cannot be produced without lubrication. Copper is also threaded

dry sometimes, but except on fine pitched threads this would hardly
be advisable as it would be too hard on the chasers. Cast brass is also

sometimes threaded without lubrication, as well as. soft brass alloys, but

this is usually only the case where fine pitch threads are being cut. As
in the case of the proper cutting speeds, it is largely a question of the

amount of metal being removed per minute so that very fine pitch
threads naturally need correspondingly less lubrication and soft mate-

rial can often be cut dry satisfactorily.

The following recommendations for cutting lubricants for the dif-

fennt materials mentioned have been given to us by a number of

different users of Geometric Die-Heads as the result of their own
experience.

Bessemer Steel Regular Grades Satisfactory results have been

obtained with a good mineral lard oil
;
also what is known as mineralized

lard oil. Sometimes these oils have been mixed with a certain per-

centage of ordinary kerosene ranging from 25 to 50 per cent, accord-

ing to the nature of the work.

Aluminum Kerosene is generally employed for this purpose, but

it must be borne in mind that all metal which goes by the name of

aluminum is not the same thing. There are a number of different alloys
and they differ so much in their characteristics that one lubricant would
not be satisfactory on all of them. Kerosene, or compounds containing
it in substantial proportion, will usually be found to produce satisfactory
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threads in aluminum or its alloys, though it may be a matter of experi-
ment to determine just what proportions are needed in the compound to

give the best results. Benzine has sometimes been recommended as a

lubricant for cutting aluminum but it is too inflammable a liquid to make
its use safe.

Monel Metal Compounds of white lead and machinery oil and of

red lead with the same oil are both recommended for this metal. The
lead and oil are mixed to the consistency of a heavy paste, which is

sufficiently liquid to spread easily and also adhere readily to the work
itself.

Basic Steel The same good mineral lard oil and mineralized lard

oil as used for threading Bessemer steel has worked well for basic

steel.

Phosphor Bronze Studs Either mineral lard oil alone or diluted with

25 per cent, kerosene.

Soft Drawn Steel and Soft Steel Forgings Prime lard oil, or the

compound for general threading given below.

Cast Iron Mineral lard oil.

Cooling Compound While experience has demonstrated that the

lubricants mentioned will give satisfactory results with the materials

in question, where large quantities of parts must be turned out they do

not always solve the problem with the same degree of satisfaction where

expense is concerned. An excellent compound which gives satisfac-

tion for the range of materials and is very much more economical than

oil is made up as follows :

Forty gallons of water

Ten gallons of mineral lard oil (good grade)
Two and one-half pounds of soda ash (exact quantity).

This compound has been successfully used upon cast and bar brass,

machine steel, malleable iron, tobin bronze, tool steel, drawn steel tubing
or shells, vanadium steel, Bessemer steel, pressed steel, brass tubing,

copper, Monel metal, lead, nickel steel, basic or open-hearth steel and
cold-rolled stock.

Half the quantity, or five gallons only of mineral lard oil, is sometimes
used in making up this compound where a cooling rather than a lubri-

cating effect is desired.

The proper lubricant for the purpose must not only be selected in the

first place and plenty of it used, but it must also be kept in good condi-

tion. For example, lard oil loses its lubricating qualities by having the

animal fat burned out of it when the dies are allowed to run so hot
that the oil smokes, and also by a further loss of this fat through its

adherence to the chips in the extractors. It is a more or less common
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practice, instead of replacing oil that has thus lost its value, to add some
fresh oil to the old, continuing the use of this compound indefinitely
with occasional additions of fresh oil. This is poor economy, since the

resulting liquid only has a lubricating value that is measured by the

amount of fresh oil that has just been added to it.

It has been our experience that mineral lard oil will run without

deterioration from 25 to 30 per cent longer than the best lard oil. It

is much more economical since for most threading operations it may be

reduced with from 25 to 30 per cent kerosene and at the same time

produce better results in almost every case than prime lard oil, at a con-

siderable saving in price. While lard oil is an excellent cutting lubri-

cant for many metals, its use is not to be recommended where it can be

avoided since it is apt to rust or corrode the machine. This is due to

the fact that the animal fat becomes more or less acid after heating.
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CHAPTER XVIII

Screw Thread-Gutting Terms

Screw thread-cutting is a branch of mechanics less understood than

any other. The terms used are confusing because a certain term will

mean one thing to one man and quite a different thing to another.

In trying to sift out thread-cutting terms and their meaning, we find

ourselves in sympathy with the. lawyer who was endeavoring to locate the

surroundings of a building in which an accident had occurred.

He had a woman on the stand, and he said to her :

"Will you kindly give the location of the hall in which the accident

occurred ?"

She gave it.

"Now," he said, "will you tell me which way the stairs run?"

"If you are at the foot of the stairs, they run up," she answered,
"and if you are at the top of the stairs, they run down."

TOP OR FACE OF DIE!

CHASER OR CUTTER

HOOKED CUTTfNG
EDGE

-TAPPED DIE

BEAR I KG OR
UEAD CONTROL

CIRCUMPERErmAu

CLEARANCE
Fig. 70 Clearance and Lead Control of Tapped Die.

Following are a few terms that have the same meaning :

Chamfer, throat, or front. (Sometimes referred to as lead, but
not correctly.)
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Face, or top.

Clearance, or relief.

Threading dies, chasers, lands or cutters.

A spring screw threading die is a form of solid die.

Milled dies, or straight dies.

Tapped dies, or curved dies, also sometimes called hobbed dies.

Bearing, or lead control. The bearing or lead control of both the

milled and tapped forms of die is governed by the first two or three

threads of the die, Fig. 70.

1

> I I

\J L.

CHAMFER

LOHG\TUD\NAL
CLEARANCE '

Fig. 71 Chamfer and Longitudinal Clearance of Die.

Chamfer The chamfer is the beveled part of the die which leads

the dies upon the work, Fig. 71. On account of this, it is sometimes

incorrectly called lead.

CUTTING
EDGE MILLED DIE.

CHIP
CLEARANCE

Fig. 72 Some Essentials of Milled Form of Die.
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The land, Fig. 72, is the width of threaded portion of the die,

or the part on which the teeth are formed which produce the thread in

cutting.

TAPPED DIE. MILLED DIE!

Fig. 73 Illustrating "Rake" in the Grinding of
Tapped and Milled Dies.

Pitch Diameter The pitch diameter of a thread is the diameter of

the screw minus the single depth of the thread.

Pitch The pitch is the distance from one tooth to the next.

TAPPED DIE MILLED DIE
Fig. 74 "Snubbing" or Negative Rake on Tapped

and Milled Dies.

Lead The lead, whether on a single or multiple thread, is the

amount of advance in one complete turn. In a single thread the lead and

pitch are the same, but in a double thread, while the pitch is the distance

from one tooth to the next, the lead is twice the pitch, or the amount of

advance in one turn.

An eight pitch, double-thread has sixteen threads per inch. The pitch
is TVmcn > but the lead, or amount of advance in one turn, is ^-inch.

Clearance Clearance on threading dies is necessary to prevent the

dies from rubbing and thereby distorting the thread. There is longi-
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tudinal clearance, indicated in Fig. 71, and circumferential clearance

indicated in Fig. 70.

Longitudinal clearance, the clearance from the front of the die to the

back, prevents the dies from cutting taper.

Circumferential, or radial clearance, or relief is the clearance from
the cutting edge back. This clearance allows the dies to cut freely and

smoothly. If there were no clearance at this point (radial clearance)
the dies would rub hard, causing friction, which would cause rough and
torn threads.

Clearance is often designated as rake, but we understand the rake to

be the shape given the cutting edge, or the angle on which it is cut.

There is the positive rake, shown in Fig. 73, where the cutting edge of

the die is ground with lip. There is also the negative rake, where the

opposite grinding is given, as shown in Fig. 74, which is often referred

to as snubbing the dies.

Threading Dies Threading dies are the parts on which teeth are
formed for cutting the screw threads, either external or internal. These

parts are also properly called chasers.

The distinction is often made of calling them dies when referring
to those for external threads, and chasers when for internal threads.

The self-opening die-heads are therefore referred to as being fitted with

dies, and the collapsing taps as being fitted with chasers, though it is

common practice to use both terms interchangeably.
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CHAPTER XIX

Method of Forming Dies

Threading dies have the teeth formed with either a master hob mill or

a master hob tap. The milled form of die is, of course, the one having
the teeth formed by means of the master hob mill, and the tapped form of

die has the teeth formed by means of a master hob tap. The general
merits of either the milled or tapped form of die are largely a matter of

preference with the user.

For cutting threads in brass, cast iron and other soft metals, the milled

form of die is desirable, because the teeth on the milled form of die do
not pack with chips, on account of the clearance that this form allows.

The teeth of the tapped form of die are apt to become clogged and tear

the threads on the piece being cut.

The great difficulty with the tapped die is, being made with hob taps,

there is bound to be inaccuracy that is hard to overcome. The very
fact that steel changes in the hardening process, brings about in the

master hob tap a change in the lead of thread from that for which it was

cut, so that when that tap is used to produce a thread in the die, the inac-

curacy of the tap is reproduced in the teeth of the die. Then when the

die is hardened, another contraction or expansion of the steel again

multiplies this inaccuracy. Such inaccuracy can, of course, be overcome,
but it is a very expensive process.

A master hob mill is cut by a different process, and in the milled form
of die this change in hardening can be overcome to a greater degree.

Milled and Tapped Dies Compared A die of the tapped form is often

preferred for cutting close to the shoulder, for the reason that the milled

die should be ground mostly in the chamfer, or throat, and not on the

face of the cutting edge. After a few grindings on the milled type of die,

it would not allow the die to cut to a shoulder.

The tapped form of die receives its grinding on the cutting face, and
can be ground on the cutting edge until there is but little of the teeth

left, allowing the die to be completely used up, and for this reason there

is longer life to the tapped form of die for shoulder work.

The teeth of the milled form of die, being straight, naturally strike the

circumference of the work at a tangent, and therefore have less contact

than in the tapped style, in which the teeth of curved shape conform
more closely to the threads on the periphery of the work, and therefore

act as a better guide for the cutting edge of the die.

A milled die cuts more freely and takes less power in cutting, be-

cause the clearance of the milled die is greater than that of the tapped
die. A milled die also controls the lead better than a tapped die, and

gives greater all around accuracy. The bearing or lead control of both
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the milled and tapped form of die is governed by the first two or three

threads of the die.

In the matter of short threads which are to be cut to a shoulder, the

dies must be ground on the face. Grinding a tapped form of die on

the face does not destroy the lead control, but grinding a milled form of

die on the face does remove the bearing or lead control.

A milled die, properly ground, that is, ground in the throat, controls

the lead better than a tapped die, but where it is necessary that a die

should be ground on the face, then the tapped form of die is the one that

retains the proper lead control. The great difficulty with the tapped
die is, being made by means of hob taps, there is bound to be inaccuracy
that is hard to overcome. With the milled form, the master hob mill is

made differently, and its inaccuracies can be controlled to a greater

degree.

Milled Dies Generally Used Of course the preference between

tapped and milled dies lies largely with the user and his operating con-

ditions. In this country 85 per cent of the dies used are of the milled

form, and the percentage is steadily increasing in favor of milled dies,

for the reason that it is easier to care for them and because of their

general accuracy.

All Geometric dies of the tapped form have circumferential and

longitudinal clearance. Longitudinal clearance also applies to the milled

form. If dies did not have longitudinal clearance it would be almost

impossible to cut a straight thread, and if the dies were without cir-

cumferential clearance, in many cases they would tear the threads and

pack the teeth with chips. In addition to this they would also cut

much harder and wear out much more quickly. Geometric tapped dies

are all tapped a definite amount ahead of the center (diameter and pitch

of threads being considered) with key set at a special angle in special

fixtures.

All dies, whether of the milled or tapped form, when used for cutting

short threads to a shoulder, should not be ground on the chamfer, but the

grinding must be done on the face. Grinding milled dies on the face

removes the bearing or lead control. Therefore, the tapped form of

die is better for cutting short threads to a shoulder, when the chamfer

cannot be reground and all grinding must be done on the face of the dies.

The foregoing remarks on grinding are only a few of the funda-

mental rules a mention of which is inseparable from any discussion of

the merits of the two types of dies or chasers. Proper grinding is the

very foundation of success in screw thread production to close limits

so that it is treated at length in the succeeding chapter.
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CHAPTER XX

Grinding the Dies or Chasers

Since a thread can be no better or more accurate than the die or
chaser which cuts it, keeping them in good condition will solve more
than 75 per cent, of the problems that arise in connection with
accurate thread production in quantities. Proper grinding in its turn
constitutes probably 98 per cent of the work of keeping the chasers
in good condition. Four very important questions must be answered
to establish any satisfactory grinding practice in the shop where a num-
ber of chasers are used. These are as follows :

First: How often should they be ground?

Second : How much should they be ground each time ?

Third : On what face should they be ground ?

Fourth : How far down may they be ground before becoming unfit

for further use?

Never Allow Dies to Become Very Dull A barber was once asked
how he knew how much hair to cut off a man's head. He answered,
that there was only one simple rule to cut as little as consistent with

making a well-finished job and without changing the man's appearance.
This may be applied directly as an answer to the first question as to how
often the die should be ground. This should be done at intervals short

enough so that so little need be ground off that the appearance of the die
is not perceptibly changed. If allowed to run for a long time without
attention, it will be apparent that the die has become very dull. And it

will also then be necessary to grind considerable off it, not only to make
it sharp but to make it look sharp as well. By simply touching up the
dies a little from time to time they will not only last a great deal longer,
but will produce far better work throughout their effective life. In-
stead of starting well and then running down until the product is so

poor that it has to be discarded as wasters and then bringing it back

again to the proper standard by grinding a great deal off the dies, the
work will maintain a good average of accuracy.

This also serves as an answer to the second query as well as the first,

in that the dies should be ground as little as possible consistent with

keeping them up to a good average of efficiency. Grinding a little off

at frequent intervals will be found far better practice than allowing
the dies to run until they become very dull and then taking off as much
in one grinding as the equivalent of a dozen touching-up operations.

The third query really covers in brief the whole problem of chaser

grinding as both the point at which they are to be ground and the
amount to be taken off depend entirely upon the type of chaser em-

ployed. Before going" into detail, it is necessary to refer ag^ain to the

difference between the milled and tapped forms of chasers.
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Milled Chasers They are so called because they are produced by
means of a master hob mill. A set of typical milled chasers is shown

in Fig. 75. While these chasers are typical of the large run of milled

chasers supplied constantly by the factory for all ordinary threading,

it must be borne in mind that the angle to which the chamfer is ground
and the amount of clearance is determined by the material to be

threaded and these essentials are varied to meet certain requirements.

Fig. 75 A Set of Geometric Mill-Formed Chasers

Tapped Chasers A set of Geometric Tapped Chasers is illustrated

in Fig. 76. These chasers are formed by a master hob tap, which

accounts for the term used. Tapped chasers are used chiefly where it

is necessary to thread up to a shoulder and as the tapped chasers can be

ground on the cutting face until there is but little of the chaser left.

If-

I

us.

Fig. 76 A Set of Geometric Tap-Formed Dies.

the chaser will work satisfactorily until almost used up, which gives a

longer life to this form of chaser for shoulder work. The sketches,

Figs. 70 and 72, illustrate clearly the chief difference between two forms
of chasers. These sketches also serve to illustrate the answer to the

third query as to where the chasers should be ground. It will be ap-

parent at once that much grinding of the milled dies on the cutting face

will remove the bearing, or lead control.
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Milled dies should accordingly be ground on the throat chiefly with

only an occasional touch on the cutting face to sharpen them up, as

grinding milled chasers on the cutting face will remove the bearing.

Grinding Milled Chasers To obtain a clear idea of the proper method
of grinding milled chasers as compared with some ways in which

they should not be ground, first see Fig. 77. This illustrates a set of

milled chasers as supplied by the factory. Where chasers are espe-

cially ground to produce the best work in threading a certain kind of

material, the object of the user should always be to maintain the

same angle throughout their effective life.

Fig. 77 A Set of Milled Chasers as Originally Ground.

Geometric Standard Milled Chasers as they leave the factory have
their cutting face approximately 1/10 the diameter of work ahead of the

center. This gives enough bearing so that the chasers make a good clean

cut without chatter marks. As the chasers are used, the friction wears
more bearing than is necessary, so that occasionally the chasers can have

a slight grinding on the face and still produce good, accurate threads.

Fig. 78 shows another set of milled chasers after repeated grinding on

the throat or chamfer with only an occasional touching up on the cutting
face. These chasers have been properly ground and have given corre-

spondingly long and satisfactory service.

Fig. 78 A Set of Milled Chasers After Continued Correct Grinding.

Fig. 79, on the other hand, illustrates a set of milled chasers which
have been improperly ground. The grinding has been all on the cut-

ting face, so that after this had been repeated a number of times the
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Fig. 79 A Set of Milled Chasers with Bearing- Ground Away.

bearing has been practically ground away and the chasers will no longer
produce good or accurate threads. Most of these illustrations afford a

further answer to the query as to how far down the chasers may be

ground before being discarded. If the grinding be carried out properly,
ii. may be continued until there is very little left of the chaser, but if not
done correctly a comparatively small amount of grinding will make the

chaser unfit for further use.

Fig. 80, shows a set of tap chasers as originally supplied by the.

Geometric factory. A tap chaser from which almost one hundred

per cent, of its effective life has been obtained by correct grinding is

shown in Fig. 90. The illustrations intervening show in differing

degrees some common errors of grinding which shorten the life of

the chasers by eighty per cent, or more. Compare Fig. 81, which shows
the first steps away from that uniformity of grinding that is abso-

lutely essential to good work, with the set of chasers as supplied by
the factory, Fig. 80.

Each chaser is uniformly ground with the same angle of clearance
and of the same thickness.

As all dies in a die-head or chasers in a collapsing tap must work
together, each bearing its share of the cutting load, it will be evident
that one of the commonest mistakes in grinding is the lack of uniformity.
Some of the chasers that we have had returned to us with inquiries as

Fig. 80 Set of Tap Chasers as Originally Supplied.
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Fig. 81 Tap Chasers
Improperly Ground. Fig. 82 Incorrectly Ground Set of Milled Chasers.

to why they are not working properly have been so poorly ground that

either two or sometimes only one of the chasers was carrying the entire

load. It is naturally out of the question to produce good threads where
one chaser out of four or six is doing all the cutting. Each chaser of

the set must be uniformly ground with the same angle of clearance and
of the same thickness at all times. A set of chasers ground in poor
manner is illustrated by Fig. 82.

Although chaser No. 1 has been ground with the proper clear-

ance it is too thin, not being of the same thickness as the other

three chasers of the set. Chaser No. 2 is correctly ground, while No. 3

has been ground with too long a chamfer, and No. 4 with too short

a chamfer.

Fig. 83 Correctly Ground Set of Milled Chasers.

The difference between correctly and incorrectly ground chasers

is made clear by comparing the four illustrations following. Fig. 84

is a tapped chaser correctly ground, with the proper clearance, while

Fig. 85 represents a tapped chaser that has been ground incorrectly,

the grinding being done straight across without any clearance. Figs.
86 and 87 are milled chasers, the former being correctly ground with

clearance from the cutting edge back. In Fig. 87 the chaser has been

ground straight across without any clearance.

Another horrible example for which there is absolutely no excuse

whatever is illustrated by Fig. 89. This shows an utter disregard of
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Fig. 84 Fig. 85 Fig. 86 Fig. 87

Fig. 84 Tapped Chaser Correctly Ground.
Fig. 85 Incorrect Ground Straight Across without Clearance.
Fig. 86 Milled Chaser Correctly Ground.
Fig. 87 Milled Chaser Improperly Ground No Clearance.

the niceties of fine machine work, that is really nothing short of a
crime. Each chaser has been ground by hand and dug out at the will

of the grinder, whose work shows a total ignorance of such things
as cutting edges, chamfer and clearance. Why a manufacturer should

invest in a precision threading tool such as the Geometric Die-Head or

Collapsing Tap and then permit the operator to grind the chasers in

this manner is one of those questions that cannot be answered satis-

factorily off hand. Such a total disregard of the grinding requirements
is the chief source of complaints that tend to discredit the work of the

die-heads and collapsing taps as a whole. It will be apparent at a

glance that satisfactory threads could never be cut with a set of chasers

in such a condition.

These chasers have been ground on both the front and back edges,
thus grinding the land off at the back. This is merely wasting the

stock and spoiling the chasers, the life of which is correspondingly
shortened. The breaking of the second chaser ended the struggle with

this particular set and the condition in which the photograph shows
them reveals what exceedingly poor work they must have been doing

long before they came to this stage. No two of them could possibly
bear the same proportion of the load since they have been ground to all

widths and all angles.

The set of tap chasers shown in Fig. 83 constitutes another in-

stance of the horrible example frequently received by the manufacturer.
This set shows an utter lack of uniformity. The fourth chaser in this

set is ground considerably thinner than the third, while the second is not

exactly the same as any of the others. Consequently, they will not
cut evenly. Those that are ground back in this way are lower than the
others of the set and will not carry their part of the load. A very little

thought on the part of the user would have accordingly saved a per-
fectly good set of tap chasers which were only at the opening of

a long and useful life.

The cutting edge of a chaser is the high side and all standard Geo-
metric Chasers designed for straight tapping have clearance from the

cutting edge back. This is also often termed relief and unless this
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Fig. 88 Why Good Threads Are Not Produced Chasers
Ground by Hand "Any Old Way."

relief or clearance is provided the chasers will rub and distorted threads

will be the result.

The chaser shown in Fig. 90 is a pleasing contrast to those that have

preceded it. It is not a horrible example but illustrates the result ob-

tainable when proper attention is given to grinding. This chaser was
returned to the factory as a sample for furnishing a new set and its

condition shows that the user obtained far more for his investment than

did any of those who attempted to produce satisfactory threads with

the preceding chasers illustrated. This chaser was evidently ground
on some special grinder. It has the same thickness throughout its

length while all the teeth are ground back the same distance; further,

they are all ground uniformly on the chamfer. These are very im-

portant points to observe in regrinding the chasers in order to keep
them cutting satisfactorily as long as possible. While these particular
chasers have been pretty well used up, they would have stood two or

three more grindings before it was necessary to discard them.

Grinding for Cutting Different Materials We make it a point al-

ways to ascertain, where possible, the class of material on which Geo-

metric Die-Heads or Collapsing Taps are to be employed, as we can

ig. 89 The Product of Skill and Care Destroyed in a
Few Grindings. Threads Can be No Better Than the

Chasers Which Produce Them Hacked and
Jagged Chasers Will Cut Threads of

the Same Kind.
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Pig. 90 Not Done as Simply and Easily as It Could Have Been Carried Out
on the Geometric Chaser Grinder, But Ground with the Skill and Respect

Due to a High Grade Tool. Shows Length of Service Obtainable
from Properly Ground Chasers.

then grind the chasers to the form best suited to threading that par-
ticular material.

In the following sketches, the outlines of the chasers have been

exaggerated considerably in order to bring out these points more clearly.

The sketch, Fig. 91, shows a tapped die and a milled die with the

ordinary straight grind.

For threading rubber, fibre, cast and bar brass, the chasers should be

snubbed, by grinding the cutting edge of the chaser to the center of

the work, as shown in Fig. 93. This is in contrast with grinding the

cutting edge of the chaser parallel to the center of the work, as illus-

trated by the ordinary straight grind of Fig. 91 which is usually used

for threading machine or cold-rolled steel and malleable iron. When
no information is furnished regarding the material to be threaded, the

chasers are ground in this manner. If an extremely smooth thread is

necessary, the chasers can be ground with a slight hook on the cutting

edge, Fig. 92.

This is also necessary when threading any soft or clinging metal in

order that the chasers may produce what is known as a shearing cut

which allows the chip to roll out. This hook is often referred to as lip

or rake and is illustrated by Fig. 92. It is used for threading silicon

bronze, tool steel, drawn steel tubing or shells, vanadium steel, Bessemer

steel, brass tubing and other metals of this character. Just how much

TAPPED DIE. MILLED DIE.

Fig. 91 Ordinary Straight Grinding.
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TAPPED DIE. MILLED DIE: TAPPED DIE MILLED DIE
Fig. 92 Slight Hook Ground on Cut-

ting Edge.
Fig. 93 "Snubbing" or Grinding to

Center.

hook should be ground on the chasers in any given case is a matter
of experience and judgment, since it is difficult to go beyond general
instructions here. Generally speaking, the softer and tougher the

material, the more hook the chasers require. In some cases it will be

necessary to experiment with the material to be used to decide the
amount of hook required. Metals of the same class also vary widely
at times. For example, cold-rolled steel will sometimes be very soft

and stringy and at other times the bars will be hard. The hard bars
will cut perfectly with the ordinary straight ground chasers, but for the
soft and stringy metal, the chasers would have to be hooked and it

would be necessary to experiment with the amount of hook desired for

making a good thread.

For threading copper, aluminum, lead, Monel metal, nickel-steel,

basic or open-hearth steel, it is necessary to grind a radial hook on the

cutting edge of the chasers, as shown by Fig. 93a. For copper the angle
should be 22 degrees.

TAPPE.D DIE, MIL.LE1O DIE!
Fig. 93a Grinding with a Radial Hook for Materials Mentioned Above.

The difference in appearance between the tap chaser with the

ordinary straight grind and with the hook grind is well brought out
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in the sketches Fig. 94. While the points desired to be brought out

are somewhat exaggerated in these sketches, it must be borne in

mind that in grinding a hook on the chasers they must not be hooked

Tap Chaser Ground Straight. Tap Chaser Ground with Radial
Hook.

Fig. 94

down so far that chips would catch between the skeleton and the

chasers. If the latter be done the chips, instead of turning out over

the skeleton, as they should, curl down and stick between the chasers

and the skeleton. This interferes with the collapsing of the tap. When
the chips get wedged down between the chaser and the skeleton they

may cause the skeleton to break at that point. Fig. 95 shows the Geo-

metric Collapsing Tap fitted with hooked chasers as they should be

ground that is, well above the skeleton so that the chips will eject

properly and not tend to wedge between the chasers and the skeleton.

Both in this and in Fig. 96, the cap has been removed from the collapsing

tap to give a better view of the chasers. Fig. 96 shows the tap with

chasers hooked down so far that a space is left between the chasers and
the skeleton, as will be clear by referring to the line sketches. The
former shows the chasers properly hooked, while the latter illustrates

the reason for not carrying the hook down below the skeleton, as it will

be plainly evident that the chips will follow the hooked surface down
into the space thus left and when this space is wedged full there will

be trouble.

Fig. 95 Geometric Tap Chasers Correctly Hooked.
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Geometric Tap Chasers Hooked Down Too Far.
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CHAPTER XXI

The Geometric Chaser Grinder

From what has already been said on the subject it will be evident that

there are three cardinal rules to be followed in grinding the chasers if

satisfactory results are to be obtained. These are, first, grind on the

right face on the throat for milled chasers, with only an occasional

very light touch up on the cutting edge, and on the cutting edge for

tapped chasers.

Secondly, grind very little at a time, never letting the dies run be-

yond a point where it is necessary to take off more than a few thou-
sandths in grinding.

Third, all dies or chasers of a set must be ground absolutely uniform.

Unless this third condition is met, the fact that the other two are

complied with will not do much good. Above all, proper grinding
means uniform grinding of every chaser of a set since each one of the

chasers is designed to carry its share of the load of cutting and there

is no other way of insuring this except by grinding them uniformly.

To make this convenient for the average unskilled operator, we
developed the Geometric Chaser Grinder shown in Fig. 97 some years
ago. A skilled machinist can grind the chasers properly without its

aid, but the time saved with it will more than offset its initial cost,

whereas the unskilled hand will find it impossible to make a satisfactory

job of grinding the chasers without it. The only other method would
be to place the chasers in some kind of a holder and sharpen them on a

grinding machine. It can be done, but it costs a great deal more and
is only a makeshift at best.

The Geometric Chaser or Die Grinder will grind various makes of

thread chasers, whether of a stock or special type. It is also equipped
with a second grinding wheel which may be employed for ordinary tool

grinding. The vise in which the chaser to be ground is held is mounted
on a swivel and the adjustments provided are such that the chaser may be

ground square or to any radius, according to its shape, and whether

right or left hand. This vise may also be set to permit of grinding the

throat of the chaser to any desired angle. It is pivoted on a carriage
which moves back and forth in front of the grinding wheel by means of

a small hand lever, while the carriage itself is mounted on a feed table.

A second grinding wheel and feed table are provided at the other end
of the shaft for grinding chasers on the face of the teeth. Micrometer
scales are provided for accurate setting of all adjustments.

Hozu to Grind Chasers The illustration, Fig. 98, shows the chaser

grinder with chasers in place for both methods of grinding. Only one
chaser of a set is ground at a time, but as the adjustment of the vise

and feed table remain the same after they are once set, absolute uni-

formity of grinding is assured.
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Fig. 97 Geometric Chaser Grinder Working- Side.
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To Grind Milled Chasers Milled chasers are ground mostly on the

throat or chamfer, one of this kind being shown under the left-hand

wheel of the chaser grinder, Fig. 98. For this purpose, the feed table

is lowered so as to bring this part of the chaser under the grinding wheel.

In all chaser grinding, the object throughout is to maintain the cutting

point of the tool in exactly the same relation to the work at all times,
in order that it may free itself of chips. To grind a milled chaser, it is

inserted in the vise and brought up against the stop, clamping tightly
with the hand wheel as shown in Fig. 98. The feed table is then

elevated by means of a hand wheel, shown in Fig. 99 to give the proper
chamfer.

Just what angle of chamfer, or throat, should be given will depend
upon the metal being cut. On brass or similar free-cutting metal, or

where the thread is desired to run close up to a shoulder, the dies should

contact with the grinding wheel some distance below its horizontal

diameter, giving the die a short chamfer of approximately 45 degrees.
For ordinary cutting, it should be raised until the chamfer is about

30 degrees. Grind one die to the proper angle of clearance and then

set the stop ring on feed wheel, Fig. 99, which is marked with a check

line, to the amount of feed necessary ;
then tighten the set screw.

Fig. 98 Chasers in Place for Grinding on Chamfer (Left) and on
Cutting- Face (Right).
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Having ground the first die of the set and adjusted the machine

so that the remaining dies may be ground to correspond, move the

table back for the removal of the die and the insertion of the second.

Return the table to grinding position. Pass the die back and forth

against the face of the grinding wheel by the hand lever, meanwhile

slowly feeding forward by turning the feed wheel to the right until the

check mark corresponds with a second mark on the stationary arm.

When this point is reached, pins provided for the purpose will auto-

matically stop the feed. Once adjusted, all dies will be ground uni-

formly as the feed stop takes care of this. During this operation, the

table should remain firmly clamped as first adjusted.

From time to time, milled chasers should also be touched up lightly

on the cutting edge in order to keep the latter clean and sharp. The
method of grinding a milled chaser in this manner is shown at the right-

hand end of the table, Fig. 98. To do this, place the chaser flat on the

table at the other end of the machine, then elevate the table by the

hand wheel until the die just touches the grinding wheel. The carriage
is then moved back and forth under the grinding wheel. Whether

Fig. 99 End View of Adjustment for Grinding Throat
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grinding on the throat or cutting face, the three remaining dies of the

set must be ground to the same adjustment.

To Grind Tapped Form Dies To make the method of grinding the

tapped form of die clear, a typical grinding operation of this kind is

described in detail, using a 1-inch chaser of this type. The scale on
the pivot of the vise is marked in thirty-seconds of an inch. Set this

scale to the radius of the die, i. e., y2 inch, minus a single depth of the

thread. Place the die against the stop in the vise and clamp in place
as before. Set the jaws on the vise to the right or left of the center,

according to whether the thread of the die is right- or left-hand, just
sufficient to give the proper clearance. This is just enough to free the

tool in cutting and is something that must be determined by experience
in every case.

The skilled machinist knows how much this should be from experi-
ence and makes the necessary allowance almost unconsciously. A few
trials will serve to make it equally easy for operators who are not

familiar with die grinding. Loosen the pivot by releasing the small

handle, Fig. 99. Then swivel about the grinding wheel at the same time

slowly feeding by the hand wheel up to the stop in the same manner as

for milled dies.

Too much emphasis cannot be laid upon the injunction, always to

grind the chasers so as to preserve the original angle of clearance as

closely as possible. The chief object of grinding is to keep the chasers

in the same condition as originally supplied by the factory. Any de-

parture from this will make a corresponding difference in the results

obtained.

An Exception to the Rule While the rule that milled chasers should

always be ground on the throat with only an occasional touch up on the

face and that the tapped form chasers should always be ground on the

face, has been considered a hard and fast line from which departures
could only be made at the sacrifice of good results, an occasional ex-

ception crops up that helps to prove it. But this particular exception
shows very plainly that the man who would violate a hard and fast rule

without suffering the ordinary consequences must know mighty well

what he is doing and just how to go about it.

Fig. 99a illustrates a set of milled chasers which has been ground on

the face contrary to the rule quoted. But despite that fact this par-
ticular set was employed to cut 47,025 cast iron plugs of the type shown
in Fig. 99b by the A. B. Stove Company of Battle Creek, Michigan. The
rule for grinding milled chasers is to grind almost entirely in the throat

or chamfer, as shown by the preceding illustrations, but owing to the

shoulder on this cast iron plug and the manner of holding it in the

machine, the rule was violated by grinding on the cutting edge. But
the appearance of these milled chasers after having threaded more than

47,000 plugs shows that the operator knew exactly what he was doing
when he ground them on the cutting edge. Very little was ground at a

time to prevent removing the bearing. These chasers were evidently

ground very lightly each time and then allowed to wear their own bear-
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Pig. 99a Milled Chasers Ground on Cutting Face to Accommodate
Plugs Shown Below.

ing. By following this procedure, milled chasers can be ground down to

about 1/3 of the thickness on the cutting edge, care always being taken

to grind very lightly.
The fact that in this particular instance the material was cast iron

was another condition that favored grinding the cutting edge of these

chasers. Had soft steel, copper or any similar material been used the

chasers would have undoubtedly chattered on the cut and produced
rough threads. As the photograph illustrates the last plug of this great
number that was cut, no great difficulty appears to have been experienced
on this score. The speed of the machine was 475 r. p. m. Mr.

George Weidlich writes : "In all my twenty-five years' experience I have

never known a die to cut as many threads as this die has cut on cast

iron. They are still good, but on this last sharpening they cut a little

under the size. The sample casting is the last plug cut." This is a

particularly favorable performance in view of the fact that threading
cast iron is very hard on the chasers. Ordinarily we should have recom-
mended tapped formed chasers for this particular job, but in view of

the unusual skill applied in grinding them it is doubtful whether tapped
chasers would have given any better service than the milled chasers did.

Fig. 99b Actual Size of Cast Iron Plugs Threaded
by Milled Chasers Illustrated Above.
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Threading Pump Bodies with a

& Engineering Co. on
Geometric Die Head for the Superior Machine

a Warner & Swasey Hex Turret loathe

Geometric Die-Head Threading Pump Bodies of Manganese Bronze
Close Limits on Warner & Swazey Hand-Screw Machine.

Superior Machine & Engineering Company.

to
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CHAPTER XXII

The Lessons of Experience

During the course of a quarter century's experience we have found
it necessary to answer the same questions time and time again. In fact,

many of these queries have come to be hardy perennials. Practically

every one of the points brought up thus frequently is covered in the

following resume, so that when difficulties are encountered with the dies

or collapsing taps, time will very often be saved by consulting this and
similar sections of this work, instead of writing to the factory for in-

formation on the point.

Miscellaneous Troubles and Their Remedies For greater clearness,

the question in the form it has usually been put to us is given, as well

as the answer. These questions and answers are subdivided into sec-

tions under various heads to facilitate quick reference. But it must
be borne in mind that it is not always possible to ascribe failure to ob-

tain satisfactory results to one cause alone. The inquirer does not give

sufficiently detailed information regarding his working conditions in

every case to enable us to answer definitely covering a single point.

For example, under Failure of Die-Head to Open, it is mentioned that

this may be due to improper grinding, so that this query might come
under the latter head. This is also true of many of the queries under

Failure to Maintain Lead so that information should be sought under
various heads in this section, instead of concluding that it is not given
after looking under a single head only.

ACME THREAD FLATS

Please inform me if there is any difference in the wide flats of 8 pitch
Acme thread, outside or root diameter.

If our correspondent is referring to flat at top of thread and flats at

bottom or root of thread, there is a difference of .0052, bottom flat being
.0411, top flat .0463.

ACME THREADS OUT OF TRUE

What would cause a set of double Acme \% milled dies to cut a

thread which leaves the iron with an oval or irregular cross-section?

Apparently the dies here referred to do not cut a true, round screw.

The most probable cause is that the dies have been ground too much on the

cutting face, leaving the dies without any bearing. Again, there may be too
much clearance on the chamfer of the dies. Also, the stock may be very soft

iron, and the dies not ground to work properly on same. In such case, give
the dies the hook shape form of grinding.

Another cause might be that the dies may not line up with the stock.

In locating the trouble, we would first recommend making certain that

the turret is in line. This being all right, then grind the chamfer on the dies

with less clearance.

After having attended to these two points, and the dies still give the

irregularity mentioned, take note whether or not the cutting edges of the

dies have been ground. If so, stone the sides of the teeth of the dies so as to

give them more bearing.
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An Old Bolt Cutter Changed Into an Up-to-date Threading Machine by Applying
a Geometric Die Head

A %-inch Geometric Threading Machine Threading Brake Rods
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AMOUNT OF CLEARANCE

What degree of clearance should be given 13/16" chasers which

have to lead on stock with a square shoulder, also must thread within
l
/%" of shoulder on stock after thread is finished?

It is our opinion that it" diameter chasers should have about 15 clear-

ance, length of chamfer should be less than l
/s" to finish onto l

/&" recess.

The grinding should be done from keyway, and not from bottom or top of die.

ANGLE OF CHASERS

What is the proper angle for a bevel on Geometric Dies ? On some
work it is necessary to run athread with 1/32" of a shoulder. Is it

better to grind the front of the dies or change the angle of thread?

For angle of bevel we would recommend 22, if possible. On milled dies

the grinding should be done in the front, or throat, but if very carefully

ground, can be ground on the face where necessary, care being taken not to

grind away the bearing or control. With tapped dies the grinding is done
on the face.

How is the angle and cutting edge height determined on the milled

dies?

As a general rule, this is changed as conditions require. The cutting

edge height is one-tenth of the diameter of the piece to be threaded above the

center. The angle is a tangent from the cutting point, as above, passing the

outside diameter of the piece to be threaded.

CLEARANCE CIRCUMFERENTIAL AND LONGITUDINAL

Is it possible to mill tap threads with clearance. Three flute ? Please

answer in "Threads."

It is not quite clear to us whether reference is made to a tap, or to what
we term a tapped form of thread as used in a die head.

It is possible to mill tapped threads for die heads with both circumfer-
ential and longitudinal clearance, although not practicable with the circum-
ferential clearance, because, as the dies considered have only a three-point
bearing, if given circumferential clearance, they would be very apt to cut a

drunken, wavy, or lop-sided thread.

Circumferential clearance is indicated in the sketch, Fig. 70.

Longitudinal clearance is practicable, and should be given so as to insure

straight threads.

Of course there might be cases where conditions were such that the
above explanation would not hold true, although our general experience has
been as here outlined.

It is desirable to give the threads relief, but not up to the cutting edge,
allowing about ife" for bearing.

CUTTING LUBRICANTS AND WEAR
Can the rapid wear on taps and dies that are cutting aluminium, used

on turret lathe, be overcome? Use kerosene oil for cutting lubricant.

Kerosene is the best cutting lubricant that we have knowledge of when
cutting screw threads in aluminum. As to the unusual wear, it is something
that we know no way of overcoming. It is the gritty nature of the aluminum
that causes the wear.

Is it good practice to use oil when cutting threads on cast iron?
Please explain whether right or wrong. Answer in "Threads."

Lubrication is most essential in the successful and economical cutting of
screw threads, on any metal.
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Valve Disc Carries 1 in. by ys in., Quadruple Thread, 2-in. Pitch,
Material Bronze, Threaded Without Lubrication by a Geo-

metric Die-Head that Has Cut 15,000 Threads in Six
Years, the Original Chasers Still Being in Use.

Steel Rods Iiy2 in. Long, Threaded by a Geometric Die-Head in 1% Minutes.
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For threading cast iron, mineral lard oil is, we believe, the best lubricant
to use, although any inexpensive oil that would serve as a cooling or anti-

friction bath, would prove quite satisfactory. But by all means, use a lubricant.

Old time practice, or tradition, in cutting threads in cast iron, has always
been to cut without lubricant.

Such a practice is all right when turning finishing sizes, such as removing
only .004 or .005 from the outer surface. In this case, oil, water, or even the

moisture from handling, will cause a tool to glaze over the spot moistened,
and in cutting, it would be necessary to cut under size or else grind.

When cutting threads on cast iron, such fine cuts as for turning finishing
sizes are not made, but the stock is removed in one cut, and in so doing, the

cut is well below this glazed surface which a lubricant will cause.

Oil keeps the tool and work cool and eliminates friction. To prove this

matter of lubrication for your own satisfaction, try cutting a few pieces of

cast iron dry, at a fair speed. You will probably find the threads torn by
friction.

Then try cutting with another set of dies, with lubricant, at the same
speed, and note the difference in the results.

Further, note the difference between the two sets of dies used.

With the use of lubricant, you will have a better thread, and the life of

your threading dies will be increased from 20 to 40 per cent., and perhaps
more.

Is it advisable to attempt to filter or purify cutting lubricants?

If straight oil is used as a cutting lubricant, the filtering would be an
economical process, but if using a compound composed of small percentage
of oil and water, the process of cleansing is not economical. Cutting oil, as

sold today, can be filtered very economically and profitably.

CUTTING SPEEDS

(See also heading "Number of Cuts Necessary")

Cutting speeds for Geometric Dies on cold-rolled steel and brass

work, about 1.5" diameter stock?

We cannot give a hard and fast rule for cutting speeds, as conditions,
such as the pitch of thread, chamfer of dies, lubricant used, finish required,
shape and form of thread, also kind of stock, will govern the speed.

Some stock, supposed to be of the same grade, is harder than others.

However, an approximate speed for cutting cold rolled steel would be
from 20 to 25 feet per minute, or from 50 to 65 R. P. M. for 1.5" diameter
stock, pitch between 10 to 32 threads per inch.

An approximate speed for threading brass is 40 to 50 feet per minute.

The best results in thread cutting with regard to speed can be obtained

only by a careful study of conditions and a series of tests.

What surface speed is proper to run soft steel to cut thread with
a high speed set of dies?

The grade of steel whether soft and stringy, or hard and tough would
influence the speed at which the work could be run. High speed steel dies
will stand running just as fast as is possible without stripping the thread.

So much depends on work conditions, that it would be almost impossible
to state just what speed would be proper for every case of thread cutting.
One usually has to be guided in a matter of this kind by his own experience.

It is safe to say, however, that in practically every case high speed steel

dies could be, run 25 per cent, faster than carbon steel.

In screw cutting, the nature of the work and the class of material em-
ployed may differ so much that we could not give a cutting speed that would
apply to all cases.
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180 Steel Shafts %-inch Diameter, 1%-inch long, Threaded per Hour with
this Geometric Die-Head on a Warner & Swasey Hollow

Hex Turret Lathe.

Threading Brass Pump Parts \ l/2 in. Diameter, % in. Long, 14
Threads to the Inch. Production, 250 Pieces per Hour.

"We Know of No Tool that Can Beat the
Geometric Die-Head."
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For example, l/2-mch length could be cut much faster than 3-inch or 4-

inch, as the longer the cut the hotter the tools become, and when they get hot

they begin to tear the thread.

If threading copper, a pretty good speed is less apt to tear the thread.

This, on the other hand, does not apply in the case of bronze or similar

metal, so that one has to be guided in the matter of speed pretty much by his

own experience, and by his own work conditions.

When we know the diameter, length and form of thread, the number of

threads per inch, and the kind and quality of material, we can give the ap-

proximate safe speed for individual threading conditions.

DIE-HEAD OPENS AT WRONG TIME

Why does a die-head open at the wrong time?

The die head may be worn in the locking bolt and segment, causing them
to spring off and not hold. In that case, these parts should be replaced.

Die head may be clogged with chips, not letting the locking bolt back into

proper position.

The head, dragging on the turret, may not operate smoothly, sticking in

places, and when cut reaches this point, the trip being easily operated, pulls

off and opens the head.

Possibly the machine has a heavy carriage and should be followed up by
hand. With the Style "D-D" type of Geometric die head, even on machine
with heavy carriage it would not be necessary to follow the turret by hand.

The cut, Fig. 41, shows the Geometric style "D-D" die-head as arranged
for hand operated turrets. This type of Geometric die head is equally well

adapted for hand operated turrets or for automatics. A floating mechanism
allows the dies to act independently of the automatic movements of the

turret or machine spindle.

DIE-HEADS AND THE ENGINE LATHE
Information is asked regarding the advantages of die and tap thread-

ing on turret lathe over that on engine lathes.

On the one item of labor alone there is an advantage that is almost

beyond comparison. Labor is far more expensive than material used, and
while it might take half an hour to thread a certain piece of an engine lathe,

it could be done in one minute on a turret lathe.

Take, for instance, a 3-pitch Acme thread, two feet long. It would

require about one hour to cut this thread on an engine lathe, while on a turret

lathe, with a Geometric Die Head, it would be cut in two or three minutes.

There is trouble to keep the size on an engine lathe, while a Geometric
Die Head on a turret lathe holds the size and gives absolutely correct dupli-
cation in the pieces threaded.

On the turret lathe a much better thread can be produced than on the

engine lathe.

What equipment is necessary for operating Geometric Dies on an

engine lathe?

It would be necessary to have a turret put on the ways of the lathe.

Geometric dies are furnished with shanks to fit the particular size turret hole
to which they are to be applied.

DIES SHAVE FLOSS OFF THREADS

Why does a thread appear to have a fine metal floss on it ?

This is apparently the same condition which another describes as little

threads or ribbons of steel on a finished cut thread.

Evidently this condition is due to the dies shaving slightly. Possibly
one or more of the dies of a set are doing the shaving. It would be well to

test the dies on a trial piece of stock by stopping them on the cut to see if
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'Royal" Flush Valves Geometric Die Head and Collapsing Tap on the Job.
Special Bronze Metal 3 15/32 ins. -18, 9/16 ins. Long-, U. S. F. (form)
The Geometric Die-Head Completes the Thread in Four Seconds.

The Geometric Tap Finishes Thread in Five Seconds.
Sloan Valve Company, Chicago.

Two Geometric Die Heads on the Tilted Turret of the Wood Turret Lathe
"Geometric Die-Heads Are Being Used Extensively on Our

Tilted Turret Lathes and Screw Machines," Says
the Wood Turret Machine Company.
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all the dies of the set are cutting correctly. All the cutting should be done
on the chamfer, and not back on the dies. If any of the dies do show cutting

on back or front side of teeth, they should be stoned slightly on the edge that

is doing the shaving.

DRUNKEN THREADS

In a tap and die catalogue is given the following definition for a

drunken thread: "A thread in which the advance of the helix is ir-

regular." Will you please state what this thread is used on and what

it is used for.

A drunken thread gets its name from its appearance. It has an appear-
ance of the day after. It has a leaning appearance like 2 o'clock in the

morning. It looks drunk and bears the same relation to a perfect thread that

an intoxicated man bears to a sober man. A drunken thread is as much in

need of reform as is a drunken man.

END PLAY IN CHASERS

Is it right for chasers to have, say .010" end play ?

End play does not make any difference with the working of the dies.

The distance from the cutting edge of the dies to the key slot is exactly the

same, and when the dies start cutting, they are all forced out as far as they
will go against the key.

FAILURE OF DIE-HEAD TO OPEN
What is the cause of Style DD die-head not opening, and pulling

past stop and breaking stud?

There are several irregularities that might cause this condition. The cam
spring may be weak, or the trip may not be properly set.

It may be due to the condition of the dies; that is, the way the dies are

ground, causing them to cut hard and cling.

It may also be that the die head is out of line, causing a cramp. Possibly
the die head has become gummed up and needs cleaning. It may be that the

head is clogged with chips, gummed lubricant or dirt.

FAILURE TO MAINTAIN LEAD

In cutting a long thread the dies either gain or lose one thread in

about three inches of length, and thread is rounded at bottom. This

happens with one set of chasers only. Only chasers in same die-head

work satisfactorily.

It is evident that the trouble is not in the head or with the machine,
since the other sets of chasers work satisfactorily.

There is evidence that the chasers are cutting either ahead or behind.
The chasers could be tested out, by stopping them on the cut, to see if all

the chasers are cutting correctly. It may be that certain sets of chasers are

crossed, or in some way have become mismated. It is also possible that the
chasers have become ground too much upon the face, so that there is no
bearing or control.

Why is it that dies on the finishing cut do not follow the first cut,

especially on brass.

There is strong evidence here of the finishing dies not being started on
straight. The lead is formed by the first cut, and if the lead of the roughing
dies is correct, the finishing dies would follow correctly, if started on
straight. Where the thread is of fine pitch, there would probably be no trou-
ble in starting the dies straight, but with a coarse thread, and particularly an
Acme, especial attention has to be paid to starting the dies straight.
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Cutting i/2 -in. Standard Pipe Thread on Shelby Steel Tubing-,
Which Is Exceedingly Close Grained and Tough.

Penberthy Injector Co., Detroit

Flat Head Screws, 700 per Day, Produced with a Style D Geometric
Die-Head on the Turret of a Hand Screw Machine. Wicaco

Screw & Machine Works, Phila. Geometric Die-
Heads Have Been Used in this Plant 11 Years.
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If the dies are ground thinner, ground down below the original landing,

they would, of course, lose their lead.

Where dies have lost their lead, they can be corrected by stoning. Where
the lead is short, stone the back edge of the first tooth on each chaser. Where
the lead is long, stone the front edge of the first tooth on each chaser.

What is the cause of die-head cutting small in rear of head and to

lose lead?

Here is strong evidence of improper grinding of the threading dies. The
dies may have been ground with uneven chamfer, or the bearing or lead con-

trol been ground away.

Why is it that dies on the finishing cut do not follow the first cut,

especially on brass?

There is strong evidence here of the finishing dies not being started on

straight. The lead is formed by the first cut, and if the lead of the roughing
dies is correct, the finishing dies would follow correctly, if started on straight.

Where the thread is of fine pitch, there would probably be no trouble in

starting the dies straight, but with a coarse thread, and particularly an Acme,
especial attention has to be paid to starting the dies straight.

If the dies are ground thinner, ground down below the original landing,

they would, of course, lose their lead.

Where dies have lost their lead, they can be corrected by stoning. Where
the lead is short, stone the back edge of the first tooth on each chaser.

Where the lead is long, stone the front edge of the first tooth on each
chaser.

What is the cause of chasers cutting very rough on one side of the

thread. They are all ground alike, and the die-head and machine are

in alignment?

There might be several conditions responsible for this rough cutting
on one side of the thread:

The lead of the screws may not be the same as the lead on the dies; that
is to say, the pitch cut upon the stock is either greater or less than the

pitch of the dies. There are several conditions that might cause this

discrepancy in leads, such as dies being chamfered with improper clearance.

Or, the dies may have been ground too much at one grinding, not giving
necessary bearing or lead control, which could be corrected by lapping the
dies together, giving them a slight bearing.

The lead disagreement, if such is the trouble, may be the result of the
dies not being followed up properly. Stock conditions may be responsible,
such as a tough or very soft stringy stock. In this event, a 4 to 7 angle
hook would cause the dies to cut more freely.

Other conditions that could readily cause this roughness on one side
of the thread are:

Too much stoning on one side of the teeth. Grinding the cutting face

slightly would overcome this effect.

Running the dies at too high a speed.

Short chamfer on dies; that is, not having proper cutting clearance,
causing the dies to rub hard.

Another possibility is that the dies have not the proper helical angle.
In this case, our suggestion would be to return the dies to the factory, sending
with them a sample of stock.

What causes a die to cut the wrong number of threads to the inch ?

From this inquiry we do not know whether the dies are cutting too long
or too short lead. If the lead is long, the cause might be that the dies have
not proper bearing, or lead control. Or, possibly the turret is being forced
ahead too fast.
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On the other hand, if the lead is short, we should say that the dies have
not been ground with proper clearance on the chamfer. Or, that the dies

are left to drag not followed up as they should be.

What causes the lead on chasers to be either fast or

slow ?

In regrinding chasers, if the throat clearance is ground at too

acute an angle, it would have a tendency to slow lead, while the

opposite condition would tend to a fast lead.

It is important that the throat angle should be the same on all

chasers of a set.

When cutting a thread, if the turret is forced ahead, it will

tend to lengthen the lead, and if it is left to drag, it will tend
to the opposite effect of shortening the lead.

What is the cause of threads drawing on long cuts,

changing the number of threads to the inch?

Faulty grinding of the dies is the most frequent cause of the

lead of a thread changing. Grinding the face of the tooth so as

to destroy the original landing will result in changing the lead.

Where necessary to grind the milled form of die across the face

of the teeth it is best to give just a light brush over the wheel,
which will restore the edge. The milled die takes its grinding in

the throat, rather than on the face.

Where the point of a tooth is broken off it is sometimes
necessary to grind on the face of the tooth, reducing the thickness
of the die, which necessarily destroys the landing and causes the

dies to lose their lead. In case of a broken tooth, it is then neces-

sary to grind on the throat.

In restoring the lead, the often described method of stoning
would apply. Where the lead is short, stone the back edge of the
first tooth on each side, and where the lead is long, stone the front

edge of the first tooth on each die.

(For carrying out the stoning process referred to above and in

the preceding pages, see illustrations on pages 165 and 166.)

We have a job in a 2^4" single spindle Gridley au-

tomatic, cutting a ^4" thread, 6" long, with 1^" Style
D Geometric Die-Head, and have trouble holding the lead.

The trouble may be due to the die head being cramped and
pulling hard in the fixture, causing dies to cut short. Or, it may
be that the dies have been ground so that they do not have proper
bearing or control. However, from our experience, we find that

where dies do not hold the lead, the trouble is usually due to the
dies not following up properly. The die head should be set to

follow the work with as little drawback as possible, as it is this

drawing which in many cases causes lead troubles.

What is the cause of the die working larger or smaller

than where it is set?

We know nothing of the working conditions in this case, but
should say that these changes of sizes were in the machine.

These changes may, however, be caused by the die head having
become worn.

Fig. 100 An Example of Accurately Maintained Lead in a Long Screw Cut with
a Geometric Die-Head.
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The turret may be out of line so that the dies do not line with the work.

Or, forced feeding may be the cause.

It may be that the dies are ground with too much clearance.

Possibly the dies are not correct in their lead. If the dies are ground
thinner, ground down below the original landing, they would, of course, lose

their lead.

A method which has been tried successfully in restoring the lead on a set

of chasers where the lead is short, is stoning the back edge of the first

tooth on each chaser, or die.

The same would apply to a long lead, by stoning the front edge of the

first tooth. Sometimes it is necessary to stone two teeth, but usually the

stoning of the first tooth successfully corrects the trouble.

Grinding the face of the tooth will cause the lead to change, as it destroys
the landing which was originally put on it. In this case, the same method of

stoning the chasers would give a substitute for the original landing.

In grinding the milled form of chasers across the face of the teeth, it

is best to give just a light brush over the wheel, which will restore the edge.

When possible, it is better to grind on the throat or chamfer of the
milled chaser, rather than on the face.

As an example of what may be done with a Geometric Self-Opening
Die-Head in maintaining an accurate lead in a long screw, see Fig. 100.

THE LEAD ON A SCREW THREAD

What is the "lead" of a screw and is it possible to maintain it ac-

curately in cutting a long thread?

The lead on a screw thread is the amount of advance in one complete
turn of the stock, or the distance from one thread to another.

The cut here shown was made from a photograph of a thread 24 inches

long, produced in a Geometric Die Head. Note how perfectly the lead is held
for the entire length. There are eight threads to the inch, the distance be-
tween each thread being exactly an eighth of an inch.

In producing threads of this kind there are conditions that must be
considered beyond the die or chasers with which the work is done. The die

or chasers may be perfect, yet if the machine on which the work is done is

not in proper alignment, or the work not held concentric with the die, the

proper alignment bearing cannot be had. The result is a somewhat distorted

product.

On the other hand, if the die or chasers are correct except that the
chasers are not properly ground, the result is, of course, imperfect work.

Again, the die or chasers may be correct and properly ground, the ma-
chine in perfect alignment, and every condition right for exact production,
but the machine operator (assuming the machine to be a hand-operated
turret), can readily destroy or distort the lead of the threads and prevent
the die or chasers from properly doing the work by retarding the feed of the

turret, thereby causing the chasers to not only produce the threads, but
carry the weight of the turret and slide as well.

The feed of the turret can also be forced ahead faster than the chasers can
properly remove the stock in producing the thread, and so cause a distortion
of the threads in the opposite direction. These conditions may also be had
on an automatic machine where the turret feed is controlled by cam. If the
cam is not adjusted to give the correct feed of turret to correspond with
the pitch, or lead of screw threads to be cut, there is sure to be inaccurate
lead, due to forcing or retarding the work of the chasers.

The production of perfect screw threads does not depend wholly on the

perfection of the die or chasers, but on all conditions entering into the
operations of such production.
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FAILURE TO TRACK PPOPERLY

What are the reasons for dies not tracking properly?

There are several conditions that would give the appearance of the die

not tracking properly.
The dies may not be set into the head properly.

Machine may be out of alignment.

Dies might be mismated. One or more of the dies may belong to another
set.

The die head sprung, with keys out of alignment.

Burs may have gotten in the teeth of the dies.

Forcing or retarding the turret.

All these conditions would have a tendency to cause the dies to appear
not to track properly.

A good way to prove where the trouble is, and thus overcome it, is to

try the dies, stopping them upon the cut and opening the die head. Note
what chaser, if any, or what teeth of the chaser are cutting ahead or behind.

All cutting should be done on the chamfer. If any die shows to be cutting
ahead or behind, stone the side of teeth of die lightly. Try the dies again,
and if they still have the appearance of not tracking properly, prove the

alignment of the machine.

Geometric dies are carefully tested on all points before leaving the fac-

tory, and if in regrinding the dies, care is taken to follow the original form
of grinding, the dies themselves will track properly.

It is important that the die head should be supported close to the turret,
to bring the cutting point as close to the holding point as possible, in order
to reduce the effect of torsional strain to a minimum. When supported at too

great a distance from the cutting point, the effect may be such as to prevent
the dies from tracking properly. This will be more pronounced when the
shank of the die head is too small to take the cutting strains without yielding.
Geometric die heads are fitted with shanks that are best suited to the machine
upon which they are to be used.

GRINDING BELOW CENTER

When dies have been ground below center, how can they be remedied ?

Where milled dies have been ground below center, the only way to

correct this is to use an oil stone of sharper angle than angle of the thread,
and stone between the teeth of the dies to steady them. This method will

correct, but not restore, for dies ground below center and stoned in this

manner will not produce as good a thread as when dies are of correct
thickness.

GRINDING CHASERS TO THREAD DIFFERENT MATERIALS

What is the difference between a die ground to cut steel, and one to

cut cast iron?

The kind of steel would influence the matter of whether a different form
of grinding would be necessary than that given dies for cutting cast iron.

For threading machine steel and cold rolled steel, we would recommend
that the same form of grinding be given the dies as when threading cast

iron, which is to grind the cutting edge of the die parallel to the center of

the work.

Should the stock be tool steel, drawn steel tubing, vanadium steel, Besse-
mer steel, or steel of similar character, then the dies should take a different

form of grinding from dies ground to cut cast iron. This would be the

slight hook shape given the cutting edge.
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Kindly tell us the exact way to grind a set of Style D dies to cut hard

copper pipe (lead and face).

For copper, grind the dies with a radial hook on cutting face, as shown
in the cut below. Give 22 chamfer. See Figs. 93 and 93a.

GRINDING TAPPED CHASERS

In grinding chasers of the tapped form, is it best to use emery wheel

the same diameter as thread to be cut, or a trifle larger, and will this

same method apply to milled chasers?

The chamfer on the tapped form of chasers should be ground on a

radius which is equal to the radius of the root diameter of the screw to be

cut, and a little ahead of center for clearance.

We assume that the chasers are being ground by the radius of the wheel,
and in that case the wheel should be smaller than the outside diameter of

the thread. The root diameter is the correct diameter for the wheel.

This same method could be used on milled chasers, but the angle grind

given them as sent out from the factory is far more suitable.

Fig. 101 Example of Failure to Hold Size.

HOLDING SIZE

Sometimes I have trouble holding size on my work with Geometric

Dies. What is the trouble ?

There are several conditions that might cause dies to cut variable sizes.

The adjusting screws may not be properly set. These screws should be kept

tight. The locking bolt may have become worn. The segment might have

worn tapering. Worn parts can be replaced at any time with new.

Chips may have worked into the head. Good work can be insured only

by keeping the die head perfectly clean. Chips, dirt and gummed lubricant

should be removed regularly. The working of a tool should be inspected

periodically to make certain that none of its parts have become clogged
with chips or heavy oil.

Hard and soft spots in the stock would cause the size of thread to vary.
Machine not lined up properly. Forcing the chasers harder at one time than
another. All these things would tend to cause variable sizes.

The same conditions in thread chasers may produce different results

under certain conditions of operation. Dies that have been ground freely
on the cutting face will be without any bearing, and this will prove one cause
of distorted threads.

Too much clearance on the chamfer of the dies will be another cause.
A set of dies may cut a good true thread on one stock and not be ground
right for getting the same results on another stock.
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The same set of dies cut the threads on the two samples shown in the

photograph, figure 101. The dies had been ground down fully an eighth of

an inch below the original thickness as figured for dies of their diameter. The
sample at the left is heat treated Vanadium steel. That at the right, Bessemer
screw stock.

While on the piece of heat treated Vanadium steel the improperly ground
dies gave a good thread, it was impossible to cut a good thread on the Besse-
mer screw stock with the same set of dies.

There is no reason why a good true thread cannot be had every time
with Geometric dies if working conditions are right.

Make certain that your turret is in line. Then note whether or not your
chasers have been correctly ground. See that they have not been ground
with too much clearance on the chamfer, also that you have not ground the

cutting edges of your dies. If so, stone the sides of the teeth just enough to

give them a bearing.

Do not force the chasers ahead faster than they can cut, and, on the

other hand, do not retard them.

What is the cause of the die working larger or smaller than where
it is set?

We know nothing of the working conditions in this case, but should say
that these changes of sizes were in the machine.

These changes may, however, be caused by the die head having become
worn.

The turret may be out of line so that the dies do not line with the work.

Or, forced feeding may be the cause.

It may be that the dies are ground with too much clearance.

Possibly the dies are not correct in their lead. If the dies are ground
thinner, ground down below the original landing, they would, of course, lose

their lead.

A method which has been tried successfully in restoring the lead on a

set of chasers where the lead is short, is stoning the back edge of the first

tooth on each chaser, or die.

The same would apply to a long lead, by stoning the front edge of the

first tooth. Sometimes it is necessary to stone two teeth, but usually the

stoning of the first tooth successfully corrects the trouble.

Grinding the face of the tooth will cause the lead to change, as it destroys
the landing which was originally put on it. In this case, the same method
of stoning the chasers would give a substitute for the original landing.

In grinding the milled form of chasers across the face of the teeth, it is

best to give just a light brush over the wheel, which will restore the edge.

When possible, it is better to grind on the throat or chamfer of the
milled chaser, rather than on the face.

Why do old dies, in cutting long thread, cut large near head of

screw ?

There are a great many conditions that might cause the cut to be large
near the head of the screw.

The chamfer may not be ground evenly on all sides of the set.

The bearing may have been ground away, leaving the dies without control.

The dies may be shaving ahead or behind slightly, and need light stoning.

The die head may be sprung.

Key in head may be worn and out of alignment.
Machine may not be properly aligned, causing the dies to cut off center.

Any of the causes here given might be responsible for the condition
described.

Where a Geometric die head needs overhauling, it should be returned to

the Geometric factory and put in good working order.
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Fig. 102 Set of Tap-Formed Chasers After Their Last Grinding.

How many times may a set of chasers be ground?

Neither the number of times nor the amount of metal that must be left

can be stated offhand. The first depends upon how much is taken off each

time, while the second can only be answered by showing actual examples, as

in Fig. 102.

How far down may chasers be ground?

These have been ground so as to give every bit of use possible, but have
been ground a few thousandths only at each regrinding. Allowing the dies

to run too long after becoming dull soon takes the life from them.

This, of course, is not the proper way to grind dies of the milled form,
which are more generally employed than dies of the tapped form, as illustrated

above.

These dies have been used by the Raymond Lead Company in threading
brass caps, 334"-16, about ^2" long, as shown in Fig. 103.

A Geometric man called on the Raymond Lead Company and found their

long-service Geometric die heads in excellent condition. He reports:

"All of their Geometric die heads are in better condition than some I

have seen after one year's use. The superintendent stated that after seven-
teen years' common use the die heads are on the job early and late, with the
same good threads. When the die heads are not in use they are placed on
a wooden shelf where they cannot touch other steel or iron tools."

As I have twelve die-heads and a lot of chasers for each head to look

after, would like to know how low down I can grind the face. There
is one I have trouble with. It chatters the thread. I believe it is too

low. See sketches, Fig. 104.

The sketches show that he has ground the chasers too thin upon the

cutting face, thus taking away all the bearing, or lead control. Milled dies,

Fig. 103 Brass Plugs Threaded with
the Set of Tapped Chasers Shown in Fig. 102.
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Cylinder Plugs 1 15/16 ins. Diameter, 14 Pitch Thread. Threaded
Part 1 in. Long, 200 Plugs per Day Threaded with a 2-in.

Style D Geometric Die-Head on a Warner & Swasey
Hollow Hexagon Turret Lathe.
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or chasers, can be ground on the face if necessary, but must be ground a few
thousandths at a time only, so as to allow the chasers to wear in their own
bearing or lead control.

When milled chasers are sent out from the factory this cutting edge is

always about one-tenth the diameter ahead of center. This, with the angle at

which the thread is milled, gives a good bearing, or lead control.

INTERCHANGEABILITY COMMERCIAL TAPS AND DIES

Is there sufficient difference in gauges of different screw and nut

manufacturers so that the screws of one company would not fit the nut

of another company, or vice versa?

There is quite a difference in the different makes of tap and screw gauges.
In fact, it is quite generally known that hardly two tap makers' taps will cut

the same size. Where one requires a closer fit than what is known as com-
mercial limits. The Geometric Tool Company recommends that, in ordering
dies for a thread to fit the nut, a nut tapped out with the tap be sent to them,
so that they can make the dies that will cut a thread to exactly fit the thread
of the nut.

INTERCHANGEABLE THREADING CHASERS

To what extent are various sizes of chasers interchangeable in the

same Geometric Die-Head or Collapsing Tap?
The matter of interchangeable Geometric threading chasers is not

understood as well as it should be.

We will take, for example, the 24" and 1" sizes of Geometric die heads
of standard types. The 24" size standard type of die head, whether it is the

Style "D," Style "D-D" or Solid Adjustable, will take chasers for cutting
diameters from }4" to 24"- The 1" size standard types of die heads will take
chasers for cutting diameters from y%' to 1".

Geometric thread chasers of the Style "D," Style "D-D" and Solid Ad-
justable types are all interchangeable, but they must be made for the same
size head. Chasers made for the 24" size die head cannot be used in the 1"
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Fig. 104 Chasers with Bearing Ground Away Causing Chattering.
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Wheel Box Hub Forged Steel, 3% ins. Diameter, Threaded Portion
1% ins. Long-. Threaded with a 4% -in. Capacity Geometric

Die-Head on a Steinle Turret Lathe.

Cutting 2-in. Standard Pipe Threads, \\ l/2 Threads per Inch, with a
Geometric Style D 2 1/-in. Die-Head that Has Been in Steady

Service for Ten Years. One of Several Geometric Die-
Heads in Use at the Billingham Brass & Machine

Co., Trenton, N. J., up to Ten Years.
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size head. Chasers made for the ^4" size Style "D" die head can be used
in the $4" size Style "D-D" or 4" size Solid Adjustable die head, but could
not be used in any size head other than the $%".

The 1" size standard die heads will take chasers for cutting $4" diameter,
but they must have been furnished to fit a 1" size die head of standard type.

MEASURING U. S. S. THREAD
In measuring a U. S. standard thread, is it measured on a plane

horizontal with the axis or on a plane normal to the helix ?

All threads are measured parallel with the axis of the work, and not at

right angles with the helix.

METHODS OF GRINDING
In grinding chasers of the tapped form, is it best to use emery wheel

the same diameter as thread to be cut, or a trifle larger, and will this

same method apply to milled chasers?

The chamfer on the tapped form of chasers should be ground on a radius
which is equal to the radius of the root diameter of the screw to be cut,
and a little ahead of center for clearance.

We assume that the chasers are being ground by the radius of the wheel,
and in that case the wheel should be smaller than the outside diameter of
the thread. The root diameter is the correct diameter for the wheel.

This same method could be used on milled chasers, but the angle grind
given them as sent out from the factory is far more suitable.

MILLED AND TAPPED CHASERS WHEN USED
When and on what class of work should a tapped set of chasers

be used, and when should milled chasers be used ?

The Geometric Tool Company recommends that chasers of the tapped
form, that is, those having their teeth formed by means of a master hob tap,
be employed only when the grinding must be done on the cutting edge.
Milled chasers are recommended whenever possible.

NUMBER OF CUTS NECESSARY

How many cuts must be taken to finish \y2
"

diameter, 6 threads per
inch, in malleable iron and in mild steel? Also 2 l/2

"

diameter, 6 threads
mild steel?

Two cuts should finish the l l/2 "-6 thread, and the 2 l/2 "-6 thread as well,
if the chamfer is not short. If the chamfer is short, three cuts should be
taken on the 2^"-6 thread.

What speed and how many cuts to cut a 1^" 4-pitch U. S. S.

left-hand thread, in cold-rolled steel. Lubricant used, cutting oil.

Limits, .010?

In this instance we would advise two cuts. Also, about 31 to 37 R. P. M.
As a lubricant, we would recommend the following solution:

40 gallons of water.

10 gallons of mineral lard oil.

2 l/2 pounds of soda ash (no more or less).

Take a barrel of about fifty gallons' capacity. Tap at the bottom for

spigot.

Weigh the 2 l/2 pounds of soda ash (caustic soda or caustic potash will not

do). Thoroughly dissolve this in a bucket of hot water.

Place in the mixing barrel. Then fill the barrel about three-quarters full

of water, and after agitating this mixture of water and alkali, allow it to stand
at least thirty minutes. Then add the ten gallons of mineral lard oil.
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Half the quantity, or five gallons only of mineral lard oil is sometimes used

in making up the compound where a cooling rather than lubricating element is

desirable.

Upon slight agitation the combination of oil and alkali water will turn

white, resembling milk.

Would you advise one or two operations to get up close to a

shoulder on cold-rolled screw stock ? Dies sometimes chip out in center.

No knowledge is here given as to the thread that is being cut on this

stock. However, unless it is a very heavy cut, we would advise one operation
only. The second time over would be liable to crowd the dies ahead, and
might break the teeth of the dies. It is possible that two cuts have been

taken, and that this has caused the dies to chip out in the center.

Another cause of the dies chipping in the manner here described might
be that the cutting edge of the dies has become dull, causing the dies to rub.

The dies must be kept sharp.

PIPE TAPPING vs. THREADING
Is it more difficult to tap an inside thread on pipe stock than an

outside thread? If so, why?
We know of no reason why there should be difficulty in tapping an inside

thread any more than cutting the outside thread, provided, of course, that

conditions are the same. If the lubricant is gotten into the work properly,
if the chasers are ground the same as for the outside thread, and if the stock
is the same, the outside thread should be more easily produced than the
inside thread.

PREVENTION OF CHATTERING

How can milled chasers be prevented from chattering on brass when

they have been ground in the throat only?
It is possible that all the dies have not a uniform chamfer ground on

them. If the chamfer is uneven, or if too much chamfer is ground on the

chasers, it would cause them to chatter.

Grinding in the throat will sometimes throw up a bur between the teeth,
or too much grind will remove the bearing or lead control, in which case the
chasers should be honed between the teeth, raising the stone slightly toward
the cutting edge.

However, chattering after grinding is more frequently caused by not

having the chamfer ground at the right angle on all of the chasers of the set.

Our dies worked well for the first few grindings, but now chatter

after grinding. What is the cause?

Evidently the milled type of die is used, and the probability is that the
dies have been ground on the cutting edge, thereby losing their bearing.
Taking an oil stone and honing slightly between the teeth may be the means
of overcoming the chattering.

Grinding in the throat, as is required for the milled type of chaser, will

sometimes throw up a bur between the teeth where the grinding stops. This
bur will often cause the dies to chatter. By using a V-shaped or knife-

shaped hone and honing out the little bur the chattering will be overcome.

RESULTS OF IMPROPER GRINDING
How can chasers be prevented from cutting taper after grinding?
The chasers do not in reality cut taper, but after grinding, especially

if used on brass, the cutting edges of the chasers being sharp often permits
the chasers to run ahead too fast. This shaves the first few threads until the
chasers get onto the work. The shaving makes the first two or three threads
thin.

By honing the sharp edge off the chasers, it prevents their running onto
the work so fast and overcomes the shaving, or cutting of thin or so-called

taper threads.
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How much above center are milled chasers supposed to be ground,
and how much can be ground off of the face ?

Milled chasers as furnished by the Geometric factory are ground one-
tenth of the diameter above center. Milled chasers will stand grinding on
the cutting edge for perhaps one-third of the thickness of the chaser, but this

must be done a little at a time. It is the practice to grind milled chasers
almost entirely in the throat. They are set ahead of center in order to

give them bearing, and if they are ground on the cutting edge, care should
be taken to grind but slightly, as there is danger of grinding away all the

bearing.

We would advise grinding as lightly as possible and let the chasers
wear their own bearing.

Is the cutting edge height on the tapped form of chasers the same as

on the milled?

While the cutting edge on the milled form of chaser is one-tenth the
diameter of the work above center, this does not apply to the tapped form of

chaser. Tapped chasers can be full thickness to below center and cut and
work correctly, if center line is held; that is to say, if ground below center,
chaser should have a hook to keep center line.

Why is it that two dies of a set do the cutting, while two do not?

There are three conditions which could cause this trouble. Uneven
chamfer. Distance from cam slot to cutting edge not equal. Cam out of true.

Prove chamfer even from cam slot. The grinding should be done from
keyway.

Will you suggest a way for holding Geometric Dies so they may
all be ground uniformly?

The Geometric Chaser or Die Grinder is recommended for this purpose.

In grinding thread chasers, it is desirable to have a machine in order to

insure all chasers of the set being ground uniformly. Setting up all chasers in

a jig or holder so as to get absolutely uniform grinding requires much care,
and an expert mechanic. It is not practicable, but simply a makeshift. With
the machine, a positive fixture can be adjusted and each die ground separately
in the same position, and ground in the same relative position one to another.

How to prevent ^-inch standard pipe chasers from wearing flat

from the start.

Keeping the chasers sharpened at the proper time, that is, not running
them when dull, ought to prevent them from wearing flat.

It is possible that the stock is too hard, or the speed at which the chasers
are running is too high for them.

Possibly the chasers are soft, or have been burned in grinding.

Wrhen dies have been ground below center, how can they be remedied ?

Where milled dies have been ground below center, the only way to correct
this is to use an oil stone of sharper angle than angle of the thread, and stone
between the teeth of the dies to steady them. This method will correct, but
not restore, for dies ground below center and stoned in this manner will not

produce as good a thread as when dies are of correct thickness.

What is the cause of a set of dies cutting a thread very flat at root?

While we do not know the kind of metal in which the threads are cut.

the indications are that the grinding conditions are not right. This flatting of
the thread at root is quite likely caused by some of the dies cutting ahead or
behind. Assuming that the dies are of the milled type, we would suggest
testing the dies on a trial piece of stock, by stopping them on the cut to see
if all dies are cutting correctly.

All the cutting should be done on the chamfer, and not back on the dies.
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If the dies do show cutting on front or back side of the teeth, they should be
stoned slightly on the edge that is doing the shaving.

If the dies are Geometric, it would have been well, in ordering the dies,
to have mentioned the kind of metal they would be required to cut. The fac-

tory could then have given the dies the form of grinding best suited to the

work, which form should be followed when regrinding the dies.

What is the cause of dies cutting all the way back, every tooth mak-

ing a cut?

This trouble is sometimes caused by the machine not being cammed up
correctly.

In regrinding threading dies care should be taken to see that there is

a clearance on the chamfer from the cutting edge back, so that there will be
no running back on the cutting edge of the chamfer. After giving attention
to the above points, if dies still continue to cut all the way back, hone them on
the back edge where they are doing the cutting-back.

Why do old dies, in cutting long thread, cut large head of screw?
There are a great many conditions that might cause the cut to be larger

near the head of the screw.

The chamfer may not be ground evenly on all dies of the set.

The bearing may have been ground away, leaving the dies without control.

The dies may be shaving ahead or behind slightly, and need light stoning.
The die head may be sprung.

Key in head may be worn and out of alignment.
Machine may not be properly aligned, causing the dies to cut off center.

Any of the causes here given might be responsible for the condition de-
scribed.

Where a Geometric die head needs overhauling, it should be returned
to the Geometric factory and put in good working order.

What causes threads to cut out of round on ^4", %", 1" Laurel and
Tenessee iron? Taper threads, 12 thread, 4" taper to 12".

Whether the milled or topped form of dies is employed, is not stated. It

is understood, however, that it is the milled form of die.

Apparently the dies have been ground on the cutting face, grinding away
the bearing or control. With few exceptions, milled dies should be ground
very little on the face or cutting edge.

Where the dies have been ground below center and the bearing lost, the

only way to correct this condition is to use an oil stone sharper than the
included angle of the thread, and stone between the teeth of the dies to steady
them.

Method of stoning is described on pages 165 and 166.

Dies ground below center and stoned in this manner will not produce
as good a thread as when the dies are of correct thickness.

ROUGH THREADS AND THEIR CAUSES

What is the cause of rough threads when chasers are properly
ground ?

There are many conditions that might cause rough threads other than
improper grinding. The lubricant may not be suitable for the material that
is being threaded. The grade of stock may be the trouble. Bad alignment
between the work and chasers is another cause of rough threads. Still an-
other cause might be the rate of feeding the chasers onto the work. The
forcing of the chasers onto the stock faster than they can cut has a tendency
to give a rough thread, as does also the extreme, that of retarding the chasers

not keeping them up to proper cutting speed.
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As to a proper cutting speed, while we are often asked regarding this,

the speed of cutting is controlled largely by individual conditions. Cutting

speed is one of the things that the operator can regulate for himself. The
diameter of the thread, the pitch of thread, the kind of metal, as well as the

length of thread, all have a bearing in the matter of cutting speed. There are

such varied conditions that it is quite impossible to given even an approxi-
mate rate of cutting. However, this is scarcely necessary, for it is something
that an operator ran readily determine for the particular work he has in hand.

Cutting a 4-pitch Acme thread on l*/6" diameter cold-rolled stock,

25 inches long. Threads rough.

On this thread we would advise a roughing and finishing cut, by means
of the roughing and finishing attachment, and a good smooth thread should

then be had with Geometric dies on the cold rolled stock. Providing lubricant,

chamfer and grind of the cutting face are suited to cold rolled stock.

Our recommendation is that the dies in this case be ground with a 4-

degree angle hook on the cutting face, and with a chamfer of from two to

three threads.

One or more dies of the set may be the cause of the rough threads.

Test the dies on a trial piece of stock by stopping them on the cut to see if

all the dies are cutting correctly. All the cutting should be done on the

chamfer, and not back of the dies. If any of the dies do show cutting on back
or front side of teeth, they should be stoned slightly on the edge that is doing
the shaving.

REASON FOR DIFFERENT THREAD STANDARDS

Will the A. L. A. M. thread on a given size bolt stand the same tensile

strain as the U. S. S., and if so, why not abandon the latter?

It was not because the U. S. S. thread was not strong enough that the

A. L. A. M. thread was adopted by the Association of Licensed Automobile
Manufacturers, but being a finer pitch thread than the U. S. S., gave not so

steep an angle, which would cause it to tighten down better.

There is so much vibration in an automobile that the A. L. A. M. thread

holds better than the U. S. S. The coarser pitch thread is all right for stand-

ard bolt threads. Thus, both the A. L. A. M. and U. S. S. threads have their

particular application.

REPLACING SINGLE CHASERS

Can one chaser of a set of four be replaced in case of a broken one?

It can. When the chasers are of the milled form, one chaser can be
furnished to match the set without having the other chasers of the set

returned, to match up the new chaser with the others of the set.

SCREW THREAD TOLERANCES

What are the practical limits for the outside diameter of threads.

Can a 1.5" diameter thread be held to +.002" on machine production?
The outside diameter is not the proper place from which to measure.

Taking, as an example, the V form of thread, it is impossible to have the V
thread measure to size on outside diameter and still have correct angle, as

the very sharp points cannot be kept. The pitch diameter is the proper
place from which to measure.

As to limits at pitch diameter on a 1.5" diameter thread, we would recom-
mend .002 as correct for fine pitches, but would advise at least .003 as

a production proposition, if possible.

What would you consider a practical limit for pitch diameter of

threads ; that is, above and below normal dimensions ?
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Practical pitch diameter limits for screw threads depend upon the

diameter, pitch and length of the thread, all of which have an important bear-

ing in establishing the pitch diameter limits.

For fine threads, minus .004 to .006 would be considered practical limits.

On short threads, limits for screws, from size to .002 or .003 below normal;
for nuts, from size to .002 or .003 above normal.

Lead limits must also be considered; that is to say, when a screw is used

to fit into a nut where the bearing is of more than ordinary length. This is

due to the fact that the least mite of inaccuracy in pitch of thread develops
at every turn. For that reason, greater pitch diameter limits must be given
to allow for any discrepancies.

To explain, let us take as an example a 24 pitch thread. The inaccuracy
of the pitch we will say is .0002 (2/10 of 1/1000). The thread has 24 turns to

the inch, and this .0002 inaccuracy is multiplied 24 times, giving an inaccuracy
of .0048 to the inch, and for every additional inch or fraction thereof, in

length of thread, the inaccuracy increases in proportion.

SETTING TOOL TO CUT TAPER

Which is correct, in cutting a taper thread, is the tool set parallel

to axis or parallel to face of work?

Set the tool square to the axis of the work and not square to the taper.

SHARP WHITWORTH THREADS

Why is it that we get sharp threads for the first two threads on ^"-14
threads, in mild steel, ^" long? On an automatic.

We assume that a Whitworth thread is being cut, particularly as the

inquiry comes from England.
There are several conditions that might cause this trouble.

The chamfer may not be even on the dies, and one of the dies, leading
ahead, spoils the first thread before the other dies get a good start.

The chamfer may not have enough clearance, and the dies start hard, or,

there might be too much clearance, and the machine may force the dies

ahead so as to spoil the first two threads.

The machine may be cammed too far, forcing the dies, or it may be out
of alignment.

It may be that there are some grinding burrs in the sides of the teeth,
which would cause the dies to cut ahead or behind.

In order to get at the trouble, we would advise placing the die head in a

hand machine, and try the dies, stopping them on the cut. Take note of just
how the dies act by opening the head and seeing what each die is doing. All

the cutting should be done on the chamfer, and if the dies show a slight

shaving ahead or behind, the die doing the shaving should be removed, and
the cutting edges which are doing the shaving should be slightly stoned with
a sharp oilstone to remove the extreme keenness. Then try the dies again
until this shaving disappears.

If the dies start hard, rechamfer with more clearance. If one die shows
more cutting than the rest, the chamfer on the dies is uneven.

Should the dies work all right in the hand machine, the trouble then is

undoubtedly in the automatic, which is either incorrectly cammed or out of

alignment.
SOME CAUSES OF STRIPPING

Why will automatic dies strip threads at beginning and give full

perfect threads at rear?

This might be caused by the dies not being properly started.

The machine may be out of line with the work.

Dies may be ground with uneven chamfer, one die starting ahead of the
other dies.
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Another cause might be that the dies are cutting either ahead or behind,
which would give the effect of the dies stripping at the start, but which in

reality is not so. In such case the result would be due to each tooth shaving
off the side of the thread. Of course, as the die passes on, the first thread

has more removed, and, in fact, most of the thread removed. The latter

suggestion is probably the most common cause of the stripping effect, and
is sometimes the result of grinding burs, also on some metals the result of

too keen an edge on the dies. This could be corrected by slightly stoning

A certain y% die will not thread straight. What is the cause? Die

practically new.

It is possible that the dies may not be set into the head properly.

The machine may be out of alignment.

See that the turret is not forced faster than the die can cut, nor retarded.

All of the dies may not be cutting properly. That is, one or more of the

dies may be cutting ahead or behind. It might be well to test the dies on a

trial piece of stock by stopping them on the cut to see if all dies of the set are

cutting correctly. All the cutting should be done on the chamfer, and not

back on the dies. If the dies do show cutting on front or back side of the

teeth, they should be stoned slightly on the edge that is doing the shaving.

Why do dies that are ground O. K. split threads?

The most probable reason for dies splitting threads is a mismated set of

chasers, or chasers not inserted in die head properly. The chasers of one set

are milled, or hobbed, as the case may be, in the same operation, so that a

single chaser of one set would not be likely to prove interchangeable with the

relative chaser of another set.

Another cause for split threads might be that the die head has become
badly sprung. The remedy for this condition would be to return the die

head to the factory and have it put in correct working order.

What is the cause of dies cutting small at the beginning and large
at the back of the thread? Sometimes stripping the front of thread

before starting?

This condition would be apt to occur where the dies had been ground
with uneven chamfer, or, where the bearing or lead control had been ground
away.

Bad alignment between the dies and turret could also give the results

described.

Why is it that a set of dies that cut a perfect thread in one die-head,
when changed to another die-head of the same size and style will strip
the thread ?

If the same kind of stock is being cut in both of the die heads, the trouble
must be with the head. Evidently the front of the die head has become
slightly sprung in some way. The die head that strips the thread (if a

Geometric) should be sent to us for inspection.

Will misalignment between holder for dies and stock holder cause

waving threads?

When dies are not in alignment with the work, they are apt to produce
taper threads, and sometimes strip the first two or three threads, but we have
never known of this condition causing waving threads.

What causes a die to cut a thread part way, and strip when the die

stops ?
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It is most likely that either the die head is not stripping properly or is out
of alignment with the work. Since the dies cut a good thread, and strip only
when the die stops.

RELATION OF PITCH DIAMETER TO OUTSIDE DIAMETER

Please inform on the pitch diameter thread in relation to the outside

diameter.

The pitch diameter is the proper place from which to measure any thread.

The outside diameter is simply a check as to the angle and flat of thread. On
the V form of thread the outside diameter will measure from .005 to .010 under
size, due to the knife edge which cannot be held, while pitch diameter will

measure O. K.

All threads properly fitted would take the bearing on the sides of the

thread and not at outside diameter top or bottom. In fact, if all threads had
clearance at top and bottom, much better results would be obtained.

RESTORING LEAD ON CHASERS

How may the proper lead be restored on chasers which have been

ground slightly off?

Restoring the lead on chasers by means of stoning, as outlined under the

heading Wavy Threads and Their Prevention, a few pages further along, is

the method adopted by one machinist who has had considerable experience
in the handling of Geometric Die-heads and Collapsing Taps. This man
has charge of special tools at the factory where he is employed.

He writes that he has been given trouble with the hob type of chaser on
account of the operator running his chasers too dull before grinding. When
they go to the toolgrinder, he has to grind too much off the top.

When unable to overcome this with an oilstone, he screws a wire wheel
brush on the end of the chaser grinder and holds the chaser against it, being
careful not to hold them too long.

This method, he says, he also employs when chasers are tempered, as it

cleans them of all scale or foreign substance, smooths the thread and puts the
chasers in first-class condition.

SHOULDER To CUT CLOSE To
How can a Geometric Tap or Die-Head be made to cut threads

within y%" of a shoulder?

Where a thread is finished to shoulder by either a tap or die head, there
can be very little chamfer ground on the front of the chasers. We do not
consider it good practice where threads are to be cut flush to a shoulder to

expect to do it with one tool where perfect threads are required.

When chasers have no chamfer ground in front it is impossible for them
to be run onto the metal and cut perfect threads. The usual custom where
this is done is to use two die heads or taps, as the case may be.

The first tool should have a reasonable chamfer ground on the front of
the chasers, so that they can run onto the work and finish the thread as near
to shoulder as possible. The second tool should have little or no chamfer
ground on front of the chasers to run on and finish the thread. As the first

tool has already started a perfect thread, the second tool will follow it up and
finish it close to a shoulder, having little or no chamfer ground on the chasers.

For shoulder work the trip should be set so as to open the dies just a

fraction of an inch before hitting shoulder. Otherwise the dies will be pre-
vented from opening.

In tapping a hole with a solid tap, where it is required to finish the thread
flush to the bottom of the hole, it is the usual practice to use a taper tap to

start the thread, a plug tap to complete it as near the bottom as possible, and
a bottoming tap to follow in and complete the thread. This is as it should
be and furnishes a perfect thread.
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For some reason where the same mechanic attempts to cut an outside

thread with an opening die, he expects to finish the thread with one cut and

produce a perfect thread without following the same practice that he would
follow if he were using solid taps and expected to tap a thread clear to the

bottom of the hole.

Where the work does not require extreme accuracy, a die can be forced

on the work, or a tap can be forced into a hole without having much chamfer

ground on the chasers to start the thread. This, however, is against good
practice and does not insure good and perfect threads to either cut or tap
them in this way.

In order to remove the metal gradually and produce the thread properly
and in perfect form, the chasers should have three or four threads chamfer

ground on them, whether used for an external or internal thread. For this

reason two tools, as described previously, should be used to cut an internal or
an external thread flush to the bottom.

A Geometric self-opening die head or collapsing tap can run its chasers
as close to a shoulder as can be done with a solid die or tap.

STAGGERED THREADS

What is the cause of staggered threads?

Sometimes a staggered thread is the result of the chasers being too sharp,
especially on brass, and it is then well to use a fine hone, preferably of a
diamond shape, that will fit between the teeth of the chasers, and just hone off

the sharp cutting edges of the chaser teeth so that they will not run on so

freely.

TAPER THREADS OUT OF ROUND
What causes threads to cut out of round on %", %", 1" Laurel and

Tennessee iron? Taper threads, 12 thread, ^4" taper to 12".

Whether the milled or tapped form of die is employed, is not stated. It

is understood, however, that it is the milled form of die.

Apparently the dies have been ground on the cutting face, grinding away
the bearing or control. With few exceptions, milled dies should be ground
very little on the face or cutting edge.

Where the dies have been ground below center and the bearing lost, the

only way to correct this condition is to use an oil stone sharper than the
included angle of the thread, and stone between the teeth of the dies to steady
them.

The method of stoning is described under "Waving Threads and Their
Prevention." Dies ground below center and stoned in this manner will not
produce as good a thread as when the dies are of correct thickness.

TAPPING OPEN HEARTH AND BESSEMER
Should open hearth pipe stock be more difficult to tap than Bessemer

stock ?

Open hearth pipe stock is more difficult to tap than Bessemer stock, be-
cause the open hearth is a much softer and more stringy proposition, and
will tear out more easily. Bessemer, on the other hand, is a free, easy
cutting stock.

When cutting open hearth steel the chasers should be ground with
radial hook at cutting edge and kept sharp.

TAPS STRIP AND FAIL TO CLOSE

Why do collapsing taps sometimes tear threads and will not close

up ? Tapping about 35 point carbon steel.

It seems likely that the threads, tearing, clog the chasers and hold the
tap stiffly, so that it does not collapse properly. Try grinding the chasers
with a slight hook, which should stop the tearing of the threads.
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Another reason for the tap not closing may be that the cam spring in

the tap has become weakened. A new cam spring would, of course, overcome
this difficulty.

VARIATION IN SOLID TAPS

Why are tap makers unable to make taps which are more uniform
in size?

Tap makers are well able to make taps of uniform size, but competition
in that line is so strong that they all try to produce taps as quickly and as

accurately as it is possible to do and yet meet competing prices. If the

general manufacturing public were willing to pay for great accuracy, there
would be no difficulty whatever about the different tap makers producing the

taps with sufficient accuracy to meet all requirements. The desire on the

part of the general manufacturing public to buy goods cheaply prevents the

making of the tools with the accuracy or uniformity that could be had in

tools of this kind if a little higher price were paid for the goods in the first

place. There are, however, a few tap makers whose goods run more uni-

formly to size and accuracy than is ordinarily found in the majority of these

goods.

U. S. OR SELLERS STANDARD

Why and when were 8 threads per inch on 1" standard bolts adopted?

The United States Standard, or Sellers Standard, of which l"-8 is a

part, was recommended and established in 1864 by a committee of the
Franklin Institute, which was headed by William Sellers of Philadelphia.
It was used to standardize screw practice in regard to pitches for various
diameters of bolts. The following formula will illustrate:

P = 0.24 V D 4- 0.625 0.175

This holds to *4" diameter and over.

In 1882 Mr. George M. Bond, of Pratt & Whitney Co., found that under %"
the strength of the thread was far greater than the bolt at root of the thread,
and suggested the coefficient of the radical be changed from 0.24 to 0.25.

Please explain why the U. S. S. thread was called the Franklin

Institute thread, and is there any difference? On many occasions I

have seen U. S. F. written in catalogues. Will you please explain if

this means United States Form, or United States Franklin thread.

The U. S. S. screw thread (United States Standard) is known to many of

the older mechanics as the Franklin Institute Standard, and to others as

the Sellers Standard. The United States Standard (or U. S. S.) screw thread
is the name by which this form of screw thread is commonly known.

This system of screw threads was devised by William Sellers and recom-
mended for adoption by a committee of the Franklin Institute in 1864. The
three names, Sellers Standard, Franklin Institute Standard and United
States Standard, all apply to the same screw thread standard and are, of

course, identical.

By U. S. F., the Geometric Tool Company's factory understands United
States Form. That is, conforming to the United States formula, but not con-

sisting of the standard number of threads per inch for a given diameter.

There are those who claim U. S. F. signifies United States Franklin.
Whether a thread was strictly a United States Standard, or Franklin Institute

Standard, or United States Franklin, as one might choose to designate it,

could readily be determined by the number of threads per inch on given
diameters. For instance, a 1" diameter, 8 pitch U. S. S. thread conforms
strictly to the standard named United States Standard. But, 1" diameter,
U. S. S., with any pitch of thread other than 8, would not be a United States

Standard thread, although the formula might be the same. It would be a
United States Form thread, having the form of the U. S. Standard, but its

own number of threads, or pitch, per inch.
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STONE. BOTH SIDES OF THREADS
SLIGHTLY ALONG CUTTING
EDOEL OF DIE..

Fig. 105 Method of Stoning.

While we have never seen taps so marked, we understand from good
authority that taps made by an important tap maker have been marked,
U. S. F. I. Evidently an abbreviation for United States Franklin Institute.

We do not feel qualified to say whar another's catalogue may designate
by U. S. F. If their f" diameter has any pitch other than 16, or their $4"
diameter has any pitch other than 10, or their 1" diameter has any pitch other
than 8, it could not be correctly called a United States Standard, or a United
States Franklin as the term may be, but could be a United States Form, or
U. S. F., as we should name it.

WAVING THREADS AND THEIR PREVENTION

Will forcing stock onto chasers cause waving threads, or will it

cause it to strip outside diameter of thread ?

Forcing the dies will give bad results, such as thin threads, long leads,

taper threads, but not waving threads. Waving threads are mostly due to
dies being ground too much on the cutting edge, leaving no bearing or lead
control.

Milled dies should not be ground on the cutting face unless absolutely
necessary, and then very little.

If you have waving threads, stone the first two teeth of the die on the
side of teeth, as indicated in Sketch No. 105, so as to give bearing.

OIL STONE. SHOULD BE
HELD AT AN ANGLE: SLIGHTLY
LELSSTHAN ANGLE OF DlEL.

- CLEARANCE.
ANGLE OF DIE

CUTTING
OF CMEL

E.DGE1

Fig. 106 Showing Angle at Which Oilstone Showed Be Held.
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Seventeen-Year-Old Geometric Die-Head and the
Work It Is Still Doing.

Geometric Style "DD" Die-Head and One of Its Products. Com-
pensating- Springs Give Perfect Threads at the Start and Permit

the Dies to Maintain Their Lead on Heavy Turrets. Not
Necessary for the Operator to Follow the Thread Closely
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Care should be taken not to stone too freely. Place the oilstone between

the teeth of the die at about a 5 angle. The dies are usually cut on an angle

of about 10, 45'. Hold the stone one-half the way between that and straight

(as indicated in Sketch No. 106), which is generally about 5
,
and stone the

sides of the teeth. Only one side of the tooth is stoned at a time.

The ordinary, or commercial oilstone, in most common use, is the three-

cornered stone, with blunt edges. These oilstones will not reach in between

the teeth of the dies and give proper results.

Oilstones can be had at any hardware store, and the sharp edge can be

lapped on.

Fig. 107 Knife Edge Oilstone.

Fig. 108 Diamond Shaped Oilstone

The angle of the oilstone should always be sharper than the angle of

thread, so as not to hit other side of the thread.

We recommend either the V-shaped or knife edge oilstone, shown in

Sketch No. 107, or the diamond shaped oilstone, shown in Sketch No. 108.

The diamond shaped oilstone, represented in Sketch No. 108, is made
especially for The Geometric Tool Company. As a matter of convenience to

our customers, we carry a supply of these diamond shaped oilstones, which
are sold at cost to our customers.

WHEN ONE CHASER BREAKS

Can a set of dies be repaired when one or two first points are

broken? If so, how?

Grind all of the dies of the set back to match. If the dies in question
are Geometric, of the milled type, one die could be furnished to replace the
broken one. If of the tapped type, an entire new set would have to be
furnished.

However, by grinding the entire set of dies back an equal distance, they
should be in condition for working properly.
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WHAT CAUSES TAPERED THREADS

What is the usual cause of threads becoming tapered in cutting ?

The most frequent cause of tapered threads is improper grinding. All

chasers of a set must be ground uniformly so that when brought up to the

work the cutting edge of each die will begin the cut at the same time. Chasers
of the milled form must be ground in the front, or throat, and not on the

cutting edge. All dies of a set must also be of the same thickness at the

cutting point.

Another cause of tapered threads is that the machine is out of alignment
and the dies are therefore not held concentric with the work. When a ma-
chine is out of alignment it will sometimes force the chasers over onto the

stock, causing tapered threads. When chasers are forced over in this manner
the first few threads are bound to be smaller than the rest of them until the

full length of the chaser is in operation. This causes, of course, a cut the

whole length of the chaser, and in some cases will prevent the chasers from
opening.

Where the chasers are not fed onto the work and followed up as fast as

they will cut, thus retarding their progress, a tapered thread may result. The
reverse is also true, for if the chasers are forced ahead faster than they can

cut, the result will be a tapered thread.

TAPERED WHEN CUTTING CLOSE TO SHOULDER

Why do chasers cut tapered threads when cutting close to shoulder?

The amount of chamfer that is ground out in the throat would naturally
show a taper for the last few threads. The chasers must have some chamfer

ground in the throat. In fact, they should have two or three threads chamfer
in order to permit the chasers to take hold of the thread and run on. Conse-

quently as many threads in the throat of the chasers as are ground out in

the chamfer, are shown tapering in the screw which has been cut. Therefore,
the last few threads cut cannot be perfect. The only way in which this can
be overcome, and in which it is overcome by many manufacturers who are

cutting close to shoulder, is to employ two die heads. The first is fitted

with chasers that have the usual chamfer. The second cut will finish the

threads true right up to the shoulder.
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CHAPTER XXIII

Speed of Production

One of the queries which frequently arises, particularly in con-

nection with new work or from manufacturers who have not previously
used the Geometric Die-Heads and Collapsing Taps is, How many pieces

of a given size and material may be threaded in a certain way per hour

or per day? It will be apparent that it would be most difficult to

answer any such question definitely offhand. However, actual experi-

ence has already provided such satisfactory answers in so many similar

cases that it is only necessary to compare the data given in any new

query with work that has already been done to obtain an idea of the

possibilities. Given equally favorable working conditions, an equally

good product may be obtained on practically any piece of a similar

nature.

Figs. 109 and 110 Shank and Cap of Shower Head, of Which 45,000 Were
Threaded with a Single Set of Chasers.

It is accordingly considered preferable to present here a number of

typical examples of quantity production on a basis of uniform accuracy
of threading than to attempt any generalization. Compare the parts
and the data thus presented with those that you are planning to thread,

always taking into consideration that favorable operating conditions

such as are outlined in previous chapters on the care of the die-heads

and the grinding of the chasers as well as the data on threading speeds,
and you will be able to form a very close idea of what can be done with

your own particular work.

45,000 Shower Heads This head consists of two parts as shown in

the accompanying illustrations, Figs. 109 and 110. These are the

shanks and the caps or face; on the male thread of the shank which
measures 3^ 16, the average production was 230 per hour, with a
surface speed of about 200 feet per minute, the latter having been cut
down in order to get quicker handling of the work. The parts were
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handled in an air chuck so that in releasing the chuck the work auto-

matically dropped into a box below. On the cap or face, threaded with

a Geometric Collapsing Tap, 3% 16, the average production was 210

per hour with a surface speed of about 400 feet per minute.

The above is but one of many seemingly unusual records made by
Geometric Threading Tools. Unusual to the man who does not appre-
ciate their possibilities or realize the high degree of reliability and

accuracy to which they have been developed as rapid production tools.

There are many such records to their credit, and new ones are being
made constantly. Upon receipt of samples a close estimate of the time

per piece and daily production obtainable can be given promptly.
It is accordingly considered preferable to present here a number of

typical examples of quantity production on a basis of uniform accuracy
of threading than to attempt any generalization. Compare the parts
and the data thus presented with those that you are planning to thread,

always taking into consideration that favorable operating conditions

such as are outlined in previous chapters on the care of the die-heads

and the grinding of the chasers as well as the data on threading speeds,
and you will be able to form a very close idea of what can be done with

your own particular work.
Boston: Geometric Threading Machine, 3/16-inch brass rods, 1,000

pieces per hour. Geometric die-head 334-inch, 11^ brass neck rings,

threaded to the shoulder, 460 rings threaded in one day just to make a

record, but 400 is an easy average.
St. Louis: Automobile gear-shift rods, .)^-inch, 16, 2^-inch length

thread, 125 rods per hour; Geometric Threading Machine. Material,

25 to 35-point carbon screw stock. Requirements, big production, closest

accuracy.
Newark : Tough alloy drop forging %-inch, 14, length of rhread one

inch, right and left-hand; 150 per hour; Geometric Threading Machine.
Toledo : 2^-inch, 18, malleable iron casting, y2 inch long ;

Geometric
die-head. Each casting threaded in 10 seconds.

Rochester : 8-inch diameter, 16 pitch, 1 inch deep, tapered castings
for dental chair bases

;
a Geometric collapsing tap ; average 9 pieces

per hour
;
used to do 4 per hour with solid tap.

Elyria : Geometric Threading Machine ; stock, cold rolled steel
;

3/6-inch diameter studs, 24 to the inch, ^-inch long threads; 350 studs

threaded per hour.

Lansing: Steel casting rear wheel hubs, 2 23/32 inch, 16. J^-inch

long; 350 per hour; Geometric die-head.

Flint : Control lever. One thread 1-inch diameter, 20, and the other

3/4-inch, 16. Geometric die-heads thread both ends of 220 of these

each day.
Detroit: Lamp brackets; ^o-inch, 20, J^-inch length thread; vana-

dium steel forging; 1,500 complete brackets per day. Geometric

Threading Machine.

Lansing: Drop-forged transmission bearing cups, 3^-inch diameter,

12, %-inch long; 120 per day with a Geometric die-head.

Chicago : Internal and external threads on cast iron door checks,
A 2 5/32inch, 20, thread, ^-inch long, flush to a shoulder. Geometric
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die Head. Six seconds per piece. The internal thread runs to a depth
of 24 inch. Geometric Collapsing Tap, seven seconds per piece.

Buffalo: Steel drop forging; 53^-inch, 14, rear axle housings. Pro-

duction not given, but Geometric collapsing taps used on account of the

extremely close limits.

Kokomo: Cylinder plugs, 1 15/16-inch, 14, 1 inch long; no re-

jections because of inaccurate threads; 200 per day; Geometric Die-

Head.

Chicago: Flush valves; special bronze metal; 3 15/32-inch, 18; 9/16-

inch length of outside thread; threading time, 4 seconds; Geometric

Die-Head. Inside thread, ^-inch deep ;
5 seconds.

Indianapolis: Split nuts; 2^-inch, 12, \y% inches deep. Produc-

tion not given, but 150 nuts threaded with each grind of the chasers, the

150th nut showing as clean a thread as the first; Geometric Collapsing

Tap.
Springfield (Ohio) : Motor generator armature shafts for automo-

bile starters; 1-inch diameter; 16-pitch, la/ inches long; 600 shafts per

day ;
Geometric Die-Head.
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APPENDIX
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TABLE OF DIAMETERS WITH CORRESPONDING
PITCHES

Diameter
inches

Pitch

U. S.
Standard Whitworth

2H

2^
3

20
18
16
14
13
12
11

11

10
10
9
9
8
7
7
6
6

5
5

20
18
16
14
12
12
11

11

10
10
9
9
8
7
7
6
6
5

20
18
16
14
12
12
11

11

10
10
9
9
8
7

7
6
6
5
5
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S. A. E. SCREW STANDARD

B Refers to all Nuts and Screw D x 1.5 Length of Threaded Por

Heads. tion.

P = Pitch of Thread.
D = Diameter of Screw. p

= Flat Top.
R

d =. Diameter of Cotter Pin.

D
P
A
Al
B
C
E
H
I

K
d

28 24

He
Ke

24

9
/l6

20 20

H

18 18 16
4%
19

2̂

16 14

2

^

i

14
1

12 12 12 12

Dimensions All dimensions in inches.

Finish All heads and nuts to be semi-finish.

Material For all screws and nuts steel; tensile strength, not less

than 100,000 pounds per square inch; elastic limit, not less than 60,000
pounds per square inch.

Screws are to be left soft. Screw heads are to be left soft. The plain
nuts are to be left soft. The castle nuts are to be case-hardened.

It is assumed that where screws are to be used in soft material such
as cast iron, brass, bronze, or aluminum, the United States standard

pitches will be used.
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S. A. E. SCREW STANDARD Continued

Tolerance The body diameter of the screws shall be one-thousandth

(.001) inch less than the nominal diameter, with a plus tolerance of zero

and a minus tolerance of two-thousandth (.002) inch.

The nuts shall be a good fit without perceptible shake.

CLEARANCE BETWEEN TOPS OF THREADS AND BOTTOMS OF THREADS

The tap shall be between two-thousandths (.002) inch and three-

thousandths (.003) inch large.

Sizes of Taps
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A. S. M. E. STANDARD
FOR MACHINE SCREWS

United States Standard Form of Thread

P = Pitch = 1

No. Threads per inch
Formula JD = Depth = P x .64952

P
LF = Flat =

STANDARD SCREWS

Note Maximum sizes given are the standard sizes.

Basic Size
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A. S. M. E. STANDARD

SPECIAL SCREWS

United States Standard Form of Thread

f
P = Pitch = 1

No. Threads per inch

Formula i D = Depth = P x .64952

L

Note Maximum sizes given are the standard sizes.

Basic Size
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THE ACME STANDARD THREAD
COMPARISON OF ACME AND SQUARE THREADS

*frH

^ I^-^XU*/
i i

The Acme Standard Thread is an adaptation of the most commonly
used style of Worm Thread and is intended to take the place of the

square thread.

It is a little shallower than the Worm Thread, but the same depth as

the square thread and much stronger than the latter. We advise its use

in place of the square thread in all cases where it is desired to produce
that style of a thread in a screw machine, as it overcomes, to a large

extent, the difficulties hitherto found in cutting square threads with a die.

It is also an excellent form of thread for Valve Spindles and other

work of that character.

The various parts of the Acme Standard Thread are obtained as

follows :

Width of Point of Tool for Screw or Tap Thread =
.3707

.0052

No. of Threads per in.

.3707

Width of Screw or Nut Thread =
No. of Threads per in.

Diameter of Tap = Diameter of Screw + .020

Diameter of Tap or Screw at Root = Diameter of Screw -

1

No. of Linear Threads per in. + .020

1

Depth of Thread = (- -010

2 x No. of Threads per in.

TABLE OF THREAD PART

No. of
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METRIC STANDARD SCREW THREADS

Diameter of
Screw
mm.
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INTERNATIONAL AND FRENCH STANDARD THREAD
(METRIC SYSTEM)

P = Pitch =
D = Depth = P x .64952

Formula -j p
F = Flat =

8

INTERNATIONAL STANDARD

Diameter
mm.
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STANDARD DIMENSIONS OF WROUGHT-IRON WELDED
PIPE

BRIGGS STANDARD

Diameter of Tubes
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BRITISH STANDARD PIPE THREADS
FOR GAS, WATER AND STEAM

rP = Pitch

D = Depth = P x .6

Formula J R Radius = 2 x p

I ~rr

Nominal
Inside

Diameter
Inches
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LOEWENHERZ GERMAN STANDARD
GENERALLY USED ON THE CONTINENT FOR FINE WORK

Diameter
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CONSTANTS FOR FINDING DIAMETER AT BOTTOM
OF THREAD

Threads
per Inch



TO CLOSE LIMITS 191

TABLE OF DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS OF MILLIMETERS
AND FRACTIONS OF MILLIMETERS

mm. = .0003937 inch

m



192 SCREW THREAD PRODUCTION
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